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Congress
OKs bill
for TVA
WASHINGTON (AP) — Legislation that would compensate
the Tennessee Valley Authority if it transfers mineral rights
in the Daniel Boone National
Forest to the federal government was approved by Congress Wednesday.
Sen. Mitch McConnell, RKy.. inserted the measure in
the Foreign Operations Appropriations conference report,
which is now headed to President Clinton for his signature.
McConnell chairs the Foreign
Operations Appropriations Subcommittee.
In exchange for the transfer to the Forest Service, TVA
will get up to $4 million from
the sale or lease of mineral
rights on some other federal
lands.
McConnell and Sen. Jim
Bunning, R-Ky., introduced the
legislation in September as a
way to compensate TVA for its
decision not to auction off
40,000 acres of mineral rights
in the eastern Kentucky forest
TVA had maintained that it
should receive fair-market compensation for the mineral rights,
since they were purchased in
the 1960s with ratepayer money.
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MCCH board OKs expenses
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Hospital board officials on Wednesday
dealt with monies past and future by approving financial statements, including that of
the Community Healthcare Foundation Inc.,
and revising the 2000-01 budget.
During its regular monthly meeting; Murray-Calloway County Hospital commissioners approved a report from financial offi-

cer Louis Vetter showing the hospital had
a pre-audit net income of $5 million - a
17-percent increase, he noted - during the
fiscal year that ended Sept. 30.
The hospital's financial position "is very
strong," Vetter told the board, which including its newest member, Butch Massey, a
city appointee.
Commissioners also approved the foundation financial statement, which showed a

$969,053-increase in total assets since last
year, but not without a bit more discussion. The foundation's total assets as of
Sept. 30 was slightly more than $1.743
million, Vetter reported.
Vetter noted that between June 1 and
Sept. 30, the hospital spent $37,385 to support the foundation. Among the costs were
education, travel and consulting fees, he
said.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Off c is from the University
of Kentucky and the Lexington Transit Authority plan to
meet next week to discuss
financially feasible ways to help
UK students get around town.
The two sides are scheduled to meet Nov. 1. There
are basically two options: a
transportation fee or the university's purchase of tickets
in bulk in exchange for reduced
prices.
LexTran prefers the $35
transportation fee. Students
would be able to use their
UK identification cards as bus
tickets after paying the $35
fee per semester.
The transportation fee would
generate more than $700,000
a semester for the transit
authority, LexTran director
Stephen Rowland said.
LexTran plans to provide
additional services for the university if UK officials agree
to the fee. That would include
new routes in or near major
student living areas, Rowland
said.
The other option is a reduction in the cost of student
bus passes. Students now can
buy a semester pass for $50.
Under the reduction idea,
LexTran would offer a $10
discount if UK purchased 5,000
or more passes, making the
cost $40.
"We recommended the fee
structure because that is something very prevalent across
the country," Rowland said.
"A lot of universities have that.
However, we wouldn't turn
down the university saying we'll
pay you this much to let the
students ride for free."
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Clinton, GOP
near deal on
taxes, wages
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Clinton and congressional Republicans are
signaling a possible tax compromise that
would help people pay for long-term
health care, save for retirement and give
business breaks to absorb a $1 minimum wage increase.
The legislation, expected to cost about
$245 billion over 10 years, also would
provide new tax incentives to revitalize
downtrodden communities and help U.S.
exporters avert a trade war with the
European Union.
Although disagreement remained in
some areas, a congenial exchange of
letters between Clinton and House Speaker Dennis Hastert, R-111., made it clear
that both sides expected a compromise
on the tax package before Congress
adjourns for the year.
"We should also work together to
pass tax cuts for middle-class Americans," Clinton told reporters Wednesday
at the White House. "You know, in budget talks, the two sides often wind up
talking past each other. It takes a little

UK. transit
to address
transportation
0

But commissioner Larry Elkins, the Calloway County judge/executive who has had
an ongoing complaint about the way the
foundation was formed using public monies,
asked why the hospital was continuing to
support the foundation and whether the latter was going to pick up its own expens-

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
HARD LANDING.. These two witches found that flying in the dark can be a
little tricky without modern navigational tools in front of a house on 16th
Street. Trick-or-treaters will be out in droves Tuesday from 5 to 7 p.m.

Regent classification causes stir
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
A possible recall vote of the Murray State
University faculty regent appears to have been
avoided this week because of a change in position classification.
According to MSU Faculty Senate member
Terry Strieter, who also serves as chair of the
university's union organization. the Murray
Alliance of Collegiate Educators, Faculty Regent
Jim Rudolph's official classification at the university had been changed nearly two weeks

ago from "faculty" to "administrator."
The change, Stricter said, would have put
the MSU faculty in the position of having to
come up with a new regent, since under Kentucky law un administrator cannot serve as a
faculty regent.
Rudolph was named interim director of the
university's newly-formed school of agriculture
at the board of regents' June meeting. In addi-

• See Page 2

extra effort to reach across the divide,
so that's what I'm trying to do today."
Hastert was equally conciliatory in a
letter to the president. "I agree with
you that we should work together in a
bipartisan fashion, and I believe this
work product is a result of a hardfought compromise," he wrote.
The tone stood on marked contrast
to the politically charged rhetoric that
surrounded other GOP tax cuts proposals such as repeal of the estate tax and
relief from the "marriage penalty" tax
in two-income couples. Both were blocked
by presidential vetoes earlier this year.
Removing one key obstacle. Hastert
assured Clinton that Republicans would
drop several proposed labor law changes
as pan of the two-year, $1 increase in
the $5.15-an-hour minimum wage.
Democrats had labeled those provisions
unfair to workers, especially a plan to
freeze the wage floor for waiters and

IN See Page 2

Memo mentions
'blue glow' at plant
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Workers at
the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant
reported a "blue glow" that could indicate nuclear reactions in a burial pit for
atomic-weapons parts, a newspaper reported Wednesday, citing an internal memo.
The memo written by a health physicist employed by the plant operator says
the "blue glow" was first observed in
the early 1980s over the southwest corner of the top-secret burial yard, The
Courier-Journal of Louisville reported.
The glow, which looked like "blue fire
above the ground," reportedly was seen
a number of times after that, the memo
said.
Ray Carroll, a health physicist for
the U.S. Enrichment Corp., wrote last

week that the "blue glow" could be a
type of radiation resulting from nuclear
fission processes, the newspaper reported.
"If the cause is a fission source, personnel entering the area could potentially receive a lethal dose of radiation,"
Carroll wrote.
The U.S. Department of Energy's site
manager at Paducah, Don Seaborg, said
Tuesday that officials had no indication
that a fission reaction occurred. He said
that after receiving the memo last week,
he had not been able to find supporting data, such as elevated radiation read-

• See Page 2

State taps rural
unemployed to quell
officer shortage
LA GRANGE, Ky. (AP) -Unemployed eastern Kentucky
residents have been recruited
to quell a shortage of corrections officers in an arrangement officials say is the only
one of its kind in the nation.
A year ago, the Kentucky
Department of Corrections was
so short of officers that officials feared they might have
to call in the National Guard
to bolster security at the state
reformatory in Oldham County. Instead, they began reaching out for recruits in highunemployment areas in the eastern third of the state.
Corrections spokeswoman
Carol Czirr said the idea presents "a proverbial 'win-win—
situation for both the department and eastern Kentucky residents like Jason McIntosh, who
was unemployed and "pretty
close to broke" before being
recruited from Breathitt County.
"There was just no work
down there," McIntosh said.

Now, 67 officers from rural
areas statewide work three 13hour shifts at the reformatory
on successive days. sleeping
for free in rooms inside a tower
over the prison.
Then they go home for four
days, taking everything they've
brought with them and giving
up their beds to another set
of imported workers.
As a result of the effort,
only 20 of the reformatory's
312 corrections officer positions are now vacant, and there
are candidates to fill them.
Before the recruiting drive,
about 50 were unfilled, a number that was expected to double, said Warden Bill Seabold.
Seabold said the recruiting
drive has been so successful
that the three other facilities
in Oldham County, the Kentucky Correctional Institution
for Women and the Roederer
and Luther Luckett correctional complexes, also have decid-

• See Page 2

BERNARD KANE 1 edger 5 rimes photo
PIECE AT A TIME...Workers with de-Am-Ron Building Systems of Owensboro lower a pre-cast
piece of concrete Into the facade being built on the Murray Stets University Business Building Wednesday.
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ed to offer 13-hour shifts and free
rooms. The reformatory last week
hired 15 recruits who will work
three-day weeks and be given free
accommodations.
The recruits staying at the reformatory are free to leave the reformatory when they're off-duty,
although they must sign in and
out. McIntosh said the most exciting thing they do off-grounds is
"running around Wal-Mart."
They are not allowed to have
alcoholic beverages in their rooms
because they are considered contraband.
"They don't pry into our personal lives," said John Fry, 32, a
part-time contractor and Pentecostal pastor who commutes from
Carter County. "But if you do
something to demean the profes. • , such-as--coming-baek-drunk7-they'll talk to you. They expect
us to act like adults."
The tower initially housed
guards, but now is used to store
records. The rooms were cleaned
and painted before the new occupants moved in, and the state parks
department donated some used furniture. But in some respects, the
quarters are inferior to the dorm
rooms and cells that house inmates.
The prisoners, for example, have
air conditioning and cable TV.

From Page 1

In the tower, as many as 12
officers on a floor share a shower and toilet. Lights from the prison
yard below are so bright that Wallace Akin, 57, a retired state conservation officer from Green County, had to tape black plastic bags
over his windows. Recruits say
they hear the sounds of whistles,
sirens and clanging pots and pans
from the prison below.
"The rooms aren't exactly Holiday Inn," Fry said. "It isn't home
by a long shot."
But the officers say they don't
complain about the rooms because
they're free. If they weren't, they
say, the jobs wouldn't be worth
the money. The officers also get
free meals, if they're willing to
eat what is served to inmates.
All in all, prison life still beats
unemployrrient. McInt6strfia1ti he
plans to keep commuting to the
reformatory — and staying
overnight there — for the next 20
years, until he earns his pension.
"I like it," he said. "I get three
days to work and four days off
to play."
Other recruits view their unique
arrangement as an opportunity.
"I am thankful for it," Fry said.
"I could be selling drugs or living on welfare."

BERNARD KANEJLedger & Times photo
FIRST COAT...Eddie Howser of Mid-South Coating uses a
small roller to paint the nooks and crannies of the Hester
Hall portico Wednesday afternoon.
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reclassified," Stricter said Wednesday. "If he appeals that (reclassition to his duties as director, fication) and is successful, we
Rudolph continued to teach agri- would have no grounds to remove
him."
culture courses.
Faculty Senate President Bill
Rudolph reported to the MSU
Faculty Senate at its first meeting Call said Wednesday, however, that
of the Fall 2000 semester that the after checking with university
position change would not hinder administrators, Rudolph's classifihis ability to serve as faculty cation had already been changed
back to "faculty," leaving no
regent.
"He didn't know he'd been grounds for removal.
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'There's precedent with an interim appointment like this for a person to be left on the 'faculty'
list," Call said. "If he had been
on the list as an administrator, he
would not have been able to serve
as faculty regent. From what I
can tell, it was an administrative
classification error."
Rudolph, meanwhile,said Thursday morning that he was unaware
of any conflict with him retaining
the position, pointing out that his
title of "director" is an interim,
not a permanent, appointment.
Call said that although some
faculty members had disagreed
with Rudolph on some issues, he
was not aware of any concerted
efforts to remove him as regent.
"I really don't see any
groundswell that it would happen," Call said. "He is really still
considered teaching faculty."
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waitresses, who also earn tips, at
$2.13 an hour.
"There are a couple of issues
that are still ... in controversy,"
said Senate Majority Leader Trent
—A tax deduction, starting at
Lott, R-Miss. But he also said he
expected a compromise to become $3,000 next year and rising to
law.
$10,000 in 2008, for caring for
"I believe it will wind up pass- an elderly or disabled relative, and
ing by a wide margin," said Lott. for people who purchase long-term
Later Wednesday, the president's care health insurance policies.
chief economic adviser, Gene Sper— A tax deduction for indiling, raised additional questions viduals who do not participate in
about the Republican tax plan, an employer-sponsored health insursaying there was no acceptable ance plan.
plan to boost school construction
and there were "serious concerns"
The legislation also includes a
with several of the health care package of business tax breaks
provisions. He did not issue a veto sought by Republicans to comthreat, however.
pensate for the higher minimum
"We're hopeful the Republicans wage:- higher deductions for busiwill choose good-faith negotiations ness meals, repeal of occupationthat will Tead-to an agreement,-- al taxes related to distilled spirits
Sperling said.
and wine and extension of a tax
According to an outline by Sen- credit for businesses that hire cerate Finance Committee Chairman tain employee groups.
William Roth, R-Del., the tax packOther parts of the package
age would include:
include anti-poverty legislation pro—Provisions to raise individual
posed months ago by Hastert and
retirement account annual contriClinton
that would create nine new
bution limits from $2,000 to $5,000
"empowerment
zones," for a total
and 401(k) plan contributions limcapital gains
eliminate
40,
and
of
its from $10,500 to $15,000 a
taxes for business assets in ceryear.
—Changes to make it easier tain depressed communities.
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for businesses to offer pensions
to workers.
—Tax breaks, long sought by
Clinton, to help people with longterm health care costs and the
expenses of health insurance.
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Vetter replied that the foundation money was not being spent
until the dispute is resolved and
that its expenses will be paid by
the hospital until the hospital board
decides otherwise.
tElkins and County Attorney
Randy Hutchens, who also attended Wednesday's meeting, have
argued since May that the foundation was set up with public
monies as a nonprofit entity that
is not subject to the state open
records and open meetings laws.
They argued that the foundation's
officials are not voted on nor
appointed by public appointees, so
there is not oversight of the use
of the public monies or the interest the monies generate.
Commissioner John Youngerman, a county appointee who also
has questioned the use of hospital funds to set up the foundation, asked Wednesday about the
foundation consulting fee expenses.
MCCH president/CEO Isaac Coe
said the hospital is the in second
year of a three-year contract that
pays Hillary Lyons $4,000 a month
for assistance in foundation marketing, structure and education.
"A lot of what we've done is
based on their recommendations,"
Coe said after the meeting. Hillary
Lyons is a Michigan-based company that helps nonprofit organizations set up foundations.
The expenses also were a topic
of discussion last Tuesday during
the Calloway County Fiscal Court
meeting.
Elkins, Hutchens and magistrates
asked Youngerman and its other
three appointees about the hospital's board refusal in September
to take a vote on a fiscal court
resolution. The measure suggested
foundation monies be returned to
the hospital and a contractual agree-

• Memo

ment be established that would
allow oversight of the foundation.
The other three appointees are
Oneida Boyd, Dr. Don Chamberlain and hospital board chairman
Scott Seiber.
In other matters, the board
revised its budget to include an
additional $1.81 million for capital expenditures.
Of that amount, $1.3 million
will go to replace cardothoracic
diagnostic equipment, which checks
blood vessels going into the heart,
Vetter said. Another $500,000 will
be used as a contingency fund,
he said.
The board also approved allowing Blue & Co. to provide consulting advice to help form the
hospital's strategic plan. The company, who will also perform the
hospital's audit, will look at community needs and set goals and a
timeframe, Coe said.
At Youngerman's query about
the cost, Coe said Blue & Co.
will be paid about $90,000 during its eight months of work on
developing the plan, which should
be done by May. The cost was
about $10,000 less than a price quoted by Premier Healthcare's consulting arm, Coe said.
In other business, the board:
• Heard Coe report that the hospital has received a certificate of occupancy for its Center for Health and
Wellness, which is scheduled to open
Nov. 13 for approximately 1,200 people in the 700 charter memberships.
The general opening is slated for Nov.
27. Coe also reported that the center's swimming pool has passed inspection.
• Heard Coe report that Terry Powers will take over as administrator of
the Trigg County Hospital on Nov. 6.
Powers was the CEO of the Stanford
(Ky.) Hospital.
• Voted to change the date of the
November meeting, which was slated
for Nov. 22 - the day before Thanksgiving - to Wednesday, Nov. 29.

•••
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The Energy Department leases
production facilities to the U.S.
ings on the landfill's surface or Enrichment Corp., a publicly traded company, but still owns the
worker exposure measurements.
"That's the concern, if you have burial pit and other areas where
a blue glow, then that's indicative radioactive and hazardous waste
of a criticality and of course a was dumped or stored during a
major safety concern," Seaborg half-century of enriching uranium
said. "My background experience for weapons and power plants.
According to the memo, the
tells me that it was unlikely something was going on of a critical- burial yard was covered with 5
ity (nuclear reaction) nature. I'm to 9 feet of dirt at an undisclosed
bringing in the right people with time after the first observations of.
the right certifications to verify a "blue glow," the Louisville newsthat."
paper reported.
The plant has been the focus
But the memo notes that there
of attention since August 1999 when was another reported sighting in
three employees filed a whistle- 1996, long after the earthen cover
blower lawsuit alleging that con- was applied. The glow has only
tamination and conditions were been seen immediately after a
much worse than had been disclosed heavy rain, when there was a mist
by former operators. A cleanup or moisture in the air, the memo
effort is under way.
said.
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TVA chair: Contract saved
Paducah plant from extinction
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
head of the U.S. Enrichment Corp
says the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant's recent contract with the
Tennessee Valley Authority saved
the plant from extinction.
Nick Timbers, the chief executive officer of USEC, which operates the plant, said the TVA contract was the deciding factor in last
summer's move to keep Paducah
plant and close a similar plant in
Portsmouth, Ohio. USEC took over
the nation's enrichment program
from the Department of Energy a
decade ago.

Wednesday while in Paducah for a
TVA board meeting. The decision
preserved more than 1,000 highpaying jobs in Paducah.
"It was a win-win situation for
everyone," Crowell said.
The 10-year contract signed last
summer establishes a fixed price
for power, rather than requiring
USEC to pay higher prices that
fluctuate based on demand.
On another topic, Crowell said
at the meeting it is unlikely that
TVA will be privatized, unless it is
done for political reasons.
He said TVA's congressional
opponents have introduced legislaTVA Board Chairman Craven tion calling for the agency's sale to
Crowell said he met with top USEC private business. Though that legisofficials, including Timbers, before lation hasn't been realistically con- — — sIdert.d, it has generated-some dis1Rsr
c choke"We realized the decision was cussion.
Crowell said TVA has had opvery important for Paducah, for
TVA and for USEC," Crowell said ponents since the 1930s, when it

was created to provide low-cost
power to poor rural southern areas.
He said selling TVA to private
investors would be detrimental to
rate payers who would see higher
rates and a decline in the quality of
service.
"Privatization is one of those issues that is easy to talk about, but
when you start considering how it
is to be implemented, it doesn't
come out as a benefit to rate payers," he said.
He also forecasted legislation
that would deregulate the power industry.
"If deregulation is done in the
right way, it would be very beneficial to TVA and -its- eusterners,'-'- --Crowell said. He said it could open
markets for TVA because its production costs are among the lowest
in the nation.

Concerns about candidates
keeping presidential race close
WASHINGTON (AP) — Voters are generally satisfied with the
country's direction but uneasy about
presidential 'candidates Al Gore
and George W. Bush, part of the
reason polls are still seesawing so
close to Election Day.
Almost a fourth of the nation's
voters are "swing voters," meaning they are only loosely committed and could still change their
minds, according to a poll by the
Pew Research Center for the People and the Press. That factor is
causing the national polls to shift,
most recently from a narrow Bush
lead to a neck-and-neck race and
back toward Bush in the closest
presidential campaign in 40, years.
State polls are also fluctuating.
Bush has edged ahead in one Flori-

da poll, while two others show
Gore 4 points up but within the
error margin, according to three
Florida polls released Wednesday.
And in Illinois, Gore has regained
the advantage. A California poll
shows Gore's lead at 8 points in
a state where he had a doubledigit lead last month.
"It does appear that voter opinions are fluid and changing on a
regular basis," said Jim Kane,chief
pollster for the Florida Voter poll
out Wednesday. "And state polls
are always a little bit behind the
national polls, which are measuring small changes as they happen, while state polls are taken
over finite periods."
Image problems — Gore's personality and Bush's inexperience

Most voters, 54 percent, are
satisfied with the way things are
going nationally — as high as the
satisfaction level has been in Pew
polls all year.
Some analysts say that contentment has made voters more
complacent. Meanwhile, they are
hearing campaign criticisms leveled at both candidates.
Three-fourths had heard the
charge that Bush cares more about
the rich, and three in 10 said that
made them less likely to support
him. Almost that many have heard
criticism of Bush's record in Texas
on issues like health care and the
environment, and about three in
10 said that made them less likely to support him.
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Murray Independent School District

SCHOOL 1:0ARD
As a graduate of our school system
and currently having children attending, I would be proud to be your
_school board representative--The
board's function of policy making and
planning charts the course for the
future of Murray City Schools and I
look forward to the responsibility.
• President of Innovative Printing
and Graphics,Inc.
• Graduate of Murray High School
• Graduate of Murray State University,
B.S. in Printing Management
• Murray Lions Club, Board of Directors
• Murray Main Street, Vice President
• West Kentucky Technical College,
Advisory Board - Printing
• Murray State University,
Graphic Communication Advisory Board
• Leadership Murray Graduate
• First United Methodist Church Member
• Member of Murray Calloway County
Economic Development Council

Marc and Belinda with
Amanda, age 11, and Adam, age 9
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Paid for by Marc Peebles

OCTOBER IS BREAST CANCER
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Jury awards
$385,000 to
beating suspect
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— City
police will examine how the beating death of a University of Kentucky professor was investigated
after a jury awarded $385,000 to
a man who claimed he was falsely named as a suspect in the 1997
crime.
Paul Barnett was a custodian
at the Lexington apartment complex where UK architecture professor Paul Pinney lived. Pinney's
badly beaten body was found on
a rural Fayette County road on
Nov. 3, 1997.
Barnett was charged two days
later with two counts offelony fraud
for allegedly using Pinney's ATM
card to make two withdrawals. He
was never charged with the slaying and days before his trial in
1998, prosecutors dropped the fraud
charges against him.
Nonetheless, Barnett spent 61
days in jail. In 1999, he filed a
lawsuit against Lexington police
detectives David Lyons and Craig
Sorrell, who investigated the case,
and the Lexington-Fayette Urban
County Government.
Testimony revealed that Lyons
and Sorrell failed to provide various information in Barnett's favor
to their supervisor, Lt. William
Fockele, and to Assistant Commonwealth's Attorney Lou Anna
Red Corn.
The Fayette County Circuit jury
on Wednesday awarded Barnett
$210,000 in compensatory damages and $150,000 in punitive
damages. The jury said that of
that, Sorrell should pay $90,000
and Lyons, $60,000. The jury also
gave Barnett $25,000, the maximum possible amount allowed for
lost wages.
Lexington police chief Larry
Walsh said Wednesday both Lyons
and Sorrell have since been
removed from the homicide division.
"We will launch an in-depth
inquiry to find out what did and
did not happen," Walsh said.
Police haven't announced an
arrest in Pinney's death.
Pinney, 58, was last seen alive
about 5 p.m. Nov. 2, 1997. About
5:17 p.m. that day, someone
attempted to withdraw several thousand dollars from his account at
a cash machine behind the complex, but got only $500. A picture was taken of that transaction,
and police said they suspect that
person was Barnett.

Support
Local
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23-27
405 South 12th Street

•
YOU COULD WIN a Titans Weekend
Package Including FOUR Game Tickets!
Visit The Murray Bank during our Grand Opening.
Bring your Coming Home Celebration key you received by
mail ... or pick up one here in the lobby. If your key
opens the Coming Home footlocker, you get to select
one of the Prize Envelopes inside and WIN!

GRAND PRIZE
Titan's Weekend
1111.1"
.111111111111rPackage including
FOUR
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'1,200

FIVE FIRST
PRIZES

We've moved and now
we're ready to CELEBRATE!
Join us for a week offun,
food, prizes and tours as we
say THANKS for helping us
get off to a great start.
Please drop by during our

Grand Opening
Celebration. And check
your mailbox for a valuable
letter with Coming Home
Celebration banking coupons,
and a very special key that
unlocks hundreds of prizes
to be given away throughout
the week.

z

A Tailgate
Party Package including a
pair of tailgate chairs, party
food and beverages.

Total Value $150

SCORE MI
If your key opens the trunk..
you WIN! Stadium cushions. Sports bottles. Footballs and
more. Plus, everyone who drops by during Grand Opening
Week will enjoy FREE popcorn and soft drinks.
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405 South 12th Street • Murray, Ky.• 270-753-5626 • To1 Free 24-Hour Account Information line 1-877-965-1122
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FROM OUR READERS
future of this town.
What about the consequences of a "no?" When
we tell Red Lobster, "We don't want you!" will
that be good for Murray business? Or will it help
choke off Murray's expansion?
Dear Editor:
Might other potential businesses decide that the
In 1992, Cookeville, Tenn. passed a restaurant
opportunities in Paducah are a little better?
referendum very similar to that being considered
We all know businesses that are closing their
for Murray.
doors or have done so already: Coast to Coast,
Cookeville is very similar to Murray in that it
Snappy Tomato Pizza, Thurman's, CR Books &
has a large university (Tennessee Technological Music, Heilig,
Meyers, Little Caeser's, Heartland,
University) and it is a relatively small tiii:vn -*felland others. Too many others.
a population of approximately 26,000.
The Boy Scout Museum is on the out because
The local churches were very opposed to pasthere weren't enough visitors. Murray has lagged,
sage of this law and mounted a loud and emowhile other towns have grown and prospered.
tional campaign. Wrecked cars were displayed on
This isn't the time to shut out new business.
church property and many predictions of children
Wouldn't it be better to provide incentive, to give
being killed by drunk drivers were made.
expansion a shot in the arm? Say YES to opporSince the bill was passed in 1992 (by nearly
tunity and vote YES to the Restaurant Referen1000 votes), Cookeville has gained 15 new restaudum on Nov. 7.
rants. Applebee's was the first to come, followed
by O'Charley's, Logans' Roadhouse, Red Lobster,
Terry McCreary
Outback Steakhouse and many others. Local restau1606 Wiswell Road
rants have flourished.
Murray, KY 42071
Five new hotels have been built since 1992.
More than 2200 new service jobs have been created. Unemployment in Cookeville has decreased
from 6.9 percent in 1992 to 4 percent today.
Cookeville receives more than $300,000 per
year in local sales tax revenue from these new
businesses.
Dear Editor:
No significant change in alcohol-related probThe K.I.D.S. are telling us that if Murray goes
lems were experienced due to the passage of this
wet, underage drinkers will have increased access
law according to local law enforcement officers.
to alcohol.
Make your decision based on the facts not emoTheir unnamed ABC administrator experts claim
tion. Vote YES for restaurants.
that administration of local alcohol laws is impossible.
Andrew and Annette Cowen
The sale of alcoholic beverages is very prof1556 Whipporwill Circle
itable for a restaurant owner. This is the reason
Murray, KY 42071
the large chain restaurants have not located in
Murray.
The owner cannot sell alcoholic beverages without a city and state license issued by the ABC.
If he loses his license for violation of the local
and state regulations, he likely will lose his restaurant business.
Dear Editor:
He can and will very closely monitor who is
Some say that by keeping the legal sale of
buying and consuming alcohol in his restaurant
alcohol out of Murray we are a more law-abiding
and how much each patron is consuming in order
community and will have less crime (K.I.D.S.
to keep his license and his business. The methods
claim number 5 states that "crime rates are highfor monitoring and controlling the sale of alcohol
er and safety concerns increase in communities
in restaurants is very well known and in use everythat sell alcohol).
According to Kentucky law (KRS 242.230, sec- where.
The local ABC agent has the legal right to
tion I) "No person in a dry territory shall sell,
enter
every licensed restaurant business for any
barter, loan, give, procure for or furnish another,
reason,
at any time without a search warrant. The
or keep or transport for sale, barter or loan, directrestaurant owner's record's must be available to
ly or indirectly, any alcoholic beverage." In other
the local ABC agent showing receipts and sales
words, any person in a dry county or city who
of
food and alcoholic beverages. Any failures to
gives an alcoholic beverage to another, whether at
home, or on the golf course, on a boat or in the meet local laws will result in revoking the restaurant's license and will cause the sale of alcohol
backyard is breaking the law.
to
cease.
If the City of Murray enforced this law we
In addition, the restaurant owner and his employwguld have one of the highest crime rates in the
state, if not the country. Prohibition has succeed- ees risk legal liability for anyone injured after
ed only in making the majority of our citizens leaving the restaurant due to their serving alcoholic beverages to the customer.
into bootleggers.
The restaurant owner's investment in his busiExperience in other Kentucky communities that
ness
many typically amount to more than $1 milallow the sale of alcohol has proven that increased
local control using the funds provided by a tax lion. He is not going to risk this kind of investment without strict controls in the serving of alcoon alcoholic beverages will, in fact, reduce the
hol.
It is easy for the owner and his employees
incidence of alcohol-related crime in the commuto monitor the ages of those drinking alcoholic
nity.
Therefore. I urge every voter to investigate the beverages in his business. Every patron is expectissue for themselves in lieu of simply accepting ed to have photo identification indicating his or
her age.
what others may offer as fact.
New identification cards contain technology
which make fakes very difficult to make. If the
Dustin Alton
owner or server has any doubts about the age or
505 S. 7 St.
Murray, KY 42071 identification of the customer, he or she is trained
to refuse service. Every patron purchasing or consuming alcoholic beverages is expected to produce
identification on demand at the server's request.
Anyone found consuming alcohol without proper identification will be forced to quit consuming
it or forced to leave the restaurant.

Cookeville sets
example for voters

Restaurant owners
must control sale

Voters should
look into issue

Growth part
of alcohol vote

Dear Editor:
Murray is fortunate enough to be in the midst
of unprecedented growth. Cracker Barrel, Office
Depot. on Cue. Radio Shack, and many other
businesses have popped up north of town, and
provide new and alternative goods and services.
They also provide tax dollars for the town, they
help keep business local, and they create incentive for other new businesses.
We have an opportunity on Nov. 7. We can say
"yes." to businesses that are currently not allowed
in Murray.
We can say "yes" to well-known, reputable businesses like Red Lobster, O'Charley's. Garfield's,
Applebee's, and many. many others.
Many worry about the consequences of a "yes."
Some have mentioned the evils of alcohol abuse.
However, we all know that abuse has occurred and will occur - whether this measure passes or
not. The Restaurant Referendum isn't about abuse.
It's about moderate availability. It's about providing some control where, at present. there is NO
control. It's about tax dollars. It's about personal
choice and personal responsibility. It's about the

Russell D. Pigg
1701 Green Hills Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

Elkins deserves
local support
Dear Editor:
We are writing in support of Judge Elkins on
the question of the hospital foundation.
He has been elected by the voters of Calloway
County and his job is to look after our best interests. He has a legal mandate to press for conformity to the law by every county entity for which
his elective office makes him responsible
We believe everyone should support him as he
seeks to do what is right in this matter.
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GOP wins on reimportation
WASHINGTON (AP)— Grudging or not, President Clinton's
decision to accept Republican-crafted legislation allowing reimportation of prescription drugs gives
the GOP bragging rights on an
important campaign issue.
Frustrated Democrats are left
to complain that the measure is
designed purely as political cover
for the Republicans and will do
nothing to bring down drug costs
for older Americans.
"There are loopholes in there you
could drive a train through," said
Senate Democratic leader Tom
Daschle. Nevertheless, the plan
will get the South Dakota senator's vote as well as Clinton's signature.
By prior arrangement, Democratic officials said, Clinton will
attack the prescription drug provision as an empty promise when
he signs it into law as part of a
broader, politically appealing bill
to provide billions of dollars for
agricultural programs. Beyond that,
the administration is preparing a
broader counterattack, with the
Department of Health and Human
Services expected to produce a written description that will depict the
legislation as unenforceable.
The bill's stated purpose is to
let drugs be brought back into the
United States from Canada and
other countries where they cost
less than here.
The potential savings to consumers are eye-catching.
According to Democrats, the
allergy/sinus medication Flonase
Nasal costs $46.00 in the United
States and $23.00 in Canada. Likewise, 45 pills of the anti-depressant Prozac at 20 milligrams cost
$105.64 in the United States, $43.00
in Canada.
"I do not think saving money
for seniors is a partisan issue,"
Rep. Gil Gutknecht, R-Minn, said
as the House approved the legislation this week.
It is one now, less than a month
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DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
before Election Day, with control
of the House and Senate at stake.
"This arrangement could drop
prescription drug costs by 30 to
50 percent, a welcome discount
for many seniors who take medicines daily," Speaker Dennis
Hastert, R-Ill., said in a statement
after the measure went to the Senate for a final vote.
The House Democratic leader,
Rep. Dick Gephardt of Missouri,
saw it differently. "Looking for
political cover after repeatedly
blocking a Medicare prescription
benefit, the Republican leadership
put out a sham reimportation measure that isn't worth the government paper it's printed on,"
Gephardt said. It is, he said, "a
capitulation to the special interests."
Still, maneuvering on the issue
marks at least a short-term political victory for Republicans, who
have been laboring to show older
people they are attuned to the high
costs of prescription drugs.
With the parties unable to agree
on a prescription drug benefit for
Medicare recipients, another area
in which bipartisanship is elusive,
the reimportation legislation is the
only law Congress will pass this
year on the subject.
Some polls show that prescription drugs rank high on the list
of voter issues, particularly in the
key battleground states of the Midwest. In the presidential race, the
issue continues to favor Al Gore
over Texas Gov. George W. Bush,
despite extensive GOP efforts to
narrow the gap.
A recent Pew poll, for example, gave Gore a 50-31 edge over
his Republican rival as the can-

didate better able to make prescription drugs more affordable. A
more recent internal poll taken for
House Republicans gave Democrats a small but still healthy advantage in roughly 40 targeted districts surveyed.
Republican sources, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said that
in a meeting this fall with GOP
senators seeking re,election, Majority Leader Trent Lott identified
the so-called reimportation legislation as a salve for a campaign
sore spot.
Exercising the prerogatives of
the majority, the GOP decided to
graft the importation provision onto
a routine spending bill that provides money for the Department
of Agriculture, the Food and Drug
Administration and other agencies.
The overall measure includes more
than $2 billion in disaster relief
for farmers, thus making it a difficult bill to oppose.
The same legislation allows limited sale of food to Cuba and
other nations, but Democrats complain of the provision's restrictions
on financing and travel.
In secret consultations late last
week, according to congressional
officials, the White House and
House and Senate Democrats debated the wisdom of a veto, balancing the political appeal of billions
of dollars in farm aid against the
drug and Cuba provisions they
were dissatisfied with.
The decision was to split the
difference, accept the package, then
attempt to dampen any political benefit that Republican lawmakers
might gain.

State of the state
The 250 million gallons of black
coal sludge oozing its way through
the Big Sandy River to the Ohio
last week, killing just about anything in its wake with gills, destroying bridges and fouling creeks, is
an all-to tragic symbol of Kentucky at the beginning of the 21st
century.
With so much of its economic
history tied to coal and tobacco,
the state is seeing both those 19thcentury industries under frontal
attack nationally, and the likelihood that when the new century
ends, they both will be relegated
to dusty history books.
The question is whether Kentucky, too, will go the way of its
coal and tobacco industries, relegated to the economic backwaters
of the United States, dependent
on huge infusions of federal money
every year to meet the basic needs
of the citizens.
At the same time the 70-mile
long coal sludge disaster was
approaching the Big Sandy's confluence with the Ohio River, the
Appalachian Regional Commission
was approving a five-year, $85
million effort targeting the 114
most economically distressed counties in the 13-state region, to bring
them Internet access to the global commercial world. The ARC
can spend part of its planned $85
million on economic development
and telecommunications advances
in Kentucky's poorest counties, but
as long as they continue to be
susceptible to the kind of environmental disaster that even now
is taking place along the Big Sandy,
the dot.com world isn't going to
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TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Columnist
be interested.
Even the old industrial world
of factories that'actually produce
products to be sold isn't going to
gamble millions of dollars in investment only to have an old coal sludge
pond on a mountain top 50 miles
away collapse, ruining water
sources for days, perhaps weeks
or months. Idle manufacturing
plants because of a lack of water
do not impress potential investors
in poor Appalachian counties.
And the pond that drained when
Martin County Coal Corp.'s underground mine collapsed was one
of those considered in pretty good
shape by the U.S. Mine Safety
and Health Administration.
MSHA has identified 225 similar coal sludge impoundments in
coal producing states, including
Kentucky. Of that number, 45 are
considered at high risk failure. The
Martin County Coal Corp. pond
near Inez was one of 32 others
considered only a moderate risk
of failing.
Now, in light of a moderately
risky failure, MSHA is going to
take a look at its criteria for assessing risk - and send inspectors out
to look at every one of them.
But those 45 high-risk impoundments and the millions, probably
billions of gallons of coal sludge

they contain aren't going anywhere, and they represent a threat.
not only to the environment, but
also the economic progress of the
areas where they are located.
Last week, while Gov. Paul Patton was decalring a state of emergency in the counties effected by
the sludge spill, and cities along
its path were trying to find alternate sources of drinking water, a
national ranking on states' econmics gave Kentucky a D, down
sharply from only a few years
earlier.
Crit Luallen, secretary of Patton's executive cabinet, said the
poor rating in part is a reflection
of the state's poor economic history. Recent initiatives in improving Kentucky education and the
state's technological capabilities
are long-term investments that will
pay off eventually.
She's right of course. But in
the meantime, all those empty
tobacco barns across Central and
Southern Kentucky, and all those
abandoned mines and overflowing
sludge ponds in Eastern Kentucky
are tragic reminders that we have
a long, long way to go before
that D becomes even a so-so C
rating.

We want to print your letters...
but you must follow these guidelines.
• Letters must be signed with the writer's name, address and telephone number. Letters must be under 500 words. All letters are subject to editing.
• The Ledger & Times reserves the right to reject any letter.
• Emailed letters are acceptable, but require a confirmation phone call after
transmission to ensure they have been received.
Letters may be submitted by fax at 270-753-1927, by email to murrayledgercom or
by mail to 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071. For questions, call Amy Wilson at 270-753-1916, ext. 27.
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Library finds stolen artifacts

Mrs. Velma McClard

Mrs. Velma McClard, 88, Radio Road, Murray, died today, Thursday, Oct. 26, 2000, at 2:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray is in charge of arrangements.

Claude Wilson
Graveside services for Claude Wilson will be today at 2 p.m. at
Murray Memorial Gardens. The Rev. David Brasher will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Chris Thorn, Chad Thorn, Matt Thorn, Ronnie
Wilson, Timothy Wilson and Greg Story, all grandsons. Entombment
will follow in the mausoleum at the gardens.
Visitation is now at J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Wilson, 74, Elm Grove Road, Almo, died Tuesday, Oct. 24,
2000, at 7 a.m. at his home.
A retired car dealer and truck driver, he was a Navy veteran of
World War II and a member of Kirksey Baptist Church. Born June
12, 1926, in Mayfield, he was the son of the late C.E. Wilson and
Gladys Jackson Wilson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Erma Angel Wilson, to whom he
was married June .12, 1943; one daughter, Mrs. Brenda Thom, Almo;
four sons, Larry Wilson and wife, Cindy, Paris, Tenn.,- Kenneth Wilson, Puryear, Tenn., Anthony Wilson and wife, Rebecca, Murray, and
Keith Wilson and wife, Kathy, Almo; nine grandchildren; four stepgrandchildren; five great-grandchildren.

Tanner Lee Wood
Tanner Lee Wood, seven months, Gardner Kan., died Wednesday,
oct. 25, 2000, at Kansas University Medical Center, Gardner.
He was born Oct. 19, 2000, in Olathe, Kan.
Survivors are his parents, Brien Marshall Wood and Tammy Sue
Norman Wood, and one brother, Travis Wood, Gardner; maternal
grandparents, Jan and JoAnn Norman, Scott City, Kan.; paternal grandparents, Don and Jan Jones, Atlanta, Ga., and William E. Wood, Paducah; maternal great-grandparents, Everett and Edith Rose Norman,
and Hazel Browning, Scott City; paternal great-grandparents, Raymond and Velma Mooney, Dix, Ill.; relatives in Calloway County.
A memorial service will be Saturday at 7 p.m. at Countryside
Christian Church, 6101 Nall Ave., Mission, Kan.
Private graveside services will be at Gardner Cemetery, Gardner,
Kan., with Bruce Funeral Home of Gardner in charge of arrangements.

Len Foster Band to reunite
for MSU Homecoming 2000
The Len Foster Band was a
well-renowned dance band in the
1940s made up of a number of
Murray State students.
During that time the band stayed
very busy playing in many locations throughout the midwest.
Members of the band have gone on
to play professionally and pursue
careers outside of music.
In conjunction with Murray
State University Homecoming

2000 members of the Len Foster
Band will be meeting in reunion.
When they get together the jazz
comes to life again.

DANVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Centre College has the Internet to
thank for the return of a rare collection of Indian lithographs stolen
from a campus library earlier this
month.
The 168-year-old prints, of Indian chiefs and scenes from early
America, are now in the hands of
Danville police, who are investigating the theft.
Danville Police Chief Larry
Downs said they do have a male
suspect. Downs said the man isn't
a Centre student and has no ties
to the school.
The three volumes are from an
1832 printing by Thomas McKen-

ney, the first head of the U.S. value gave it a higher profile on
Bureau of Indian Affairs.
the Internet, where 24-hour aucThe books are kept in the Grace tion houses have helped to proDoherty Library's rare book room, liferate the trade of artifacts and
and librarians only bring them out rare prints.
on request. Despite that security.
Centre librarians located an
the books turned up missing on antique print dealer, Chris Lane,
Oct. 7.
who put out an e-mail 'notice to
Librarians feared that the 120 several dealers.
rare images. valued at $50,000 by
Lane, co-owner of the Philadelpolice, could be cut out, framed phia Print Shop, had similar lithand auctioned on the Internet.
ographs by McKenney for sale.
The rare set had another attrac- He said 20 years ago a print from
tive aspect: the original collection that collection would have fetched
was destroyed in an 1865 fire at $500, but now could sell for up
the Smithsonian Institution in Wash- to $3,000.
The messages reached a dealer
ington.
But librarians figured the set's last Sunday who had paid $58,000

Horse show to be held in Murray
A weekend horse show will be
held at Murray State University's
Expo Center Oct. 27-29.
The three-day show opens Friday at 7 p.m. with barrel racing.
Competition will continue at 8 a.m.
on both Saturday and Sunday.
The event is sanctioned by the
American Quarter Horse Association and sponsored by the West
Kentucky Quarter Horse Associa-

for the books. Danville police said
once the dealer learned the books
had been stolen, he turned them
over — undamaged — to police.
Head librarian Stan Campbell
said the Doherty library can provide few details about the return
of the books because police are
still investigating the incident.
Lane, however, called it —poetic justice" that the Internet helped
track down the prints.
"I'm thrilled they were recos ered," he said.
Lane said libraries with rare
volumes have become targets in
recent years. because of the lack
of security.

aoviay Mommient
•Caring Staff•Locally owned for 53 yrs.

tion.
The Expo Center is located on
College Farm Road. one mile west
of the MSU campus.

• Comparable pricing •27 yrs of experience in individual•
design to meet customer satisfaction. We otter the best in
personal memorials Shop with our full service staff
Evening and weekend
appoinbnents amicomed.

There is no admission charge
and the public is invited to come
out and watch the riders compete.

1707 West Main (94W)• Murray, KY
270-753-1962• FAX 270-753-1962

For more information call Dale
Fowler at (502) 965-2953 or the
Expo Center at(270)762-3125.

GTE Lthreless ts now

Verizon Wireless

FREE phone.
FREE activation.
$100 in FREE service.

Everyone is invited to hear the
Len Foster Band and members of
the MSU Jazz Band in performance
at 8 p.m. Oct. 27, in the Performing
Arts Hall of Fine Arts Building.
This event is open to the public and
is free.

With a new 2-year service agreement

Feel FREE to join in.

TO REPORT LOCAL NEWS
UPCOMING EVENTS
SPECIAL MEETINGS
CALL 753-1916

Getting new wireless service has never been easier or
more affordable. Just bring in a wireless phone from one
of our competitors and we'll give you a free digital phone.
Plus free activation and up to $100 in free service. You
get all that just by signing a two-year service agreement
with Verizon Wireless - America's #1 wireless service
provider. To join in, visit a Verizon Wireless location today.
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Let's Pass The Restaurant Referendum
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Birthday celebration
planned here Sunday
John Trotter of Murray will be
honored at a celebration in observance of his 90th birthday on
Sunday. Oct. 29.
The celebration, hosted by his
family, will be from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Dumplin's, South 12th Street.
Murray. All relatives and friends
• invited Jo- -attend. - - - -,- —
The family requests that guests
not bring gifts; however personal
cards or notes will be appreciated.
Mr. Trotter was born Nov. I.
1910, in Southside, Tenn. lie has
resided in Murray since 1932 where
he has been superintendent of the
Murray Water System, a member
of First United Methodist Church,
an ardent fan of Murray State
University and Murray High School
athletics, and was the coach of
the first American Legion baseball team in Calloway County.
He is married to the former
DeIma Chrisman of Hazel. His

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

a,

JOHN TROTTER
son-in-law and daughter, Bill and
Jennifer Hewlett, and his grandchildren. John and Leanne, reside
in Murray.

Community event Saturday

Zakary Hayden Mathis
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mathis of 431 Turner Rd., Murray, are the parents of a son, Zakary Hayden Mathis, born on Tuesday, Oct. 17,
2000, at 9:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 13 ounces and measured 20 inches.
l'he mother is the former Deanna Sheppard. A sister is Alyson MathGrandparents are Mrs. Anna Sheppard and the late Glen Sheppard
and the late George and Clara Mathis.
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Murray Main Street and Murray Tourism Commission will have
a special Saturday Market and activities for the entire family downtown on the coudsquare on Saturday at 7:30 a.m. and continuing
throughout the morning and following the Murray State University Homecoming Parade,

Mr and Mrs. Clifton Thoma.s- Kev

BIRTHS

—

Saturday the community will have an opportunity to participate in National Make A Difference Day in conjunction with
Murray State University Homecoming.
tn-T. collaborative-, rommunity-wide effort led by 'the MSU
Alumni Association and the United Way, urgently needed items
of food, as well as personal hygiene and household cleaning
items will be collected for distribution by Need Line. Parent
Power participants will be collecting these items along the Homecoming Parade route, at Tent City, and at the football game.
Residents are urged to contribute canned food items including vegetables, soups and meats, macaroni and cheese, packaged pasta, peanut butter, crackers, hot and cold cereals, toothpaste, shampoo, deodorant, shaving cream, detergent, bleach,
dish liquid and other similar items.
Calloway elementary schools will also be collecting these items
at school during the week of preparation for the Oct. 28th
Make A Difference Day.

Williams and Key vows
said at Westside church
Charlie Waddell Williams and
Clifton Thomas Key were married Saturday. Oct. 14, 2000, in
a late afternoon private, double
ring ceremony in the Prayer Gardens at Westside Baptist Church
where they are both members.
The pastor, Glynn M. Orr, officiated at the ceremony in the presence of God, family and close
friends.
The gardens were adorned with
white ribbon and white roses.
The bride wore an ivory chiffon dress and carried a bouquet
of three long stem white roses
representing faith, hope and love.
She wore baby's breath in her
hair.
Her sister, Charmaine Hope
Lamb, and her daughter, Tisha
Leigh Williams. were attendants
for the bride.
The groom wore a dark suit
and had a white rose boutonniere.

1 100 CHESTNUT
MURRAY
753-1133

His daughter, Melissa Key Dawson, was his attendant.
Following the wedding a reception in honor of the couple was
held at their home in Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Key is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Alan Waddell of Murray. She is employed
at Briggs & Stratton and is currently a junior at Murray State
University pursuing a degree in horticulture.
Mr. Key is the son of the late
James Harris Key and the late
Doris Lee Key, formerly of Lynn
Grove. He is presently employed
as a sales engineer for MerwinStoltz Company of Murray.
Children of Mr. and Mrs. Key
are Melissa Key Dawson and husband, Ryan, Doris Lee Key, Jennifer Denise Key, John Robert
Williams and Tisha Leigh Williams.
Following their honeymoon to
Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina. and Gatlinburg. Tenn., the couple is now residing at their home
in Lynn Grove.

Angel Alert is issued
An Angel Alert for a twin size bed with mattress and box
springs has been issued by Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any one having these items to donate to the client is asked
to call 762-7333. Arrangements can be made for pickup if it is
not convenient to bring it to the center.

Kids Fall Fest on Monday
Kids Annual Fall Fest will be Monday from 5 to 7:30 p.m. on
the third floor of Murray State University Curris Center. Featured
will be candy, games, prizes, arts and crafts, athlete signatures,
costumes (optional) and much more, all for free. Coffee and snacks
will be available also for the parents. For information call Sherrie
Daniel, director of public relations at 767-9225.

Houser shower on Saturday
A shower for the families of William Houser, Mary Hooper and
Annie Houser who lost their trailer homes by fire will be Sunday
at 2 p.m. at Dexter Baptist Church. For information call Irene Dillon at 437-4588 or Peggy Ford at 437-4448.

Fall Festival Saturday
A Fall Festival will be Saturday at 5 p.m. at North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Graham Road off Highway 121 North. Featured will be a chili supper, hay ride, cake
auction, Bingo, etc.

Saturday events planned
A bazaar and stuffed sale will be Saturday from 8 a.m. to 2
p.m. at Burnett's Chapel United Methodist Church, located off
Highway 97 on the Calloway-Graves county line. Lunch will be
provided by the youth. Funds will go toward the church's building fund, according to the Rev. Ed Endsley, pastor.

to

Singing at New Mt. Carmel

Spa Pedicure
and Manicure

3.00OFF
Express Cuts

1008 Chestnut St.

35.00For Both

Expires 10/31/00

Expires
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

The Fifth Sunday Night Singing will be Sunday at 6 p.m. at
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church, Highway 121 South and Cypress
Trail, New Concord. Featured singers will include Roger and Diana
Stubblefield.

Theatres
Matinees Saturday
& Sunday Only

10/31/00

NARFE Chapter will meet

Bedazzled
PG13 - 1:15 - 3:15 - 7:15 - 9:15

Open 7 Days Per Week Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 8-6; Sun. 1-5

Cutting Edge

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired
Federal Employees will meet Friday at 12:30 p.m. at Tom's Grille,
1501 North 12th St. Richard Huddleston, president, urges all NARFE
members and interested persons to attend.

Pay It Forward
PG13- 1:00 - 3:35 - 7:00 - 9:35

Hair • Tan • Spa
Located Behind Cracker Barrel • 759-3343

West View plans events
Special activities for the residents of West View Nursing Home
will be Devotion with Art Heinz at 10 a.m., Exercise at 10:30
a.m., and Pumpkins Decoration at 1:30 p.m.

Ladies Man
R- 1:05 - 3:05 - 7:05 - 9:05
Guess What?
90 Days Til
Christmas!
••
We Can Help

Contender
R - 1:00- 3:40 - 7:00- 9:40

HEIGHTS FINANCE CORPORATION

Meet The Parents
PG13 - 1:25 - 3:40 - 7:25 - 9:40

l'ani Dial. Managur
1304 A Chestnut St.• Miura,. K1 42071
Located in Dixieland Center • Mon.-Fri. N:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m
12701759-0310 • Fax 12701759-H731
onn.heightslinance.com

Get Carter
R - 1:20 - 3:30 - 7:20 - 9:30

UDE DEVERAUX
BOOKSIGNING

MEN

Program Information
Call 753-3314

Oct. 27th & 28th
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New Books 20% Off

A

Refreshments Both Days'

Dixieland
Shopping
Center
Murray, KY

lhe Book
RAck
Thousands
Thousands of Uood
Ooporbock•I

Mon.-Fri
9:30-5 p.m.
Sat. 9:30-4 p.m.

Special activities for residents of Glendale Place include Exercise at 9 a.m., Devotion at 10 a.m. and Blood Pressure checks at
2:30 p.m.

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Heather Allen
bride-elect of
Jonathan Herrokl

Singles (SOS) plans events
Single Organizational Society (SOS) will hold its Halloween
Dance on Friday from 7:30 to 11:30 a.m. at the Gibson building,
Mayfield. Gary Long will be the D.J., prizes will be given for best
costume and drinks will be furnished. Persons are asked to bring
snacks to share. For information call Barbara at 436-5032, Vicky
after 4 p.m. at 759-5395 or Jackie at 1-270-247-7754.

Join our
bridal registry.

Neil imports

Compassionate Friends will meet

Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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BOOK SALE
5

Glendale Place plans events
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Oct. 27• 9:00-10:00 a.m.
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Remember The Titans
PG- 1:30 - 3:45 - 7:30 - 9:45
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Featuring The Candidates For Murray City
Schools Board of Education

MON., OCT. 30, 2000
6:30-8:00 P.M.
Weaks Center Auditorium
AGENDA
Panel Questions
Candidates Will Speak
Questions From The Floor
Sponsored by: M.E.A and Murray P T 0
c-rarMealr_13
E.PcJaPc53

Compassionate Friends will meet tonight (Thursday) at 7:30 p.m.
in the administration annex conference room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. This is for all parents who have experienced the
loss of a child, regardless of the age of the child. For information
call Hilda Bennett at 498-8324 or Kerry Lambert, MCCH chaplain,
at 762- I 274.
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Scarborough reunion held at Paris Landing

HAZEL CLUB...Nancy Overbey shows the gift basket she

The first Scarborough reunion ent with descendants of John
of the new millennium was held William Scarborough second.
Dr. Henry Brackin of Nashville,
Oct. 6 and 7 at Paris Landing
State Park Inn with descendants Tenn., presented a discussion on
from Alabama. California, Illinois, his theory on the family line of
Kentucky, Mississippi, Michigan, ancestor, John Scarborough of
Oklahoma and Tennessee attend- Brunswick County, Va., at the Oct.
7th morning meeting.
ing.
An auction was held to raise
Billie Loshbaugh of Tulsa, Okla,
genealogy expert, led the two-day money to provide financial supreunion. She was assisted by Car- port for the expenses of operalos and Myrtice Owens of tions during the year. The money
Buchanan, Tenn., reunion co-chair- is spent on printing and publishing a Scarborough Newsletter and
men.
Following registration on Oct. for minor administrative expenses
6, the attendees met at 7 p.m. for associated with the annual reunion.
introductions, to determine which Many items were donated include
Scarborough line had the greatest sweatshirts embroidered with the
number present and to share in a Scarborough coat of arms on them
get-acquainted period. Descendants by Brenda Sensing of Decatur, Ill.
Tom and Betty Boyd of
of James Scarborough and Alexander Scarborough had the most pres- Belleville, Ill., were named as co-

chairmen for the 2001 reunion
which will be Oct. 5 and 6, the
first weekend,at Paris Landing State
Park Inn.
Attending the reunion were the
following:
Jerry Dudley and Dana D. Scarbrough, Cecil and Alice Like, and
Murrell S. Madrey, all of Murray;
Donn and Kathleen M. Fisher and
children, Chase and Channing, Germantown, Tenn.; Carlos R. and
Myrtice J. Owens,Buchanan,Tenn.;
Thomas O'Neil and Betty Ann
Boyd, Belleville, Ill.; Lugenia S.
Counce
children,
and
Caruthersville, Mo.; Arthur D. and
Jane M. Crain, and Lawrence E.
Saunders, Dover, Tenn.;
James R. Emery, Madison,Tenn.;
Barbara Sue Hadder, Six Lakes,
Mich.; C. Dean and Billie J. Losh-

received at a meeting of the Hazel Woman's Club.

Hazel club gives
playground donation
Hazel Woman's Club met Oct.
19 at the Hazel Community Center with Marylin Liddle, president,
presiding.
The club, in conjunction with
Hazel City government, is planning to purchase and put in place
playground equipment at the James
R. Latimer Memorial Park at the
Hazel Community Center with
expenses to be approximately
$14,000.
Peggy Billington, executive
director of The United Way, gave
a short talk about the organization. The club responding by donating $1,000 to be evenly distributed between WATCH,Rape Abuse,
Need Line and Women Awareness.
Also the club donated $100 to
the Center for Accessible Living

to be used for the installation of
a wheel chair ramp at the home
of a disabled Hazel Tesident as
well as other ramps as needed.
Kathy Farley of Hattie's Heart
presented the program. She put
together a gift basket which was
later given to Nancy Overbey, club
member.
Hostesses for the meeting were
Martha Butterworth, Teresa Price
and Elaine Paschall.
Other guests present were Kathie
Farris and Vanita Loranger. Other
club members present were Kelly
Gardner, Hilda Bennett, Sandra Gallimore, Inez Butterworth, Carla
Halkias, Carolyn Parks, Betty Hudson, Mary Ann Orr, Pat Latimer,
Renee Lax, Sharon Ray and Marla
Thompson.

Gospel Fest to be Saturday
Community Gospel Fest 2000
will be Saturday at 5:30 p.m. at
Weston Hall, Paris, Tenn., sponsored by the Henry County Healthcare Foundation.
Featured will be The Redeemed,
Sherida Gentry, Michael Ray Sr.,

Michael (Chip) Ray, Mt. Zion
Mass Choir and other talent. Reed
Brewer will be the emcee.
Tickets will be sold at the door.
For information call Lee Anne
Lowrance at 1-901-642-5700.

baugh, Tulsa, Okla.; Willie Clista
McDaniel, Big Sandy, Tenn.;
Everett R. and Louise Pflueger,
Joppa, Ill.; Thomas G. and Mildred M. Pflueger, Florence, Ala.;
Linda Lee Scarborough, Jackson,
Tenn.; Brenda M. Sensing and Jack
L. Gordy, Decatur, Ill.; Laverne
A, Willis, Greenfield, Calif.;
Henry Bryan Bracken, Reuben
P. and Frances Kyle Brinton, and
Ann Brinton Hutton, all of
Nashville, Tenn.; Doris Rubine
Miller and Thelma Rubine Miller,
Memphis,Tenn.; Ginny Lynn Knott,
Nell Austin McBride, Calista Lee
Odom, C. Delmer Owens, Robert
Curtis Scarbrough, Blyrna Bly Scarborough and Mary S. Wade, all
of Paris; Tenn.'

Home Energy Progrcirn will start here on Nov. 6
The Subsidy component of the
Home Energy Assistance Program
will begin Calloway County on
Nov. 6 and continue through Dec.
14.
Applications will be taken at
the office of West Kentucky Allied
Services office in the Weaks Community Center at 607 Poplar St.,

Career seminar
planned Oct. 31
Murray State University American Humanics Program will have
a career seminar on Tuesday from
11 a.m. to noon on the third floor
of MSU Curris Center.
Representatives of Big Brothers/Big Sisters of America, YMCA
and Girl Scouts, along with Dr.
Don Robertson will be giving brief
talks about their programs.
The seminar is for students and
community members who are interested in non-profit organizations.
The seminar will give information of how to get involved and
be a leader of the community.
For more information call Roger
M. Weis at 762-3808.

Murray, with Sue Chaney as office of $1,500 in liquid resources: such Nov. 13 and 14, C; Nov. 15, D
manager.
as money in a checking account, and E; Nov. 16, F and G; Nov.
Each applicant must bring the savings, CDs, stocks, bonds, etc., 20 and 21, H; Nov. 27, I and 1;
Nov. 28, K and L; Nov. 29 and
following items at time of appli- valued at $1,500 or more.
cation:
Client does not qualify if they 30, M; Dec. 4, N,0 and P; Dec.
5, Q and R; Dec. 6 and 7, S;
*Their most recent heating bill do have excess resources.
or rent receipt if living in public
*Any individual claiming zero Dec. 11, T; Dec. 12, U, V and
housing.
income for the prior month, who W; Dec. 13, X, Y and Z; Dec.
*Social Security numbers of all is not currently on food stamps, 14, open.
This project is funded in part,
members in the household.
will be required to complete a
*Proof of income for every mem- three-month expense sheet describ- under a contract with the Departber in the household who works ing how they existed for the prior ment for Community Based Services with funds from the Comor had income for the month prior months without income.
to application, including children
Based on 110 percent of the munity Services Block Grant Act
poverty level, applications will be of the Department of the Health
18 or over who are employed.
*Clients must be responsible taken according to the letter your and Human Services.
Other WKAS offices are locatfor their own heating costs or pay last name begins with alphabetiheating costs as an undesignated cally as prepared in the following ed in Wickliffe, Bardwell, Hickchart:
man, Clinton, Paducah, Benton and
portion of their rent.
Nov. 6, A; Nov. 8 and 9, B; Mayfield.
*Client must not have in excess

Eeezt
JOSEPH "JAY" MORGAN
November 7th
for

SUBSCRIBE

Murray City Council

OCTOBER IS BREAST CANCER
AWARENESS MONTH

•MSU Professor/Leadership
Program Director
•MSU Graduate
•Leadership Murray
•Leadership W. KY

#8 On The Ballot
:Zeadeao Apt tite Zee fewetatiog"
Paid for by Jay Morgan, Ricky Rogers, Treasurer
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3-Day Coupon Event
Shop Friday, Saturday & Sunday, October 27 - 29
'stores'catalog ".com
rStore Coupon valid October 27 29, 20001

rStore

Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 20001 rSalon Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 20001 rStore Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 20001

30% OFF

30% OFF

30% OFF

lOne single regular priced item from the Women's'

One single regular priced

One single regular priced item from
the Men's Department
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per
purchase Discount does not apply to Sale Prices, Red Ticketed Clearance
Value Right. "2.or more prices, Cosmetics and Fragrances, Calvin Klein., Easy
Spirit*, Nike MAX AIR. Catalog/Internet and Outlet Stores, or to Services, Gil
Cards, prior porchaseS, or in combination with any other otter

30% OFF
One single regular priced item from
the Women's Apparel Department
Coupon must be Presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per
purchase. Discount does not apply to Sale Prices, Red-Ticketed Clearance,
I Value Right. "2 or more' prices, Cab's KleinC, Easy Spirit., Hanese.
Catalog/Internet and Outlet Stores, or to Services. Gift Cards, prior purchases.
or in combination with any other offer Cash value 1/20 of one cent

I

I

JCPenney Coupon

Accessory & Intimate Apparel Department
must be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per I
purchase Discount does not apply to Sale Prices, Red Ticketed Clearance
Value Right, "2 or-more prices. Cosmetics and Fragrances, Calvin Klein,
Dermalogical, HaPestle Catalog/Internet and Outlet Stores. or to Services. Gift
Cards, prior purchases, or in combination with any other offer
Cash value 1/20 of one cent _
Coupon

I

Hair Care item from JCPenney Salon
Coupon musrbe presented at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per
purchase Discount does not apply to Sale Prices, Red Ticketed Clearance.
Value Right, "2 or more' prices. Cosmetics and Fragrances, Dermalova,.
Catalog/internet and Outlet Stores, or to Services. Gift Cards, prior Purchases,
or in combination with any other offer Cash value 1/20 of one cent

Cash value 1/20 Of one Cent

JCPenney Coupon

JCPenney Coupon

-J

.
1
rStore Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 20001 rStore Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 20001 rStore Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 2000

30% OFF

One single regular priced item from
the Children's Department
Coupon must be presented at time ot purchase limt one coupon Per
purchase Discount does not apply to Sale Prices, Red Ticketed Clearance
Value Right. "2 or more prices. Cosmetics and Fragrances, Calvin Klein"'
Easy Sprit!), Nike MO AIR Catalog/ Internet and Outlet Stores, or to
Services. Gift Cards. prior purchases, or in combination with any other offer
Cash value 1/20 of one cent

One single regular priced item from
the Shoe Department
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. Limit one coupon Per
purchase Discount does not apply to Sale Prices, Red Ticketed Clearance,
Value Right. "2 or more prices, Easy Spilt). Nike MAX AIR, Catalog/
Internet and Outlet Stores. Or to Services. Gift Cards. prior purchases, Or in
combination with any other offer Cash value 1/20 of one cent

JCPenney Coupon

JCPenney Coupon

One sale or clearance priced item
from the Men's Department
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per
purchase Discount does not apply to Value Rirht.'2 or more prices
I Cosmetics and Fragrances, Calvin KleinIli, Easy Sprite. Nike MAX AIR,
Catalog/Internet and Outlet Stores, or to Services. Gift Cards, prior purchases.
or in combination with any other offer Cash value 1/20 of one cent

I

I
.
L

JCPenney Coupon

1
Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 2000.

Extra 10% OFF

One sale or clearance priced item
from the Women's Apparel Department
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase Limit ore coupon per
•
purchase Discount does not apply to Value Rght,'2 or more prices, Calvin
laeole. Easy Spelt, Hanes. Catalog/Internet and Outlet Stores, or to
Services, Gift Cards prior purchases, or in combination with any other Ow
Cash value 1/20 of one cent.
•
JCPenney Coupon

L

rStore Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 20001 rStore Coupon valid October 27 29, 20001

Extra 10% OFF

rStore

Extra 10% OFF

30% OFF

L.

JCPenney Coupon

J

rStore

One sale or clearance priced item from the
Women's Accessory & Intimate Apparel Dept.
(Excludes Floe Jewelry)

must be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per
purchase Discount does not apply to Value Right.'2 or more prices.
Cosmetics and Fragrances. Calvin Kier". Dermalogics*, lane. Catalog'
Internet and Outlet Stores. or to Services, Gift Cards, prior purchases, or in
combination with any other offer Cash value 1/20 of one cent
Coupon

L

JCPenney Coupon

Coupon valid October 27 - 29. 20001 rStore Coupon valid October 27 - 29, 20001

Extra 10% OFF

Extra 10% OFF

Extra 10% OFF

One sale or clearance priced item
from the Children's Department
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per
Purchase Discount does not apply to Value Right '2 or more prices.
Cosmetics and Fragrances Calvin Klein* Easy Spirit., Nike MAX AIR,
Catalog/ Internet and Outlet Stores, or to Services Gift Cards prior
Purchases or in combination with any other offer
Cash value 1'20 of one cent

One sale or clearance priced item
from the Shoe Department
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per
purchase Discount does not apply to Value Right -2 Of more" prices. Easy
Spin*. Hanes.. Nike MAX AIR. Catalog/ Internet and Outlet Stores, or to
Services Gift Cards prior purchases or in combination with any other otter
Cash value PM of ore cent

One sale or clearance priced item from
the Bedding, Bath or Window Dept.
Coupon must be presented at time of purchase Limit one coupon per
purchase Discount does not apply to Value Right. "2 or more prices. Boyd's
Collection Catalog/Internet and Outlet Stores, or to Services, Gift Cards.
Prior purchases, or in combination with any other offer
Cash value. 1/20 of one cent

JCPenney Coupon

JCPenney Coupon

L

JCPenney Coupon

-I I-

JL

NOW THROUGH OCTOBER 29, SHOP THE FALL/WINTER BIG BOOK'', HOLIDAY BIG GIFT BOOKTM. SIGNATURE SERIES CATALOGS OR ONLINE

30bff

Regular priced apparel, shoes &
accessories, window coverings,
lighting, lamps, clocks, wall
art/mirrors, bath, adult &
youth bedding

Call 1-800-222-6161
and ask for Opetator "R0P39" or log on to
JCPenney.com and key in R0P39 whcii
prompted for a promotional code.

extrl

Discount does not sooty to Vats* Natit. Red Alert Pnces,"2 Orman,' pine's, Bowes Collection, Calvin Klein! Easy Sprit', Ranee, Mite MAX A/R, Outlet Stores
purtnates. or In cornbinetton with mer other otter Otter good through October 29. 2000.

Restrictions apply, see coupon. for MAR& Regular orlon "Meet orierwg prices whicti

may not haee moulted in *civet sates Cannot be spoked to ono, portholes lone one coupon per purchase transacted

Current
Sale
Catalogs

Or to Services. Grli Cards. prior

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(270) 759-1400
Store Hours: Mon.-Set. 10 a.m.-9 p.m.•Sun. 14 p.m.
Salon Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-1) p.m.; Sat.9 a.m.4 p.m.; Sun. 1-5 p.m.
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Lakers plan to shine against Stars
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
There is a good feeling in the Calloway County foOtball team's locker room, and it is there because of the
11th-ranked Lakers' 34-33 loss to Paducah Tilghman
Friday at Jack Rose Stadium.
The visiting Blue Tornado (8-2, 5-0), the state's No.
6 team in Class 3A, won the First District title by rallying from a 33-20 third-quarter deficit and intercepting
Calloway senior quarterback Tony Ryan five times —
twice in the final 2:27 to preserve the victory.
But lithe Lakers (6-3. 3-1) were to fall short in their
attempt to become back-to-back district champions,
having Ryan and the C'ClIS offense inside the red zone
with a pair of chances at scoring the winning touchdown
is how Joe Stonecipher would prefer to suffer a defeat.
"We had the ball in the right guy's hands, and we
know that Tony Ryan will make the right decisions for
us." said the Calloway head coach of Ryan, who completed 10-of-17 passes for 222 yards and four TDs.
Ryan's efficiency rating still sits at 128.3 thanks to
his 27 touchdowns against seven interceptions, and he's
completed 63.8 percent of his throws and averaged 10.9
yards per attempt in passing for 1,635.
"Sometimes you make the big play and sometimes
you don't, and that's the nature of sports." Stonecipher
said. "We want to have an opportunity (to win) at the
end with Tony Ryan as our quarterback. and that's all we
ask for against a good football team."
The Lakers' effort against Tilghman also gave
Stonecipher a glimpse of how his team stacks up against
the caliber of teams in the 3A Second District, one of
which will visit Calloway in the opening round of the
state playoffs next week.
The pivotal game Friday is Franklin-Simpson's visit
to No. 10 Warren Central. If Warren Central wins, the
Dragons will win the district and send No. 8 Bowling
Green to Calloway as the league's third seed.
If Franklin-Simpson were to emerge with the victory.
Warren Central would slide all the way to fourth and the
Lakers would host Franklin-Simpson.
"We felt going in that we could play with Tilghman;
we knew they were good, hut we weren't intimidated,"
said Stonecipher.
"We're disappointed that we didn't win a district title.
especially for our seniors, hut it was good exposure for
the playoffs because Tilghman is like the teams we'll
face coming out of the Second District."
Besides the thrilling shootout with the Tornado, the
Lakers are also upbeat going into Friday's regular-sea-

son finale at Muhlenberg North because senior fullbacklinebacker Josh Owen is back in the fold.
Owen was diagnosed with a herniated disc in his
neck during the week of the Sept. 29 Marshall County
game and has been held out since, as playing football
put him at risk for paralysis.
But a second MRI exam at Vanderbilt University in
Nashville, Tenn. revealed no such injury prior to the
Tilghman contest, and despite missing three weeks of
practice, Owen played over 60 snaps on offense, defense
and special teams versus the Tornado.
"The kids are glad(Owen)is back," Stonecipher said.
"He's very important to our team chemistry, and it
makes us feel better about going into the playoffs at full
strength with all of our kids in uniform."
Meanwhile, the Lakers are preparing for the trip to
Greenville and a tilt with a 2-7 Muhlenberg North squad
that, at 0-4 in the district, will not reach the postseason.
However, the Stars will honor 10 of their 25 players
during Senior Night festivities Friday, and Stonecipher
believes the Stars would like nothing more than to send
their seniors out in style by stunning Calloway.
"We have to stay focused,„go to Muhlenberg North
and take care of business," Stonecipher said."They have
a small roster dominated by seniors, and we've got to
head into the playoffs as mentally sharp as we can.
"We have to come out from the beginning and get
right after them. We don't want them to have the thought
that they can get the upset."
Muhlenberg North is led by senior quarterback Scott
Gunn, the triggerman in the Stars' I-formation offense.
However, that attack has only scored 141 points in
nine outings, and Stonecipher likes how his defense has
come together under coordinator Billy Mitchell, becoming as fluent in a 50 scheme as well as a 4-3 look.
"Coach Mitchell has always been a multiple-defense
coach, and our coaches have been doing a good job of
matching our defense to our opponent's offense all
year,- Stonecipher said. "We've had the ability to go
from one different scheme to another on consecutive
plays, and that makes it tough on the other team because
they have to prepare for both fronts."
Calloway likes its chances with its four-receiver formation against the Stars'6-2 defense.
"We've got Muhlenberg in a bind because they can't
play a 6-2 against us," Stonecipher explained.
"They'll have to walk their ends out (on our second
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo
receivers), and that makes them a 4-2, so right off the CARRYING THE LOAD,..Calloway County
senior quarterback Tony Ryan takes off on one of his
bat, we're making them do something they're not com- 20 rushes
for 152 yards in the Lakers' 34-33 Class 3A First District home loss to Paducah
fortable with."
Tilghman Friday at Jack Rose Stadium
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Six locals
named to
all-region
soccer team
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Four players from Murray High and two from Calloway County
were named to the All-First
Region Boys' Soccer Team
Wednesday.
Calloway's Adam Yezerski
joined Murray's Tom Masthay
and Brandon Kellie on the !Oman first team.
Murray's Sean Clemson and
Calloway's Seth Bryant were
among the 12 players that earned
second-team recognition.
Murray's John Kopperud was
one of 13 players to receive
honorable mention status.
John Semeraro of Paducah
Tilghman was chosen as the
region's Most Valuable Player.
Marshall County, which captured the region championship
with a 3-1 win over Heath
Wednesday in Draffenville, placed
seven players on the all-region
team, with five Marshals cracking the first team.

Yankees capture
Game 4 3-1 lead

MAKING HIS ROUNDS...Shortstop Derek Jeter homered and tripled in
his first two at-bats to lead the New York Yankees to a 3-2 win over
the New York Mets in Game 4 of the World Series Wednesday at Shea
Stadium. The Yankees lead 3-1 going into Game 5 tonight.

NEW YORK (AP) — The New York Mets
are finding out what the Brooklyn Dodgers
and New- York Giants learned long ago. The
Yankee5 are hard to beat in 'a Subway Series.
What Derek Jeter started with a home run
on the very first pitch, the bullpen finished
off. The New York Yankees downed the Mets
3-2 Wednesday night and closed within one
victory of their third straight World Series
title.
"We're one win from where we want to
be." Jeter said.
Game 4 marked the Yankees' third one-run
victory of the Series.
A sellout crowd of 55,290 at Shea Stadium seemed much more subdued than for the
Mets' 4-2 win in Game 3, possibly because
of a much larger presence of. Yankees rooters.
Also, the noise blaring from the centerfield speakers was turned down, probably
because Mets co-owner Nelson . Doubleday
complained about the volume.
The ballpark figures to be a lot louder —
either way — on Thursday night when the
Yankees try to become the first team since
the 1972-74 Oakland Athletics to win three
titles in a row.
Andy Pettitte will start Game 5 against the
Mets. Al Leiter. Of the prior 40 teams to

Bruins hire Keenan

take a 3-1 lead in the World Series, 34 have
gone on to win the championship.
The last team to blow a 3-1 deficit was
St. Louis in 1983 tifKi1
Cii
"Well, it's someplace I've been before, but
it's certainly not familiar and surefire stuff,"
Yankees manager Joe Torre said.
If the Yankees win, they hope to have a
dry clubhouse for a celebration. Severe flooding from a burst pipe soaked their locker
room, including furniture that Yankees owner
George Steinbrenner brought from Yankee Stadium, and forced players to conduct postgame
interviews on the field.
"All of a sudden, the massage room and
the weight area and the hot tub area, it was
like Niagara Falls," winning pitcher Jeff Nelson said. "The ceiling collapsed, there was
water everywhere. This green, gunky water."
The night certainly started out well for the
Yankees.
Moved up to the leadoff spot for the first
time in this Series, Jeter delivered. He became
the first player to homer on the opening pitch
of a World Series game since Pete Rose for
Cincinnati in 1972.
"I've been known to swing at the first
pitch," Jeter said. "When you play games. like
this, you want to score early. I got a good
pitch to hit, and I hit it well."

Strawberry arrested

BOSTON (AP) — Like Pat a history of success in his first
Burns, Mike Keenan is a master year, followed by steady decline.
of the quick fix. And that's just
In Philadelphia, the Flyers finwhat the Boston Bruins are look- ished with the best regular-season
ing for.
record and made the Stanley Cup
"He's got a record of winning," Finals in 1984-85, Keenan's first
goalie Byron Dafoe said Wednes- year; he was selected coach of
day after Keenan was hired as the the year. They made the finals
Bruins' fourth coach in just over again two years later.
six seasons. "There's no question:
But the Flyers won fewer games
When he goes somewhere, he does each succeeding year, and he was
find ways to win."
fired in 1988.
Keenan, 51,joins his sixth team
In Chicago, he made the finals
and becomes only the third coach in his third year. In New York.
in NHL history to have coached he won the Stanley Cup in his
half of the "Original Six"; Dick only season with the Rangers.
Irvin was the first, and Burns was
But in St. Louis, after posting
the second.
a .635 winning percentage in the
A former Quebec cop, Burns lockout-shortened 1995 season, the
was supposed to whip the Bruins Blues finished below .500 in 1995into line when he replaced Steve 96. Keenan was 36-54-18 in parts
Kasper. Like Burns, Keenan has of two seasons in Vancouver.

TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — For the
second time in as many months,
Darryl Strawberry is required to
stand before a criminal court judge.
On Thursday, a judge was to
decide whether Strawberry should
be jailed for at least 30 days after
the troubled slugger was accused
of leaving a residential drug treatment center for a weekend crack
and prescription drug binge.
Strawberry, who along with his
legal troubles has cancer, was arrested Wednesday on charges he vioIN TROUBLE AGAIN...Darryl
Strawberry
was arrested
Wednesday
for
violating
house arrest and leaving a
treatment center for a weekend drug binge.

lated the house arrest he was serving at the treatment center.
Joe Papy, head of the regional
office of the Florida Department
of Corrections in Tampa, said
Strawberry has never spent more
than 24 hours in jail despite legal
troubles that date back to 1990.
Papy said he hopes a longer jail
term will get Strawberry's attention.
"He has indicated that he has
seen the light and is desirous of
turning his life around," said Papy,
who spoke with Strawberry over
the weekend and then took him
to jail.
"He has a wonderful family
that is very supportive of him.
They must be terribly disappointed in him."

Picks victory would be sweet Halloween treat

Good things supposedly come
in threes, and I know a trio of
events that could make my preHalloween weekend sweeter than
candy corn.
First, the rest will do wonders
for my health; I'm more tired
than the World Series controversy between Mike Piazza and Roger
Clemens. Broken bats and beanballs — talk about your sticks
and stones!
Second, if I am lucky enough
to post a personal precedent in
my first-ever perfect week as a
pigskin prognosticator,
finish
The Ledger & Times' football picks
contest with an 87-29 record and
a .750 winning percentage.

Third, I can get away with Murray will open the playoffs
winning the title if I can hold next week against the third seed
off that pesky Scott Nanney and from the Second District.
those meddling guest panelists for
Lone Oak will come in to Ty
just one more week.
Holland Field ready for its third
Going into the final slate of straight meaningless game. since
11 games, I hold a two-game lead its playoff dreams were dashed Oct.
over Nanney — the Green Hor- 6 with a 44-40 3A district loss
net to my Kato — and a four- to Union County.
game advantage over the guests.
The Purple Flash will he playLedger staff writer David Black- ing for pride, but Murray — with
burn will carry the flame for the or without tailback Anthony
guests as we do battle one last Cogdell — has too much speed.
time in 2000.
talent or desire to be denied on
Lone Oak at Murray
Senior Night.. Tigers.
The Tigers come off a successful Calloway at Muhlenberg N.
three-game road trip in Class A
If The (Louisville) Courier-JourFirst District play with its post- nal's Litkenhous Ratings place
season plans all wrapped up, as Murray as a 20-point favorite over

MIKE
OHSTROM

STAFF
WRITER

Lone Oak. then I'm going to be
in for a long night in Greenville
Friday — . the Litkenhous says
Calloway County by. 46 over the
Stars.
Ten of Muhlenberg North's 25
players will be playing their final
home game Friday as the Stars
also failed to make the playoffs.
The Lakers. like Murray, are
also locked into a second seed,
hut the need for momentum heading
into the postseason, as well
David Blackburn
the
as
threat of a possible firstGuest picker
round meeting with No. 8 Bowling Green. provides lots and lots
Murray
of incentive for Calloway to avoid
Calloway
having a letdown...lakers.
Mayfield
Mayfield at Ballard Mem.
Neither team has much to gain
Fulton City
from this tilt since each has sewn
Marshall Co. its playoff seeds, but the desire
Hancock Co. to go into the postseason with
all cylinders clicking could make
Hopkins
this a good one since Murray
Trigg Co.
gave Mayfield that 7-6 scare two
weeks ago.
Crittenden
Ballard has a weapon in tailTenn. Tech
back Letiz Arnold, but secondLouisville
ranked Mayfield has that unbeaten record and illustrious reputa9-3
tion to uphold.. Cardinals.
Fulton City at Fulton Co.
72-33

This week's football picks
Scott Nanney
Lone Oak at Murray
Calloway Co. at Muhlenberg N.
Mayfield at Ballard Memorial

Mike Ohstrom

Murray

Murray

Calloway

Calloway

Mayfield

Mayfield

Fulton City at Fulton Co.
Marshall Co. at Graves Co.

Fulton City

Fulton City

Marshall Co.

Marshall Co.

Russellville at Hancock Co.
Union Co. at Hopkins Central

Russellville

Hancock Co.

Union Co.

Hopkins

Trigg Co. at Madisonville
Crittenden Co. at Todd Central

Trigg Co.
Crittenden

Crittenden

Tennessee Tech at Murray St.
Tulane at Louisville

Murray State

Ulm. Tech

Louisville

Louisville

Last week:

10-2

10-2

Season:

74-31

76-29
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The Cold ' s Coming—
Have Your Tires Checked Now.
•Now and Used Quality Tires at
Affordable Prices
•Excellent Warranties

•F ree Balancing With
Tire Purchase

Warehouse Tire
400 Industrial Rd.• 753-1111

This rivalry game will probably be the most hotly-contested
match on Friday's schedule, as both
teams are fighting for their playoff lives.
After Murray beat Fulton County 30-6 Friday in Hickman, Pilot
head coach David Gallagher said
his squad would beat Fulton City.
Gallagher wasn't wrong about
that claim during the three years
I worked in Fulton,, but the Bulldogs weren't as explosive as they
are this season. In a night full
of big plays, the edge goes to
the.. Bulldogs.
Marshall Co. at Graves Co.
Playoff seeds are stilr up. in
the air in the 4A First District,
and Marshall has a chance at the
district crown in a three-way
tiebreaker based on strength of
schedule with Hopkinsville and
Madisonville-North Hopkins.
Graves' offense must 1) put
up a bunch of points on the board
and 2) maintain possession, or
the Eagle defense will be flattened by a steamroller otherwise
known as the...Marshals.
Russellville at Hancock Co.
With second place in the Class
A Second District and home-field
advantage for the first round of
the playoffs at stake, Hancock
County will be buzzing.
Having made that trip to
Hawesville last year, I wonder
how much Russellville's legs will
be stung by riding a bus for so
long. Advantage.. Hornets.
Union Co. at Hopkins Can.
Jabbar Frazier set a school
record with 256 yards rushing in
Union County's 52-20 win over
Muhlenberg North last week, and
the Braves have plenty of ammo
to make this fight for third in
the 3A First District interesting.
But Hopkins Central has the

ability to pass the ball. effectively and, more importantly, control
the clock with its ground game.
For that reason, and because I
need to pick a few more home
teams, I'm taking the. Storm.
Trigg Co. at Madisonville
Remember that tiebreaker I
mentioned? It's called the Dickerson system, and if MadisonvilleNorth Hopkins wins this affair,
the Maroons will get eight points
for each of Trigg County's wins
this season go toward their total
as they vie for the top spot in
the 4A First District.
The Wildcats have won a Class
A Second District title behind a
phenomenal passing offense, but
Madisonville quarterback Spencer
Johnson can fling it all over the
yard, too.
The difference here will be the
hosts' depth and size, especially
on defense.. Maroons.
Crittenden at Todd Central
A win, and Todd County Central is in the playoffs.
Sorry, I just can't see that happening...Rockets.
Tenn. Tech at Murray St.
To win this Ohio Valley Conference duel in front of Saturday's Homecoming crowd, MSU
will need an almost perfect game
on offense and plenty of Tech
turnovers.
Bad news for the Racers: Tech's
conservative offense will not put
its stellar defense in had field
position, so the MSU defense will
be put to the task.. Golden Eagles.
'Mane at Louisville
Too bad the Green Wave couldn't pay current Clemson coach
Tommy Bowden enough money
to stay in New Orleans. Or clone
him.
Gotta go with the homeboys
here.. Cardinals.
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Tigers refocus on Flash, playoffs
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
The Murray High football team has gone through
this before.
On Sept. 15, the Tigers went to Russellville and
defeated the then-No. 9 team in Class A 27-12 without the services of junior tailback Anthony Cogdell,
the only player in MHS history to rush for over
I,000 yards as a sophomore.
Si' weeks later. the Tigers (7-2) are the ninthranked team in the state, yet they are looking at the
possibility of hosting 3A foe Lone Oak (4-5) for
Senior Night Friday at Ty Holland Field without Cogdell
in uniform.
A high left ankle sprain suffered in Murray's 300 in last week at Fulton County could derail
Cogdell's hopes of becoming the first Tiger to post
three consecutive 1.000-yard seasons one year early.
Cogdell, who is questionable for Friday's contest,
needs just 96 yards in MHS' final regular season
game to eclipse the I,000-yard plateau. But Murray
head coach Rick Fisher has bigger concerns, such
as preparing his club for the state playoffs.
"Whether Anthony plays or not is up to him and
his family," Fisher said. "We rested (Cogdell) earlier in the year and did just fine without him, and
now we just need to regroup.
-I think momentum means a lot; you have to
have positives, not negatives, going into the playoffs. and playing well carries over into the playoffs."
After Cogdell left the tilt with Fulton County —
with 52 yards on five carries — that clinched second place in the Class A First District and homefield advantage in the first round of the playoffs for
the Tigers. Fisher was forced to reshuffle his offense.
If Cogdell is unable to practice and is unavailable Friday. senior wide receiver Bobby Smith will
move to tailback, senior Thomas Olive will return
to quarterback and senior Josh Garland will line up
at wideout along with classmate Eric Villaflor —
Cogdells defensive backup at cornerback.
More changes are also in store along the offensive line. where Murray is still reeling from a season-ending knee injury to 6-5, 332-pound senior left
tackle Justin Smith.
Junior Justin Seeley (6-1, 261) will remain at left
tackle while senior Jonathon Duncan (6-1, 210) and
junior Richard Blalock (6-0, 250) will continue to
mail the right guard and right tackle spots, respec-

Good Luck
From All Your Friends At

Kentucky Lake
Oil Company
Shell
622 South 4th

MIKE OHSTROM/Ledger & Times photo

EXTRA EFFORT...Murray High senior wide receiver Eric Villaflor (5) strains for more yardage after catching a pass while sophomore
wideout Nathan Williams (3) looks to make a block in the Tigers' 30-6 win over Fulton County Friday in Hickman.
tively.
Juniors Ryan Houston (6-1, 253) and Matthew
Morris (6-1, 222) will rotate at center as senior
Richard Fogle (6-0, 200) and junior Jason Wilkins
(5-9, 242) will share playing time at left guard.
"The one thing that Class A football does to you
when you have injuries is that it makes you do
things you're not used to," Fisher said. "When one
kid gets hurt, you have to move three or four kids
around, and that hurts you in the long run because
they're not getting better at their natural positions."
Of course, the Murray coaching staff prepares
itself for such emergencies.
"What's good about this football team is that we
have several kids that can move around and play
different positions," Fisher noted. "We often teach
our players two positions, and part of the reason
why we've been successful has been our versatility."
Another key to that success has been the efforts
of this year's I3-man senior class — Duncan, Fogle,
Garland. Olive, Villaflor, Bobby Smith, Justin Smith,
Joe Harris, Hugo Hernandez, Drew Henry, Garrett
McCutcheon, Michael Montgomery and Steven Prince
— that will be honored prior to the Lone Oak contest.
"Our seniors have been a great help in continuing the winning tradition here at Murray High, and
they're the kind of kids you hate to see go," Fisher said. "They've had fun being part of our program, they've been successful and they've grown
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of Smith and Olive and the power of junior fullback Jon Hedges and sophomore tailback Lorne
Stanfa — against the Lone Oak defense, instead of
experimenting with gadget plays.
"(Lone Oak) matches us in size, or if not, they're
bigger than we are, but we have more team speed,"
said Fisher, who still wants his troops to develop
some consistency. "Right now, with the injury situation, we just want to plug some holes and take a
step forward instead of a step backwards. "
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up into fine young men, and that's what's most
important."
While the only thing uncertain about the Tigers'
postseason status is their first-round opponent —
Crittenden County, a 37-7 victim of Murray's Aug.
18, would return to Ty Holland Field Nov. 3 if the
Rockets beat Todd County Central and Hancock
County defeats Russellville — Lone Oak comes in
knowing there 's no next week.
At 1-4 in the 3A First District, the Purple Flash
was eliminated from postseason play with three
games left on the schedule. Fisher is glad his team
won't have to travel for a fourth Friday in a row.
but he has a feeling it won't be easy versus Lone
Oak.
"It's nice to be home again, but (Lone Oak) is
a 3A school and they'll take some risks because
they have nothing to lose," Fisher explained. "Their
season is over after Friday, and that makes them
dangerous."
Senior quarterback Erik East is the catalyst of a
Flash offense that operates mostly out of the wishbone but offers a variety of spread formations as
well.
"The biggest worry I have is Erik East — he
can play for anybody in western Kentucky," Fisher
said. "He can score running and passing, so we
have to contain him."
Unlike the Tigers' 42-20 Homecoming win Sept.
29 over 2A Heath, Murray will stick with its breadand-butter — a running game combining the speed
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Minnesota penalized for Smith deal
• Team loses
five draft picks,
$3.5 million

RAW DEAL...The NBA voided the Minnesota Timberwolves'
secret deal with forward Joe Smith (32) and fined the franchise S3.5 million and forfeiting the team's next five firstround draft picks.

NEW YORK (AP) — The Minnesota Timberwolves learned what
their penalty is for making a secret
deal with Joe Smith, and it's a
harsh one. What's more, NBA
commissioner David Stern hasn't
finished hammering them.
Stern came down hard Wednesday on the Timberwolves, voiding Smith's contract and forfeiting the team's next five first-round
draft picks.
He also fined the team $3.5
million. Possible suspensions for
owner Glen Taylor and general
manager Kevin McHale won't be
decided until a hearing is held to
determine who had knowledge of
the secret contract agreement.
"It's a tough penalty. I was
reading across the page and the
draft picks just kept going," Knicks
general manager Scott Layden said.
"The money is probably the least
of the penalty, but collectively it
shows that the commissioner is
not soft on circumvention."
The Knicks and Dallas Mavericks were among the teams quickly indicating an interest in Smith.
The Chicago Bulls, who can pay
Smith more than any other team,
said they would not comment until
reviewing the situation with the
league office.

Devils win, Predators fall
By The Associated Press
The New Jersey Devils always seem to get well
at the expense of the Florida Panthers.
Patrik Elias stung the Panthers with another late
goal — this time with only 1:33 remaining — leading the Devils to a 2-1 victory over the Panthers
on Wednesday night. It was New Jersey's fourth
win in the last five regular-season games against'
Florida to go along with a first-round sweep in last
season's playoffs.
Elias beat the Panthers last January with a goal
with just 1.7 seconds left, converting a Panthers
giveaway. But he was able to tell the difference between
the two game-winners.
"Last year, I took longer," Elias said.
Elias' latest heroics made a winner of goalie Martin Brodeur, who is unbeaten against Florida in 13
games(10-0-3)dating to April 9, 1997. Brodeur stopped
20 shots to improve to 3-2-1 after being pulled during his last start.
"The bounces turned my way," Brodeur said.
"I've had a rough time lately. It was nice to make
a difference."
In other NHL games, it was Buffalo 4, Carolina
1; San Jose 3, Columbus I; Toronto 6, Minnesota
1; Ottawa 3, Pittsburgh 2; Detroit 5, Tampa Bay I;
Vancouver 6, Dallas 2; Atlanta 3, Edmonton 1; Col-

orado 2, Nashville I in overtime; and Los Angeles
6, Anaheim 2.
The loss was especially frustrating for the Panthers, the NHL's only winless team.
"Obviously, we're pretty disappointed and pretty
frustrated because the chances are there," captain
Scott Mellanby said. "But it just can't bounce like
this forever. We're having open nets, we're hitting
posts ... it's just off and it's going to come."
Sabres 4, Hurricanes 1
Erik Rasmussen had a goal and an assist, and
Dominik Hasek earned his first victory this season
as Buffalo beat visiting Carolina.
Rob Ray, Chris Gratton and J.P. Dumont also
scored for the Sabres, who snapped a five-game
winless streak. Jeff O'Neill scored the only goal for
the Hurricanes, who dropped their third straight.
Avalanche 2, Predators 1, OT
Peter Forsberg scored a power-play goal in overtime after Chris Drury tied it in the final two minutes as Colorado extended its unbeaten streak to
nine games.
Ray Bourque took a slap shot that Forsberg
deflected past Mike Dunham with 1:02 left in the
extra period. Bourque's 1,529 career points move
him past Boston's Paul Coffey for first place among
defensemen on the NHL's career points list.

Under an arbitrator's ruling
announced Monday, Stern had the
right to void Smith's one-year,
$2.5 million contract. Stern went
even further, voiding Smith's last
two contracts and thereby stripping Smith of his Larry Bird rights,
which would have allowed him to
sign a lucrative extension with the
Timberwolves next summer.
"They don't have the ability to
do that. They're definitely trying
to rewrite the arbitrator's ruling,"
said Smith's agent, Dan Fegan.
The NBA also asked the players association to "impose appropriate discipline" against Eric
Fleisher, Smith's former agent.
All 29 NBA teams are now
free to negotiate with Smith, but
it seemed he was ready to re-sign
with his current team. But Smith
has no financial incentive to remain
in Minnesota since he would have
to play there for three more years
to regain his Bird rights.
"Money has never been an issue
for me. It's always been about
playing basketball and playing
somewhere that I can contribute
and be happy. It's never been
about money," Smith said before
learning of Stern's ruling.
Smith made a big financial blunder earlier in his career when he
turned down an extension from
the Golden State Warriors worth
tens of millions of dollars. He
went on the market as a free agent
and drew little interest before signing with the Timberwolves for $1.75
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DULE
TODAY

WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
• UT-Martin vs. Murray State
Racer Arena - 7 p.m.
tit I DAY
WOMEN'S SOCCER
OVC Tournament
• UT-Martin vs. Murray State
Charleston, Ill. - 2:30 p.m.
LI1GH SCHOQL_EQDTBALL
• Lone Oak vs. Murray
Ty Holland Field - 7:30 p.m.
• Calloway at Muhlenberg N.
Greenville, Ky. - 7:30 p.m.

million before the 1998-99 season.
The Timberwolves said they
were "assessing the ruling" and
had no immediate comment. The
players union did not immediately comment.
NBA arbitrator Kenneth Dam
found that Smith and the Timberwolves entered into a separate,
secret agreement that guaranteed
Smith a lucrative long-term deal
beginning with the 2001-02 sea-

son.

The league has long suspected
that such secret agreements exist,
but no team had ever been caught
before.
"This (penalty) reflects the seriousness of a finding of circumvention," NBA attorney Joel Litvin
said.
Unless they acquire a first-round
draft pick in a trade, the Wolves
will not have a first-round selection until 2006.

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored IFIN

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Lindy Suiter

State Auto
insurance

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
New Jersey
4
2
1-0
9
Pittsburgh
4
3
1-0
9
NY Rangers
3
4
0-0
6
Philadelphia
2
5
2-0
6
N Y Islanders
1
3
4
2-0
Northeast Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Ottawa
5
0
13
3-0
Toronto
5
3
0-0
10
Montreal
4
3
10
2-0
Buffalo
3
1-1
3
8
Boston
3
4
1-0
.7
Southeast Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Carolina
2
4
2-0
6
Washington
1
3
3-1
6
Tampa Bay
2
5
1-0
5
Atlanta
1
5
3
3-0
Florida
3
4
2-2
0
Two points for a win, one point for a tie
and overtime loss
Tuesday's Games
Philadelphia 5, N Y Rangers 4
San Jose 3, Carolina 2
Minnesota 2, Montreal 2, tie
Vancouver 4, Nashville 4, tie
Phoenix 2, Calgary 2, tie
Wednesday's Games
Buffalo 4, Carolina 1
San Jose 3, Columbus 1
Toronto 6, Minnesota
New Jersey 2, Florida 1
Ottawa 3, Pittsburgh 2
Detroit 5. Tampa Bay
Vancouver 6. Dallas 2
Atlanta 3, Edmonton 1
Colorado 2. Nashville 1, OT
Los Angeles 6. Anaheim 2

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Detroit
0-1
6
3
13
St Louis
5
2
11
1-0
Nashville
4
2
11
2-1
Chicago
2
5
5
0-1
Columbus
1
7
0-1
3
Northwest Division
W
L
T-OL Pts.
Colorado
7
0
16
2-0
Vancouver
14
1-1
6
2
Edmonton
5
3
12
2-0
Calgary
3
5
7
1-0
Minnesota
1
6
5
3-0
Pacific Division
W
L
T-OL Pts,
Phoenix
1
6
14
2-0
Dallas
6
1-0
3
13
San Jose
6
2
12
0-0
Los Angeles
5
4
2-0
12
Anaheim
4
3
11
1-2

Today's Games
Washington at Boston. 6 p.m.
N.Y. Rangers at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Calgary at St Louis, 7 p.m.
Colorado at Chicago. 8.30 p.m.
Friday's Games
Toronto at Buffalo, 6 pm
New Jersey at Carolina, 6 p m.
Montreal at N.Y. Islanders, 6.30 p m
Ottawa at Tampa Bay, 6:30 p.m
Washington at Columbus. 6 30 p m
Pittsburgh at N.Y Rangers, 7 p.m.
Florida at Nashville, 7 p.m.
Calgary at Minnesota, 7 p.m.
Phoenix at Dallas, 730 p.m.
Atlanta at Vancouver, 9 p m.
Edmonton at Anaheim, 9:30 pm

SAT U R DAY
CROSS COUNTRY
• Calloway County at Class
2A First Region Championships
Bowling Green, Ky. - TBA
• Murray State at Ohio Valley
Conference Championships
Charleston, Ill. - TBA
WOMEN'S SOCCER
• Ohio Valley Conference TharnEunent semifinals, TBA
Charleston, Ill. - TBA
WOMEN'S ROWING
• Murray State at Head of
the Tennessee regatta
Knoxville, Tenn. - TBA
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
• Tenn. Tech vs. Murray State
Stewart Stadium - 3 p.m.

SPORTS BRIEFS
'M' Club's annual breakfast open to public
Fans of Murray State athletics will get a chance to meet Racer athletes
of the past Saturday before the MSU football team takes on Tennessee Tech
for Homecoming at 3 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
The 'M' Club, an organization comprised of former MSU athletes, will hold
its annual breakfast Saturday at 8 a.m. in the Curris Center ballroom. Cost
for attending the event is $7 per person.

Sabre' Boxing Club splits matches Saturday
COVINGTON, Tenn. — Members of the Sabre' Boxing Club of Murray
went 1-1 at a series of bouts Saturday.
Brad Schroader, 30, of Murray defeated Jason Allan of Covington in a
145-pound bout to receive the Outstanding Senior Boxer Award. Meanwhile,
in a 65-pound bout, Seth Grogan, 12, of Murray lost by decision to Stanley
Mason of Covington.
The Sabre' Boxing Club will return to Covington for another series of
bouts Nov. 11. For more information, call 753-7981.

Calloway Countians for K.I.D.S. (Keeping It Dry & Safe)

Invites YOU to a

FINAL
FIRED UP...Calloway County Middle School's 'Red' cheerleading team won Superior and
Excellent Evaluation awards as well as Spirit Stick and Stunt-Smart awards at a recent
camp at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green. Team members are (front row,
from left) Courtney Parker, Jessica Bryan, Whitney Watkins, All-America nominee Jessica Miller, (back row) Christy Westphal, Tara Etheridge, Kaysin Hutching, Traci Rose,
Shellie Wilson, All-America nominee Ashley Henson, Whitney Redden, All-America finalist Amanda VanAmeringen, sponsor Melissa Richerson-Lamb and Lindsey Smith.

Football talk with Coach Pannunz o

"VOTE NO"
RALLY
Mon., Oct. 30, 7 p.m.
University Church of Christ
Murray
•

Catch Coach Pannunzio's
on

TV Show

Guest Speaker — Claude Witt
Ky. Temperance League Exec. Director
"Vote NO" Campaign material will be distributed.

WQTV every Friday night at 10:30 p.m.
Charter Channel 16
Media Corn - Channel 10

This week also catch the show on WPSD
Saturday October 28, at noon.

We urge everyone interested
in a NO VOTE to attend

vr

Those who know
vote No!

Paid for by Calloway Countians for K.I.D.S.(Keeping It Dry & Safe).
Robert K. Martin. Treasurer. PO Box 348, Murray, KY 42071
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MSU Agriculture
Alumni Association to
hold annual meeting
Graduates of Murray State University's former department of agriculture will find their alma mater
sporting a new name this year when
they return for Homecoming.
With support from over 2,000
agriculture alumni it probably came
as no surprise to some that the department would someday expand
into one of Murray State's newest
administrative units - the school of
agriculture.
The Murray State University
Agriculture Alumni Association
will hold its 38 annual meeting on
MSU's homecoming event, Oct.
27, 6:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
_
-13a1hOutn.
President David Heathcott '86
B.S., will preside over the program
which will follow a theme of"Murray State: The Story of Us."
Preceding the banquet, the
school of agriculture will host a reception at 5:45 p.m. to honor the
2000-2001 agriculture scholarship
donors and recipients.
The MSU Agriculture Alumni

Tickets on sale for
Dogstar concert

Association last reported 125 individual lifetime members and 11
corporate lifetime members.
Each year since 1965, the group
has recognized one of their peers at
the annual meeting with the Outstanding Agriculture Alumni
award.
Some of the selection criteria included the nominees contribution to
agriculture in general, professional BUILDING BLOCK...Austin Anderson, a Calloway Preschooler,
accomplishments, contribution to works to build a fire station after a visit from the local fire department.
MSU and to the association.
Alumni in the school of agriculture contributed $22,076 during the
2000 phon-a-thon. Alumni contributions are a major source of fundiftg---fer scholarships awarded-4o
current students of agriculture at
Murray State and will continue to
be a major force as the school
David Milofsky, award-winning his knowledge of law, journalism
works to introduce many exciting Colorado novelist, will read from and politics is thorough. His charnew projects on the drawing board his work at Murray State Univer- acters, black or white, are never
for the new century.
sity's Pogue Library Nov. 9 as one-dimensional...his
ambitious
Questions about the banquet or part of the Murray State Reading book succeeds in coming to terms
general information about the Series.
with complex racial issues."
school of agriculture can be obOther events in this series
Milofsky, whose works include
tained by calling(270)762-3327.
"Playing From Memory," "Eternal include "Writers on the End of Life"
People" and "Color of Law," is Feb. 16 (in partnership with
the editor of the Colorado Review "Promises to Keep," a co-operaand a professor at Colorado State tive project of independent producer
Constance Alexander, the DepartUniversity.
ment of Nursing of Murray State
He is also the winner of a 2000 University and WKMS-FM).
Pushcart Prize, a National EndowAll readings will be at 7:30
ment for the Arts Creative Artists p.m., and will be followed by a
Fellowship and three MacDowell reception and book signing at the
Fellowships.
Faculty Club. Books will be availPublishers Weekly noted recent- able the night of the reading. The
ly, upon the release of Milofsky's reading is free and open to all.
third novel,"Color of Law,""Milof- For more information, call (270)
sky's writing is compelling, and 762-4713.

Award-winning author to
read &Om- -worics at MS

\
It's Our
12th ANNIVERSARY

2070-50% on
(All In Stock Merchandise)
Thru October 27th

Seiko Watches 25% Off
LAYAWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS!

J.T. LEE,Jeweler
•

Dixieland Center • Chestnut Street • Murray
759-1141 • Hours 10-6 Monday-Friday

—

Tickets are now on sale for the
Los Angeles rock trio Dogstar, in
- concert at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium Nov. 17 at
8 p.m.
The concert is sponsored by
the Student Government Association.
With their U.S. debut album,
Happy Ending, still fresh, Dogstar
may be just beginning to crash
into the industry, but at least one
of its members is recognized in
households all across the world
as a star of the stage and screen.
Actor Keanu Reeves, best known
as the hero of such films as Matrix
and Speed, strikes a chord as
bassist for Dogstar. Even though
he ilk; -aciViote five of the 11.
tracks on Happy Ending, on stage
with Dogstar, Reeves is content
to anchor the band's rhythmic attack
with his bass guitar and put the
spotlight on bandmates Bret Domrose, a talented guitar player who
delivers the vocals, and drummer
Rob Mailhouse.
Ultimatum Music says Happy
Ending became a grueling test of
the young band's commitment to
succeed and make great music
together while up against tremendous odds; not to mention the
sheer difficulty of getting all three
members together while Reeves was
in the middle of filming another
major motion picture in the middle of the Australian outback.
But after a sold-out U.S. spring
concert tour and playing shows in
England, India and Australia, Happy
Ending evolved with new titles
"Cornerstone" and "Blown Away,"

as well as a striking rendition of
The.Carpenters' hit "Superstar."
Domrose says the unique and
unpredictable circumstances the
band has found itself in have
worked in positive ways to shape
their music and make it that much
better. "There's never a shortage
of drama around the band," he
joked."Not because there are actors
in the band, but because weird
things just seem to happen to us."
Dogstar is hot on the concert
trail now after playing sold out
shows in Japan and headlining at
New York City's Irving Plaza,
Boston's The Axis and Los Angeles' Key Club. They have also
'ajweared on The Tonight Show_
with lay Leno,-Live with Regis
and Kathy Lee, as well as entertainment TV shows ET, Access
Hollywood and E! Television.
They have been highlighted in
Rolling Stone, TV Guide and will
be featured in the upcoming
November issue of Alternative
Press.
Tickets for Dogstar can be purchased by credit card, cash or
check by visiting the SGA office
on the lower level of the Curris
Center, on the campus of Murray
State University. The office is open
Monday through Friday from 8
a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Day of show the doors will
open at 7 p.m. All seating is general admission. Tickets are $5 for
MSU students and $8 for general public.
For more concert information
or to order tickets by phone call
270-762-6951.

Kennewick Man lawsuit reactivated
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A
federal judge is allowing a lawsuit over one of the oldest and
most complete human skeletons
ever found in North America to
go forward, setting in motion a
case that could ultimately redefine the term "Native American."
U.S. Magistrate John Jelderks
on Wednesday reactivated a 1996
lawsuit by scientists who want to
continue studying Kennewick Man,
a set of 9,0(X)-year-old bones that
have already forced anthropologists to rethink theories about the

WW1 14(ii.1%,1171*111Q
Are you tired of taxes taking
eitb your paycheck? az

ML

JM

REPUBLICANS
have a track record of working
for lower taxes and fiscal
responsibility in government.

origin of Native Americans.
are by definition "Native AmeriFive American Indian tribes have can."•
claimed him as an ancestor, and
Under that theory, for instance,
have said study of the bones would any remains of Vikings from their
violate their religious traditions.
five or more voyages to North
The lawsuit contesting a U.S. America around the year 1000
Army Corps of Engineers deci- would be considered "Native Amersion to turn the bones over to the ican" and given to modern-day
tribes was put on hold, pending tribes for reburial.
research by the Interior DepartAfter the government lawyers
ment. Last month, the department
decided the tribes should be allowed confirmed their definition, Jelderks
to rebury the bones. Interior Sec- told lawyers for the tribes — the
retary Bruce Babbitt said he deter- Umatilla, the Yakama,the Colvilles,
mined the remains were "cultur- the Wanapum and the Nez Perce
ally affiliated" with the tribes — to consider whether they agree
because they were found near their because it "might have implicaaboriginal lands.
tions beyond this case."
During a status conference
Kennewick Man was discovWednesday, Jelderks questioned ered in the shallows of the Columwhether he understood the Justice bia River in 1996 in Kennewick,
Department's position that any Wash.
human remains or artifacts that
The skeleton's skull has feapredate Christopher Columbus' tures that are dissimilar to those
arrival in the New World in 1492 of modern American Indians.

Gas experiments conducted
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — In Lake.
what sounds like something out
Scientists chose Salt Lake
of "The X-Files," scientists are because its mountain-rimmed basin
releasing gas on downtown Salt is vulnerable to weather inversions
Lake City in experiments aimed that trap pollutants near the ground.
at preparing for the possibility of That could make a chemical attack
a terrorist attack.
even more dangerous.
By releasing tiny amounts of a
Scientists funded by the Enersafe gas called sulfur hexafluo- gy Department have been joined
ride, they are trying to understand here by members of the Pentathe risk of chemical or biological gon's Defense Threat Reduction
attacks on urban areas. The gas Agency.
is released on a street corner from
Sixty environmental experts
a pressurized cylinder with a fan. from government labs and uniThe experiments could be use- versities are using portable weathful for security during the 2002 er stations to measure the tracer
Olympic Winter Games in Salt gas as it blows over and around

Since, the early 1960's the overall level of taxation
has gone from 5% to over 40%. Yet, the big spending
liberals are not satisfied. They look upon your
paycheck as easy money to bankroll a bigger
government that takes away liberty and freedom.
Some,even consider tax money to be free money.

If, you are tired of working 40% of the
time just so liberal politicans can hand out
free money, make this, the year you vote
straight Republican.
Paid for by the Republican Party of Calloway County
1105 Collins Rd.. Murray, KY 42071
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Anthropologists who studied the
bones for the Interior Department
have said Kennewick Man appeared
to have the strongest connection
to populations from Polynesia and
southern Asia.
The discovery could support
newer theories that the continent's
earliest arrivals came not by a
land bridge between Russia and
Alaska — a long-held theory —
but by boat or some other route.
Eight anthropologists, including
two from the Smithsonian Institution, who filed the lawsuit say
they hope further study and tests
could help unmask the ethnic identities of the first humans on this
continent, where they came from,
and what their cultures were like.
But the tribes say that testing
already done for the government
is enough.
Jelderks scheduled arguments in
the case for June 19.

the city's tallest buildings.
Him its command post, the
Defense Threat Reduction Agency
measures the amount of gas that
can get into a building through
the ventilation system. It hopes to
improve the accuracy of its computer projections on the flow of
deadly gas.
The agency's involvement has
some residents worried, and rumors
have been circulating.
"We had people calling up wondering when the airplanes are going
to be dropping chemicals," said
Chris Kramer, a spokesman for Utah
Public Safety.
The ninth and final experiment
was planned for Wednesday night
and early Thursday.

Princess'
birthday draws
family,friends

elegant
gifts from
around
the world

Aurora, KY
They 68 near Kentucky Lake

Open at Spm

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail
bistro specials

Wed thru Sun in the Fall
open every evening 12/1-12/22

booking holiday part ics now
www brnssiantc,nrrstl,,,,,,T
call 270-474-2773
reservOINYMS DCCOPIlld

any noght

serration hotline
1-800-474-2770

LONDON (AP) — Friends and
family gathered for an exclusive
party marking the 70th birthday
of Princess Margaret.
The sister of Queen Elizabeth
II arrived Wednesday at the Ritz
hotel in a red Rolls Royce, greeted by her son, Viscount Linley.
Margaret had been using a
wheelchair or cane during her public appearances since scalding her
legs in a hot bath early last year,
but she climbed the six steps to
the hotel restaurant unaided.
Among the 140 guests flocking to the restaurant — which was
closed to the public for the evening
— were the queen and husband
Prince Philip; Margaret's daughter, Lady Sarah Chatto; actor Roddy
Llewellyn, and singer Dame Cleo
Laine.
Margaret's actual birthday was
Aug. 21.
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Standing in foreground, Sharyn Wood from the Nashville
Ballet addresses the anxious auditionees at the MCMA 1998
auditions for the Nashville Ballet's "Nutcracker."

Association reschedules
'Nutcracker'auditions
The Murray Civic Music Association has rescheduled auditions
for roles in the Nashville Ballet's
production of "The Nutcracker."
Registration will begin at 8:30
a.m. Nov. 4 on the second floor
of The Woodman Of The World
Building located on Third and
Maple streets in Murray (Entrance
on Third Street across from Crass
Furniture.) Casting auditions are
scheduled 9-10 a.m.
There are still several roles
remaining. There is no maximum
age limit for cast members, but
the minimum age is 8 years old
by Dec. 1, 2000.
Considerations in casting will
be the technical ability needed to
execute the required steps and costume size.
Because of time constraints with
a touring event, there are some
height guidelines for costuming
reasons. Sharyn Wood from the
Nashville Ballet, assisted by local
coordinator, Karen Balzer, will conduct auditions.
Male and female roles that need
to be filled are (height requirements included)
• Party Children (5' - 5'3")
• Soldiers (4'6" - 5')
• Drosselmeyer Helpers (4'3" 4'6")
• White Mice (4' - 4'3" )

• Polichinelles (4'6" - 5'0")
• Big Mice (5'5" - 6'0") (14
yr. old minimum)
Rehearsals
will commence
immediately • following auditions.
The Polichinelles will rehearse from
10 a.m. to noon and the Party
Scene from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
On Nov. 5, the following
rehearsals are scheduled in Lovett
Auditorium:
• 12:30-3:30 p.m. Battle Scenes
• 3:30-4:30 p.m. Polichinelles
• 4:30-6:30 p.m. Party Scene
All auditionsees and their parents will sign an agreement committing to full participation in
rehearsals and performances. Karen
Balzer will rehearse the cast members Nov. 11 and Nov. 18 in the
MSU Dance Studio.
Two dress rehearsals will be
scheduled with the Nashville Ballet Nov. 25-26. A matinee performance is scheduled for 2 p.m.
Nov. 26.
"This is a wonderful experience for our young dancers to celebrate the start of the holiday season," said Balzer. "I highly encourage dancers, young actors and
actresses, or any aspiring performer
to take part in a world-wide tradition...'The Nutcracker.—
For more information, contact
Balzer at (270) 767-0579.

Jackson Purchase Dance
Company to kick off season
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company will kick off its 10th
Anniversary Season with a touring contemporary dance concert
titled "Fall Dancefest."
A preview of the performance
will be presented at the Health
Fair Nov. 3 at 11:15 a.m. at the
Cherry Civic Center in Paducah.
The Retired Senior Volunteer Program (RSVP) is sponsor of the
Health Fair. At 7p.m. a Dessert
Cabaret performance of "Fall
Dancefest" will be presented at
the First Presbyterian Church Fellowship Hall on Jefferson Street
in Paducah.
A second Dessert Cabaret performance is scheduled for Nov. 4
at 7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church CLC Gymnasium on Maple Street in Murray.
Audience members will be able
to sample a tasty array of homemade desserts while enjoying a variety of contemporary dance pieces
including excerpts from "The Lion
King" and "Westside Story."
Admission for the Dessert
Cabaret performances is $7.50
general admission; children under
5 are $2.50. For the performance
excluding dessert, general admission is $5, children under 5 are

free.
The Jackson Purehr3se Dance
Company will also be
(holding a
drawing for a Hallmark, Department 56 exact replica of Shakespeare's Globe Theatre. Individuals may register for the drawing
at all performances of "Fall Dancefest."
The drawing will be held following the Nov. 4 performance in
Murray. You do not need to be
present for the drawing.
The Jackson Purchase Dance
Company is a regional, non-profit touring dance company CQMposed of dancers from the eightcounty region.
JPDC is funded in part by the
Kentucky Arts Council, a state
agency. Through a donation from
Wal-Mart Southside of Paducah,
JPDC has broadened its scope to
include in "Fall Dancefest," talent
from the Paducah/McCracken
Senior Center and the Oscar Cross
Boys and Girls Club.

THE CAST OF BROADWAY'S'GREASE'

'Grease'coming to RSEC
Grease. one Broadway's longest
running musicals, is coming to the
Regional Special Events Center at
Murray State University for one
show only. Nov. 18, at 8 p.m.
Written by Jim Jacobs and Warren Casey, Grease originally tapped
into the psyches of the first generation baby boomers and kicked
off a genre of entertainment that
included such major hits as American Graffiti and the top-rated television series Happy Days and
Laverne & Shirley.

No Tricks here —enjoy a spine-tingling day
of scary film treats on Murray Electric's
new cable system.
Call today to sign up. Don't miss out on the treats.
Murray Electric System
401 Olive Street
P.O. Box 1095, Murray, KY 42071
Phone (270) 753-5312

Two one-acts by Murray playwright. Constance Alexander, are
featured in The Pleiades Theatre
Company's fourth new-play festival Oct. 26-29 and Nov. 3-5 in
the Martin Experimental Theater
at Kentucky Center for the Arts.
A total of six plays will be
presented, each one focused on a
Kentucky woman. Some of the
subjects are well-known, such as
Belinda Mason, a woman from
eastern Kentucky who became .a
leader in AIDS awareness after
contacting the disease through a
blood transfusion.
Besides Alexander. the other
playwrights are Rebecca Luttrell
Briley, Nancy Gail-Clayton and
Anne Shelby.
Alexander's plays are about
women of courage from Kentucky
who never achieved prominence
during their lives.
"Her Story," a play within a
play. highlights a contemporary conflict at the same time it explores
an event that occured in west Kentucky centuries ago.
"The skeleton of an infant from
prehistoric times was unearthed at
Wickliffe this past summer,"
Alexander explained. "It touched
all those who were there during
those tedious days of painstaking

4

Tickets are on sale now and
priced at $20 for chairback seats
and $15 for bleacher seats.
To purchase tickets visit the
RSEC box office or any of the
following ticket outlets: Ginger's
Hallmark. Murray: Betsy's Hallmark. Benton: Disc Jockey Music,
Paducah: Ginger's Hallmark. Mayfield; and Tennessee Pit Stop. Paris.
Tenn.
For more information or to purchase by credit card, call the box
office at (270) 762-5555.

work to make sure the tiny bones 1908. She had one failed marriage the telegram that tell fragments of
were left intact. I am interested and four sons.
this
said
story.- Alexander
in the idea that the loss of a child
After a divorce from the boys' explained.
in any century, no matter how father, she married a man 13 years
All of the plays in the Pleiades
long ago, still saddens us today." her junior who was even more festival are written, acted and directThe modem setting of "Her abusive than the first husband.
ed by women. PelOrmances are at
Story" features a playwright seekDisowned by her family and 8 p.m. Thursday. Friday and Sating funding from a feminist foun- depressed that she was separated urday. The Sunday matinee is at
dation and struggling with ethical from three of her four children. 2 p.m. A discussion with the playand personal questions: Is my work she took her own life by dousing wrights and the festival dramaturg
really feminist?
a handkerchief with choloform. is scheduled after the performance
Is there anything in my pro- Back in Junction City, her fami- Oct. 29.
posal that runs the risk of politi- ly learned about the tragedy when
Admission is $12: $10 for
cal incorrrectness? If so, should I they received a telegram. "Come Pleiades members, senior citizens.
change it just to get the grant? at Once. Fannie is dead," was the student and groups of 10 or more.
Do I have the right to write about terse message.
To purchase tickets, call the arts
ethnic groups that are not my own
Documentation of these heart- center box office at 800-775-7777.
cultural heritage?
The Kentucky Center for the Arts
breaking events is part of AlexanIs it possible to ensure histor- der's husband's family history. is located at Sixth and Main Street.
ical accuracy when some charac- "There
are photos. letters and even Louisville.
ters and situations are fictional?
How can we avoid applying today's
values to situations that occurred
in the past, when other values prevailed? .
Alexander's second play is
"Come At Once. Fannie is Dead."
Fannie Helm Davis Miller, of Junction City, Ky., is the title character, but the play is really about
her sister, Jennie Helm DinwidPLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK
die.
Fannie, grandmother of the playpresents
wright's husband, Roy Davis, Jr.,
committed suicide in Cincinnait in

**SHOW COMMUNITY SUPPORT**
ATTEND THE HOMECOMING

PARADE AND FESTIVITIES

llin Hill
ur er

DR. A CU L
y
&mitten ifeane & john f.Baffferston

directed by michaet Dunnagan
HWY.641 N. — MURRAY
753-1725 — 800-472-8852

50%
OFF
All
Fall

Fax (270) 753-0494
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RSEC manager Shelley Todd
said they are very excited to book
an event such as this and invite
all Grease fans to come out and
take another look at growing up
in the crazy '50s when diverse
celebrities such as Elvis Presley
and Dwight Eisenhower were both
considered American heroes.
Grease is presented by Troika
Entertainment, which is celebrating over 20 years of producing
musical theatre throughout North
America, Europe and Asia.

Alexander's plays to be featured

Also, all JPDC activities and performances are held in facilities
that are handicap accessible. For
more information, contact JPDC
Artistic Director Karen Balzer at
(270) 767-0579.
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The musical's 1978 film version. starring John Travolta and
Olivia Newton-John, became the
top money-making movie musical
ever. Grease's popularity continues to grow and find new audiences as parents share the memories of their youth with the next
generation.
Hosting a Broadway production
like Grease is a new adventure
for RSEC where patrons are used
to attending events like concerts,
ball games and convention shows.

Halloween
Gifts

LAST 4 SHOWS!

New Shipment of
Trees & Shrubs

Friday & Saturday at 8pm

• Foster Holly
• Spreading Yew
• Pyramidal Yew
• Dwarf Holly
• Nandina

HALLOWEEN SHOW

[CIE

Open Mon.-Sat.
9-5

Sunday Matinee at 2pm
October 31st at 7:30
not recommended for young children and no (ate seating!

RESERVATIONS ADVISED!

270-759-1752
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Vote auction Web

Goodyear denies
tire report claims

site changes name
SACRAMENTO, Calif.(AP) —
Web site offering to sell 21,000
, votes for president to the highest
bidder has changed its domain
name and switched its registrar to
a company based in Germany.
Federal and state laws prohibit the sale of votes, but the Austrian owners of www.vote-auction.com denied they had moved
operations overseas to avoid legal
challenges.
Instead, investor Hans Bernhard
wrote in an e-mail to The Associated Press, research showed that
users frequently tried to type the
new name of the site instead of
the old name, which lacked the
hyphen.
The site asks voters to fill out
details and then offers to
personal
- _ _
sell the votes — in blocks broken down by state — to the highest bidder. The technique, the Web
site says, brings the "big money
of campaigns directly to the voting public."
The site offers to deliver the
votes to any corporation or individual, but it hasn't identified voters, bidders or said when the sale
will end.
The owners say the U.S. vote
auction is a test to determine how
they can make money. They still
need to work out how voters would
be paid and how to verify that
they cast the right ballot.
Election officials in Michigan
and New York have criticized the
scheme and a court challenge in
Illinois led to the closing of the
old site. California Secretary of
State Bill Jones warned any vote
sellers they could face felony
charges and a minimum of three
years in prison.
The site was reopened this week
with the help of CSL Computer

Service of • Germany. By Thursday, more than 2,500 California voters had offered their votes and
the leading bid was $48,000 or
$19.61 per vote.
"Truthfully, this could probably
go on forever, so long as it is
known by those who wish to use
the service, for lack of a better
term," said Steve Jones, a professor at the University of Illinois, Chicago, who follows the
Internet.
Shad Balch, a spokesman for
California's secretary of state, said
the domain name change would
not affect California's investigation into the site and its employees.
He said investigators have found
a way to-identify -users -but would
not go into details. Bernhard said
the site's message board had been
taken offline to protect users from
the investigation.
Industry experts say it would
be almost impossible to identify
voters by using technology.
"There is virtually no legal way
to check who is using the site
without a subpoena or warrant,
which is unlikely when the operations are international," said Stewart Farley of Internet Products Inc.,
a San Diego company that makes
Web-filtering products.
The original Web site was
launched by a New York graduate student who sold the site in
August after he was threatened
with legal action by New York
state officials.
Internet auction site eBay has
also had to wrangle with potential vote selling. In August, six
people offering to sell their votes
for president drew bids as high
as $10,100 before the online auctioneer shut them down.

LET'S DEBATE THE ISSUES...CCHS students in a political science class conduct a debate over current issues In the presidential campaign.

Nike pulls magazine
ad after complaints

BEAVERTON, Ore. (AP) —
Nike spokesman Lee Weinstein
For the second time in a month. said the ad appeared in several
Nike has withdrawn an advertise- national and regional outdoor and
ment and apologized to those who backpacking magazines this month.
found the material offensive.
The Beaverton-based company
The magazine advertisement ordered it removed from future
spoofing the dangers of trail run- publications.
ning was withdrawn after com"We have a long and diverse
plaints it insulted the disabled.
record of supporting disabled athThe ad promoted Air Dri-Goat letes, and we're extremely and sintrail running shoes and claimed cerely apologetic,— Weinstein said.
they would prevent the pictured
A corporate apology also was
runner from slamming into a tree, posted on the Nike Web site, not"rendering me a drooling, mis- ing that "disabilities of any form
shapen, non-extreme-trail-running are no laughing matter."
husk of my former self, forced to
Wieden & Kennedy, the Portroam the Earth in a motorized land advertising agency that prewheelchair with my name embossed pared the magazine ad, produced
on one of those cute little license the television commercial which
plates you get at carnivals or state was withdrawn last month from
fairs, fastened to the back."
Nike's Olympic sponsorship.
That commercial showed midIndoor Climate
dle-distance runner Suzy Favor
Hamilton fleeing a chainsaw-wieldControlled
ing maniac in a parody of horror
films. The commercial was quickly yanked after complaints flooded television stations, Weinstein
said.
He said he talked with Wieden
& Kennedy officials and "they
unequivocally said this was just
plain stupid."
Dan Wieden, co-founder of the
firm, said "We have stepped over
the line with his advertisement and
there is no excuse for it," he said.
• Video Surveillance
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Personal Storage & Business Warehouse
5X5's & Up•All Sizes Available•Lockers Too!

1

• Clean
• Safe
• Security Alarmed
• Air Conditioned
• Your Lock
• Heat & Humidity Control • Your Key
• Sprinkler System
• We Sell Boxes, Locks. Packing & Tape.

753-9600
SISIONSOm.

IL-dre60

0'
"

BOW TO REACH US...
BY PHONE
Dial us up anytime between
7:30 a.m. & 5:00 p.m.,
Monday - Friday

270-753-1916
General Information &
Comments
Classified Advertising
Business Advertising Info

644 N. 12th St.
Behind Shoppes Of Murray

ARCADIA

LedgensTimes

CURRENT
INVESTMENT RATES

hardest working ATVs available. With their superior rack capacity, they
can take on chores that other ATVs can't. Add their superior ground

the best value going. Come see them today.

ARCTIC
CAT
MORE TO GO ON:

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
753-2571 • Chestnut St.• Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

MELBER, KY.•(270)674-5530

"I think it's a balancing act,
and in this case, I'm not sure
there's another way," Jacobs said.
The Ana-Sal kits are made by
Americare Biologicals Inc. of
Miami, a subsidiary of Americare
Health Scan Inc.
Miyoshi Smith, general counsel of Americare Health Scan, said
that the company told Lapides over
a year ago to stop selling the
product in the United States, and
also notified the FDA.
She said she was unfamiliar
with FDA testing of Ana-Sal but
said the product is approved for
use in other countries.
The kits sold for $49.95, generating $31,368 in U.S. sales, court
papers said. Lapides solicited orders
through several now-defunct Web
sites, including hivoraltest.com and
hivsalivatest.com.

ease and it was completely overwhelming. I didn't know what to
do or where to turn," said Dam
who played Felicia Gallant on
NBC's "Another World" before it
went off the air last year. "It was
so frightening."
During National Alzheimer's
Disease Month in November, Dano
will participate in a campaign
encouraging caregivers to share
their experiences with family and
friends. She will also distribute
newsletters, brochures, and a video
featuring her talking about her
father.

Owner, DWAIN WARREN
mpletely Erected Includ , roe Floors
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Boat All Quality Matenals

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A 4" concrete floor reinforced
with wire mesh
B. 12' footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
O. Anchor bolts in
concrete
E Treated bottom
plates
F. 111 studds. 16
0.C.
G. 7 1/16' Blandex
undersiding
H Masonite. wood or vinyl siding

I. Sell-supporting 2x6
trusted rafters 2 ft.
0.0
J. 1/2 plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L. Overhang covered
M. Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0. 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location
of Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
Deluxe Models
Hardboard Siding
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The FDA has approved only
one home test for the virus that
causes AIDS: The Home Access
Express HIV- I Test System, which
involves submitting blood samples
to a laboratory.
At this point, alerting users of
the unlicensed test is more important than continuing to respect the
Internet buyers'confidentiality, said
Riki Jacobs, executive director of
the Hyacinth Foundation, an AIDS
support organization.

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.

Arctic Cat ATVs have the power and durability to make them the

clearance and suspension travel, and they're

ger.

NEWARK, N.J. (AP) — Hundreds of online shoppers may have
unwittingly exchanged privacy for
accuracy when they bought an
unlicensed HIV home test, say
authorities who are trying to find
the buyers to warn them about
the kit.
The online sites selling the AnaSal kit, which lacks federal
approval, claimed it produced
results in five minutes that were
more than 99 percent accurate.
But authorities said Wednesday
that tests by the Food and Drug
Administration disproved those
claims.
"It's imperative that we at least
contact people to let them know
they should not rely on them —
or shouldn't have relied on them,"
Assistant U.S. Attorney Scott
Christie said.
Neither Christie nor the FDA
could say whether the kits, which
tested saliva samples, tended to
give false positive or false negative results.
Stanley Lapides, 56, pleaded
guilty Wednesday to a felony charge
of distributing misbranded medical devices with the intent to mislead. He said he mailed 628 kits
to U.S. customers from October
1997 to March 1999 without advising them the devices lacked FDA
approval.

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Linda
Dano knows how hard Alzheimer's
disease can be on relatives.
The soap opera star cared for
her father who suffered from the
disease until his death in 1996.
Now she wants to help others coping with loved ones stricken by
Alzheimer's.
Dano has joined the National
Family Caregivers Association in
launching a new consumer campaign designed to provide information, resources and support to
caregivers and their families.
"I cared for my dad for almost
five years as he battled this dis-

MORE HORSES?

PhonP. 767-BANK

Authorities searching
for buyers of HIV tests

Danojoins consumer campaign

USE A FEW

Main Office: 5th & Main • North Branch: 12th & Chestnut
South Branch: 12th & Story • Kroger Money Market

said.
In August, Bridgestone/Firestone
voluntarily recalled 6.5 million
ATX, ATX II and Wilderness AT
tires, most of which were standard equipment on the Ford Explorer. The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration is investigating 3,500 complaints and 119
traffic deaths in connection with
Bridgestone/Firestone tires. Some
of the complaints were about tread
separation.
Gingo said the company is aware
of 30 personal injury and fatal
accidents in which tire failure may
have been a factor, but Goodyear
tire damage in each case was
linked to impact damage, puncture damage or overloading and
under-inflation.
Goodyear started putting nylon
overlays on light truck tires in
1996 to make them stronger,
although that does not prevent
tread separation.
NHTSA spokesman Tim Hurd
said Wednesday there have been
58 complaints about Goodyear tread
separation that may have contributed to four crashes, one injury
and one death. But a formal investigation has not begun.
Documents regarding Goodyear
tire tread separations are part of
a lawsuit in Trenton, N.J., but are
sealed at Goodyear's request.
A hearing on opening those
records is scheduled next month.

•••

WHAT FARM COULDN'T

Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. These annual percentage
yields are effective Oct. 25, 2000.

AKRON, Ohio (AP) - The
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. on
Wednesday dismissed as misleading a published report that tread
separation problems similar to those
that have plagued Bridgestone/Firestone Inc. have contributed to eight
deaths linked to its light-truck tires.
Goodyear said it plans no recall.
The Los Angeles Times reported on Tuesday that Goodyear
became aware .of design problems
with its 16-inch Load Range E
tires five years ago and made a
design change to strengthen them.
The company did not recall the tires,
and millions of them remain on
the road, including the popular
Goodyear_ Wrangler AT and HT,
the newspaper said.
The Akron, Ohio-based tire
maker said it found no defects.
Goodyear settled several lawsuits
resulting from crashes, but settlement amounts and company documents have been kept secret. The
lawsuits blamed tread separation,
which is similar to the problems
experienced by Bridgestone/Firestone.
"This is not a Firestone tire
recall situation," said Joseph M.
Gingo, a senior vice president. The
prepared statement said Goodyear
engineers examined the light-truck
tires on several occasions since
1994. They have found no material, design or manufacturing
process problems with them, he

or.b.c

1 CAR 112x20)
2 CAR (16x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR 124130)
LARGE 3 CAR (30X301

PLUS...OFF-LEVEL LOT

54.225
55.025
55.325
$5.525
56.125
S7 47S

Vinyl Siding
1 CAR (12x201
2 CAR (16x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2 CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (2400)
LARGE 1 CAR 130X101

54.725
55.425
55.725
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Anti-abortion groups
differ on candidates

Superintendents
are rarely women
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
Principal Margaret Jaskulek doesn't want the spacious desk, the
high profile and the nearly sixfigure salary that accompany the
key to the superintendent's office.
She has turned down superintendent job offers in two districts
in• the past two years to continue
working at a struggling urban high
school in Philadelphia.
"I don't want a promotion and
I don't want the raise if it means
I have to work in a building that
students never even enter," said
Jaskulek, who works. at Samuel
Fels High. "J want to be relevant
CO yOtirig lives. add- this is Where
I get to do that — in the trenches."
Around the country, educators
point to people like Jaskulek as
they struggle to explain why there
are so few female school superintendents when the teaching profession is otherwise dominated by
women.
According to the American Association of School Administrators,
the number of women occupying
the top office in school districts
across the nation seems to have
stalled at just under 20 percent in
most states.
"Ironically, women have made
great strides in breaking into the
executive office in almost every
profession except the one in which
they are most involved — education," said Judy Seitz, ASSA director of planning.
In Pennsylvania this year, 14.8
percent of superintendents are
women, compared with 11.8 percent in 1991. New York and Texas
have also seen only minor gains
in the past 10 years, settling at
17.7 and 13 percent, respectively.
In all of these states, women constitute more than two-thirds of the
teaching work force.
State school officials said the
low rates are not caused by discrimination but scant interest among
women.
"We have been encouraging
more women to apply, but it would
appear that many women simply
don't want to be superintendents,"
said Stinson Stoup, who handles
recruiting for the Pennsylvania
School Board Association. "I'm
not sure that we should be bothered if women choose not to apply
for the jobs."
In California, state education
officials said they have held seminars that encourage women to
apply for superintendent positions.
Educators in Texas also tout recruiting efforts such as seminars and
a candidate targeting board.
Others close to the problem
believe that there is discrimination at work and that much of the
recruiting is just for show.
Jocelyn Winters, a spokeswoman
for the Texas chapter of the National Organization for Women, said
many school boards have no inten-

tion of hiring a woman superintendent.
"In the old days, they would
seek out three male candidates. Now
they seek out four candidates, one
of whom is a woman they have
no intention of hiring," said Winters, who has studied the situation nationally.
In recent years, finding qualified applicants of either gender
has been tough across the nation.
Since 1999, the top positions have
been vacant in nearly half of the
country's 50 biggest school districts.
The job's lack of popularity
doesn't surprise thos,e who study

HONORED...Students of the Month from CCMS sixth-grade
are: Ashley Jackson, Crystal Eldridge, Jake Tindell and
Zac
Wright. These students were chosen for academic excellence
and good citizenship.

jait— Ttre---triserintendetir

post can be highly political, and
occupants often find themselves
dealing with multiple interest
groups, a powerful school board
and unending turmoil.
Would education be different if
there were more women superintendents?
"Absolutely," said Becky Langford, a researcher at the Center
for Creative Leadership, an education think tank in North Carolina. "Studies have shown that
women tend to bring strong new
ideas on organizing an office and
making it accessible to customers
or, in this case, the public."
Seldon Whitaker, an education
professor at Penn State University, wonders if the profession shouldn't take a hint from the lack of
interest.
"Who says the superintendent
has to be this person who sits on
a throne?" Whitaker said. "Just
because it has always been that
way, doesn't mean it has to stay
that way. Maybe women don't
want to be superintendents because
they know the job stinks, and is
too far from the battle."
A few districts in Pennsylvania
have already begun to redefine the
job.
Vicki Phillips, who is in her
third year as superintendent of the
Lancaster district, said she was
enticed to take the job with promises that she would be ,the district's "top teacher" — "not a
number-cruncher."
In Philadelphia. Jaskulek said her
daily experiences reinforce her
"thanks, but no thanks" attitude
toward a promotion.
Not. too long ago, Jaskulek heard
a girl crying outside her office
door. After a brief conversation,
the girl confided that she had sex
with a boy she later learned might
have the AIDS virus.
Jaskulek put her daily paperwork aside and had a heart-toheart talk with the girl, helping
her set up an AIDS test.
"The next day, she came bounding down the hall with this big
smile on her face and we embraced
for several moments," Jaskulek said.
"She never even had to tell me
the results. That's why I don't
want to leave this office."

Gore-Lieberman wives
court country music execs
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
About 300 country music executives paid $250 each Wednesday
to rub elbows with Tipper Gore,
who in the 1980s waged a campaign to get record companies to
put warning labels on albums with
offensive content.
But that was dismissed as water
under the bridge by executives
who attended the fund-raiser in
support of an administration under
Democrats Al Gore and Joseph
Lieberman.
"I'm a parent," said Don Cook,
producer of top Nashville acts like
Brooks & Dunn, who opened his
home for the fund-raiser. "Tipper
Gore was being a good parent.
I'm against censorship. But I'm
not against helping parents do their
job. I think that's all Tipper did."
The fund-raiser, which raised
$100,000 for the Democratic
National Committee, was one of
three Nashville events that Tipper
Gore and Hadassah Lieberman
attended Wednesday. A second
fund-raiser brought in $500,000
for the party.
Their husbands, meanwhile,
campaigned elsewhere in Nashville
and in Jackson.
Tipper Gore told the music executives that by electing Gore president, "all of us can be excited to

COW.

Morgan and others were rounding up his cattle for vaccination

when he was hit by the cow near
the main holding pen. The cow
threw the man into the air, and
he landed on his head and neck.

know that there's going to be a
renaissance in the arts," as well
as additional funding for health care,
education and the environment.
The audience included Bruce
Hinton of MCA Records, artist manager Ken Levitan, and singers Terri
Clark, Raul Maio and Kim Richey.
Some attendees cited Gore's
stands on the environment, abortion, gun control and poverty as
reasons for their support. Others
said they believed he would help
protect their copyrights from _threats
posed by the Internet.
Mike Dungan, president of Capitol Records, said he was more
concerned about electing a president who would make good appointments to the U.S. Supreme Court
and care for the poor.
"Gun control, women's right to
choose ... the fact that people
should be able to get their teeth
fixed, the fact that there are people out there hurting that need
help, and they need help from
people who are better off. That's
what this is all about," he said.
Mrs. Gore and Mrs. Lieberman
also addressed about 120 members of the National Association
of Social Workers, which has
endorsed Gore's presidential campaign.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Two
anti-abortion groups are supporting different candidates for president and in a northern Kentucky
congressional race.
The Kentucky Right to Life
Association, based in Louisville,
is recommending that its members
support first-term U.S. Rep. Ken
Lucas,- a Democrat. Lucas' Republican opponent in the 4th District,
Don Bell, has been endorsed by
Northern Kentucky Right to Life.
The Louisville group has
endorsed Republican presidential
candidate George W. Bush. The
northern Kentucky group has
endorsed Reform Party candidate
Patrick Buchanan and Constitution
Party nominee- Howard Phillips.
The northern Kentucky group
is separate from the state organization.
Both groups criticize Lucas for
supporting limits on campaign
spending — restrictions they say
would restrict the anti-abortion
movement's efforts. But Lucas'
overall voting record impresses
Margie Montgomery. executive
director of Kentucky Right to Life.
"He's been solidly pro-life." she
said Tuesday. "He's very sincere,
very dedicated to this issue."
Lucas voted for several restrictions on abortion during his first

term. He opposed late-term abortions, FDA approval for abortion
pills such as RU-486, governmentsubsidized abortions for federal
employees, and abortions in U.S.
military medical facilities.
He also voted to pass stiffer
penalties for criminals who attack
pregnant women, injuring or killing
their fetuses.
Lucas said Tuesday he is proud
to be a member of the House PmLife Caucus and said he opposes
the nation's "culture of death."
"We have to defend those most
vulnerable in society, whether it
is the unborn or the elderly or
the infirm," he said in a statement.
Bell, a retired secret service
agent, has said abortion shauld be
illegal, except to save the mother's life.
Robert Cetrulo, president of
Northern Kentucky Right to Life,
said Tuesday that his organization
backs Bell because the Republican is anti-abortion and won't back
candidates who are pro-choice.
"We support uncompromising
people of principle," Cetrulo said.
While Lucas has "voted mostly right" on Capitol Hill, he has
teamed with pro-choice rights leaders in Frankfort and Washington.
D.C., on other issues, Cetrulo said.

October is Pational 6reast Cancer Awareness Month
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0.J.'s mom's house to be sold
SAN FRANCISCO(AP) — The
house that O.J. Simpson bought
for his mother is heading for the
auction block.
The sheriff's department has
posted a notice announcing plans
to sell the two-story home at a
public auction on Nov. 30.
The house is in O.J. Simpson's
name and is being sold to help
pay off a judgment he owes to
the guardianship of his two children, according to the sheriff's
notice.
Simpson bought the house for
his mother, Eunice Simpson, 79,

Former mayor mauled by cow
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP) — A former mayor of Benton died after
he was mauled by a cow while
working on a western Kentucky
farm.
Hatler Morgan, 93, former president of the Bank of Marshall
County, died Monday after he was
knocked over by the 1,200-pound
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A McCracken County coroner
said Morgan fractured his neck
and died of multiple blunt force
trauma.

SUPPORT OUR
LOCAL SCHOOLS!
A Winner In
Any Weather.

in the late 1970s when he was
playing football for the San Francisco 49ers.
On Wednesday, no one answered
the door. Two cars blocked the
driveway.
Experts value the house at about
$300,000.
Simpson was acquitted of the
1994 slaying of ex-wife Nicole
Brown Simpson and her friend,
Ronald Goldman. A civil jury later
found him responsible for the deaths
and awarded the victims' families
$33.5 million in damages.
Calls made §y The Associated
Press to the office of Eunice Simpson's attorney, Leroy Taft, went
unanswered.
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UNCLAIMED PROPERTY PROGRAM CONTAINS

DEPARTMENT

1-800-465-4722

OVER

www.kytreasury.com

$40 MILLION

IN MONEY AND ASSETS OWED TO TAXPAYERS.
NAME
PROPERTY I.D. NA ME
PROPERTY 1.0.
ANDERSON MAMIE L
230367 LAKE TAYLORSVILLE
CAMP WILLIAM P
231365
DEVELOPMENT
217639
CAVITT MATTIE L
213364 MARTIN MICHAEL
214604
COGDELL FLOYD
230246 MOORE TONY W
214601
CRUTCHFIEL VIVIAN D
213449 MURRAY SURGICAL
230100
DUFFY KAREM NELSON
221208 OWEN MYRTA K
201412
DUGGER VICKI M
209934 PEPION GREGORY
217099
ECATLETT GEORGE
213255 RAY LUCIANA FRANCE
221239
EDWARDS DWANIA L
202950 REYNOLDS TAHMSDGE C
232727
FILBECK JAMES
211900 RIGGINS MARK A
229577
FLETCHER STEPHANIE D
211802 SHEPARD ELIZABETH
218219
GARLAND BRUCE
203755 STOREYS FOOD GIANT
207027
GARRETT DALE
230156 STORY MARTIN W
222695
GIBSON ADAM
231794 TODD LLOYD D MARY A
233644
HAYES DONALD G NONE
226961 VESTER JAMES EDWARD
206955
HERRON ANN
231638 WALL STEPHANIE
205903
HORNE BRIAN J"GILSON. JAMES.
VVILIAMS JERRY
214602
GILSON, KAREN"
204025 WILLIAMS JERRY L
214645
JOHNSON DORIS0
206431 WOODS RALPH H EL2ABETH H
208229
KARSTAD DONALD D
218517 YORK CARLA
214631
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00 Sports
(
Injury Clinic
(for area middle & high school students)

Saturday mornings throughout
September and October
8 a.m. to 10 a.m.

snriAisaLfr
Heating• Air Conditioning

SERVICES:
Replacements • New Installation • Service All Brands
Avoid paying high gas prices..,choose a high efficiency heat pump.
0FREE Estimates On New System Or Replacement.
0FREE Programmable Thermostat With New System Or Replacement.

Garrison Heating 8 Cooling
2994 State Route 94 East
Murray, KY 42071

KY Lic No M03417
Owner - Mark Garrison

• Sports Medicine Physician on-hand • X-ray services provided
• Physical Therapy services provided

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Outpatient Services
Ninth Street
Call 762-1459 for more information

Sponsored by
Todd Bohannon, M.D.
Sports Medicine Specialist
and

MCCH X-Ray & Rehabilitation services

c

270-753-7600
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Just Mention This Ad
"FLAVORS THAT TICKLE 1011? 'ASTI.: BUDS"
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Ticket sales begin at
7 p.m. nightly

I

ormerly Bask,n Robbins)

Fairgrounds on
Hwy. 121 North of Murray
Group Discounts auoilable for 20 or more.
Proceeds to benefit various Christmas projects
the community and the Angel Clinic.

In honor of All FIallow's
Eve, don't miss our three
for the price of one

colriatxos
Cffkirxe
vticihntes
Celebrate Halloween with some great
chilling and thrilling movies!

Rent 3

And For
he Parents....

Just Added A

Exerg

monster movies for

3 nights,
only $300

Amount of

DVE'
l sto our
selection!

General Titic, Only

We've stocked up on Arr the greatest monster movies, but hurry n...you
won't want fo miss out on those things that go '453,Uhie in the night
.
.
Look for
Monster
Movie
Madness
bargains all
month long!

\\\PI19 a
ad

k•*"

Sales and Rentals

"W /
VIDEO SUPER STORE

\VA:L/041
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714 N. 12th St.• JCPenney Shopping Ctr.
(The Old Fashion Bug Building)

Sun.-Thurs. 10 a.m.-11 p.m.• Fri. & Sat. 10 a.m.-Midnight
•(270) 753-7670

LOWEE
COLORING
BOOK &
C AYO.T

SEP 2 20013

CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

CLASSIFIED Al)RATES
i)i,play

753-1916

$6.75 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Hun.
(Ad 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Pertud

160
165
180
190
195
200
210
220
260
270
280
285
300
320
330

Card of'thanks
CARd of ThANks

Just Say "Charge It"

Home Furnishings
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Mobile Home Lots For Sate
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent

ADJUSTMENTS
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately So corrections can be made.

YARD SALES

2wd.

2x2 ad

70 wd. max.
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

Happy 6irthday
•

•

•

020
Notice

BEAUTIFUL
CAN
A
DLELIT- Old Fashioned
Wedding Chapel overlooking
river,
Smoky
Mountains, TN. Horsedrawn carriage, cabins.
Jacuzzi, ordained ministers,
no tests. Heartland
800-448-8697 (VOWS)
http://www.heartlandwedding.com.
GET MARRIED- Smoky
Mountains, areas most
COMMUNITY-WIDE beautiful
chapels, ordained
TRADE DAY
ministers,
complete
.Sat.. Nov. 4,
arrangements,
honeymoon/ family
cabins,
beginning at 8:311
breathtaking
views
Court Swum
Wedding
arrangements
Downtown Murray
800-893-7274
Vacation
BilAILIARADFUtTION lodging,
VENDORS WANTED!!! 800-634-5814 smokeyweddings.com

BIBLE
MESSAGE
# 759-5177

Call Martha 753-7222
or Robin 759-9474
for more info.
$5.00 participation fee

Your Ad
Could Be
Here!

PANAMA CITY BEACHSandpiper- Beacon Beach
Resort from $39 (1-2pm
arrive Sun/ Mon- Free
night some restrictions).
Pools, river ride, jacuzzi,
suites bar. 800-488-8828.
www.sandpiperbeacon.co

You Are Not Alone!
No matter where you live

FREE and confidential help

060
Notice
DESSERT Theater
Worship
Heartland
Center's Drama Ministry
presents "Family Outings".
A play about family relationships. On Oct. 27th &
28th at 700PM. On Oct.
29th at 6:00PM. For more
information call the church
office at 534-1400.
FOR
lease
Hunters
Paradise Wildlife Refuge
270-489-2116 leave message, will return call
030

Financial
ATTENTION
Kentucky
home buyers/ owners Local Kentucky lender
offering home loans fast:
debt consolidation, home
improvements, land contracts, purchase home.
Friendly service. Apply free
800-795-4771. Credit problems understood!

PREFERRED
TWO
female roomates needed
Non- smoker, $200 a
month Utilities included
(270)759-4659

for you and your children is just
a phone call away.
Local domestic violence programs
can offer you:

Lost and Found

II safety MI support•shelter
IN advocacy and other services

FOUND
adult
male
Beagle, black & tan Found
around Bailey Rd area
Call 767-0393

b.,r immediate assistance call your local program

Women Aware Inc.
Purchase Area Domestic Violence Center
1-800-585-2686

270-759-2373

?pc's READINGS
ArlYI5E5 IN ALL
MAIMS OF LIFE

FOUND
Female
Chocolate Lab puppy, west
Lynn Grove area 435
4528
PIT Bull found in
Cherry Corner area
Call 753-7997 or 759-4141
to identify and claim

TELLS PAST,
PRE5EN1' AND FUTURE

Wbut /44.att
A Reputable Reader in Murray for 10 Years
New Location: 3040 St. Rt. 94 E.
2 miles from Downtown Murray. on 94 East

767-0508

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Murray Electric System will no longer allow
anyone to remove meter seals, meter bands or
meters from their sockets. This is considered to
be a serious violation and will be dealt with
promptly. Anyone needing access to a meter
base or having power disconnected must call
Murray Electric System at 753-5312, our
phones are answered 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Any questions, please call George Ligon 270762-1706.

M. AL

JIM M_NL MILAILJILINILML

060

hhip Wanted
COMMU NITY
Representative Part time
work, full time fun! Work
with foreign exchange students and host families
Strong community spirit
and warm hearts for teens
188-552-9872

060
Help

I

Wanted
ATTENTION Drivers- No
necessary!
experience
TMC Transportation needs
drivers. $650. guaranteed
weekly. Potential to earn
$900. per week or more
and still get home weekends! For CDL training call
800-206-7364.

•
HAPPY BIRTHDAY.' •
•
KENNY

Joyce and Ti/ford Underwood

Notice

I

All around the U.S. he goes,
where he lands only Tammy
knows.
He is 40 today, so give him a call
and make him feel 10 feet tall!

Jan and David Carr

1 insertion

$14.00

FOR WESTERN KENTUCk y

We want to thank everyonefor theflowers, food, donations, and prayers during
the loss of our son and grandson, Chance
Carr.
Words cannot adequately express our
gratitude. While our hearts are broken, the
outpouring of love and sympathy from
our _family and friends overwhelms us.
There are too many people to thank individually, but we are especially gratefulfor
those who prepared food, those who sent
cards and _flowers and the many people
who comforted us with their kind gestures
and memories of Chance. Thank you for
your continued support and keep us in
your prayers in thefollowing months.

VISA

Advertisers are requested to check the

-1x2-atI
$7.50

Help Wanted

CLAIMS Processor' $20potential.
$40/hr.
Processing claims is easy'
Training provided. MUST
own PC. Call now!
888-928-8457 ext 864
Technician
CLEANING
needed for Murray. Must
be dependable, no experience needed, but helpful.
25-30hrs. per week. Send
reply to: Handy Hands
Janitorial, 112 Arbor Ridge
Drive, Mayfield, KY 42066.
DRIVER- Drive with pride
Start Up to 390 for solos
41c for teams All condo,
bonus
EOE
$10,000
Contact KUM@ 800-9554810 or KLLM corn

ADVERTISING Sales- The
Kentucky
Press
Association located in
Frankfort. Ky. is looking for
a salesperson to cover the
state of Indiana territory
selling advertising for
member
newspapers.
Competitive Salary plus
Excellent
commissions.
benefits Send resume to
Consumer
Lane,
101
Frankfort, KY 40601. or
Email:
!books@ kypress.corn
ALL day servicer with
experience, Monday
Friday, and possible weekends. Apply in person after
2pm at Pagliai's.

ARE YOU CONNECTED?
Internet Users Wanted'
$500- $7500/ month

www.earn-it-online.com
ATTENTION Moms and
Wives, Your husband/ son
can be earning $32,000
per year with just 2 weeks
truck driver training. No
money down. Toll free.
877-970-4043.
AVON PRODUCTS- Start
your own business. Work
flexible hours. Enjoy unlimited earnings. Call toll free
888-942-4053.
CDL-A Drivers- Sleep
nites, home weekends All
regional, $1000 sign on
bonus, start up to 34cpm
empty/ loaded. Great pay.
benefits, equipment, medical, dental, 401K, 2500 to
3000 miles weekty. Min 23
year OTR
1
years+
required Call 800-8288338 24 hours. Fast
approval
CHIROPRACTIC
office
seeking part-time receptionist Computer skills
needed, but will trar Send
resume to: P.O. BOk•1040T Murray, Ky 4;071

Medshares Home Care
Due to agency growth Medshares Home
Care has an immediate opening for an
LPN to handle Pediatric cases For
contact
please
more
information
925.
P.O.
Box
Medshares Home Care,
1616 Hwy. 121 N., Murray, KY 42071. Ph
270-753-1434; Fax 270-759-9166. EOE.

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

• Card of Thanks
• In Memory
• Happy Ads
Special Price

060

060

Help Wanted

Help Wanted
DRIVER- 51000 sign- on
bonus! Up to 39c/ mile,
excellent benefits and
home time! New trucks
arriving daily! CDL- A & 6
months experience. 800277-6546. Praline Carriers.
www.prolinecarners.com.
EOE.
DRIVER- Company drivers
and owner operators Call
today and ask about our
great new compensation
and bonus packages Boyd
Bros 800-543-8923 (00's
call 800-633-1377.) EOE

Covenan
DRIVER
Transport coast to coas
runs, teams start .46c
$1000 sign on bonus to
exp. company drivers. Fo
experienced drivers,
800-441-4394 and owner
operators 877-848-6615
Graduate students
800-338-6428.

DRIVER- New pay plan!
31C- 35c a mile. Earn 42K55K a year and • enjoy
assigned equipment. 99%
no touch. 50%-60% drop/
hook, great benefits and
DRIVER- Do you want home time! 800-879-2486
more? Cardinal Freight Buske Lines. EOE
Carriers company drivers DRIVER- You will see the
and owner operators get difference in SRT! Great
more: Pay, home time, No
pay. paid weekly, excellent
touch freight (98%). Call
benefits $1.250 sign- on
800-935-3131.
today!
bonus Student graduates
www.cardlog.com. EOE.
welcome Call SRT today!
877-BIG-PAYDAY
Your Ad
877-244-7293)

Could Be
Here!

DRIVERS - Attention driv
ersl Landair Transport is
looking for drivers in your
area Enjoy top compensation and benefits, excellent
hometime and late-model
condo
conventionals
Class- A CDL & six months
recent, verifiable OTR
experience required. 800788-7357. www landairdnver.com. EOE.
DRIVERS- Wanna be a
trucker? No CDL? No
problem! Male $600-$800
weekly your first year! We
are a 15 day training program with on the spot job
placement Stay at the
Hertz, with meals & transportation provided while
you train' No out of pocket,
it qualify! For more information call today 800-3989908

syyjj.:74
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is looking for a

MEAT CUTTER
Come be a part ofthe Sirloin Stockade family

• HEALTH INSURANCE • IRA Investment Plan
• Paid Vacations • Meal Discounts•Fun & Friendly
Work Environment • Flexible Hours
Alurray-Calloway County Hospital, a
leader in providing quality healthcare
in Western Kentucky and Northwest
Tennessee, announces the following
job openings.
AEROBICS INSTRUCTORS:

Apply in person at

Hwy.641 S.• Bel-Air Ct.r.• Murray,KY
FULL-TIME BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER
AND PART-TIME NURSE
Needed for busy local Physician's Office.
Business Office Manager applicant must be flexible and self motivated, computer skills and
basic office management a must. CPT and ICD9 coding and general insurance knowledge preferred. Nurse applicant must be currently
licensed with the Kentucky Board of Nursing
and be able to work a flexible schedule.

Center for Health and Wellness is seeking
Instructors for AM/PM classes.

RADIOLOGY CARDIAC CATH LAB RN:
Full-time with excellent benefits.
CERTIFIED RESPIRATORY THERAPY TECH;
PRN
SURGICAL TECHNICIAN:
Full-time & PRN
REGISTERED NURSE:
Full, Part. PRN available in Med.-Surg. CCU
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE:
Part-time. 3-1E- 11-7 Long Terni Care
NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Full-time. 3-It Long Term Care
Part-time. 3-11. 11-7 Med.-Surg.

ER TECHNICIAN:
Full-time, 10 a.m.-10 p.m. Emergency Dept
UNIT SECRETARY:
Full & Part-time Med-Surg

MONITOR TECH:
Pan-time, 7 p.m.-7 a.m. CCli
For details contact:
Human Resources
i270) 762-1106
Eyu41 Opporunot,,
Lmployer

MURRAY
CAILOWW
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street• Murray, Kentucky 42071

Staff Writer Needed
Daily newspaper seeks
full-time staff writer.
Strong writing skills
a must.
Knowledge of AP style
and layout also required.
Benefits package
available.
Call Amy Wilson at

753-1916

a.m.
a.m.
p.m
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

470 Motorcycles & ATVs
480 Auto Parts
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
.520 Boats 8L_ Motors
530-Services Offered
560 Free Column

Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales
Public Sale
Land For Rent or Lease
4-3O Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale
455 Acreage
460 Homes For Sale
340
360
370
380
390
400
410
425

$40K to $60K yr. potential!
Data entry: We need claim
processors now! No experience needed_ Will train.
Computer required. 888314-1033 dept. 315.
A $35,000 Per year
Career! C.R. England
needs driver trainees! 15
day CDL training! Housing/
meals included! No up
front $$$! Tractor Trailer
training 888-781-8556.

Deadline Day & Time

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
Line Ads $700 minimum 1st day log per word per day for each additional con,ecutite day
$2 50 extra for Shopper ("rues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide i $250 extra for bbrid box ad,

010 Legal Notice
020 Notice
025 Personals
030 Financial
040 Roommate Wanted
050 Lost And Found
060 Help Wanted
070 Position Wanted
090 Domestic & Childcare
100 Business Opportunity
110 Electronics
120 Computers
140 Want To Buy
150 Articles For Sale
155 Appliances

Ad Deadlines
Publish

Send resume and cover letter to
P.O. Box 1040-M, Murray, KY 42071

1
Position Open
Bookmobile Librarian
The Calloway County Public Library is accepting applications for the position of Bookmobile
Librarian.
We are looking for a person who:
•Enjoys working with adults
•Works well with preschools
•Enjoys reading and is familiar with adult fiction
•Flas a valid driver's license, a good driving
record, and is insurable in Kentucky
Come in person to the Calloway County Public
Library at 710 Main Street in Murray, KY for
application forms and further information. The
Calloway County Public Library is an equal
opportunity employer.

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Excel has immediate full-time
positions at Mattel starting at
$7.25 per hour. All shifts available.
Full benefits, medical, vacation
and holiday pay. Apply in person
between 8 am - 4 pm, M - F,
at 209 N. 12th St. in
University Square or call
759-8383 for more information.

DRIVERS - Three I truck
lines needs flatbed drivers
or regional: long haul,
health insurance, sign- on
bonus, pay for experience
Ask for recruiting 888-2395527.
DRIVERS, dreams do
come true' Tractor purchase
program
Late
model 377
Peterbilt
$1000 down, 2 yr warranty. 1 yr experience OTR
Call Bob or Dale 800-553
2778 EOE
DRIVERS, over the road
35 states Flat with sides
late model conventionals 3
years experience $2,000
sign- on bonus Start 34c38c a miles+ benefits
Call 800-444-6648
DRIVERS- Home every
weekend. no NYC! Start
up to. 36c a mile, Superior
Insurance and benefits
Owner Operator 82c a
mite, fuel surcharge paid
liability/cargo/fuel taxes,
reimburse
tolls/scales
Lease purchase program
available 800-948-6766.
www.epestransport.com
DRIVERS- Home every
weekend, start up to 34
cpm tor loaded/ empty
miles. Full benefits Drive
your Oualcom satellite
conventional
equipped
home. Paid weekly with
direct deposit. Call 800441-4271, ext. ET 135
DRIVERS- Owner operators Dedicated automotive
freight, home weekends
air ride trailers, no escrow
2500+ miles per week
Base plate program, fleet
insurance program, fuel
L&N
surcharge
Inc
Transportation.
Louisville, KY 800-6324332
DRIVERS/ OTR- Star
Transport, Inc has an
exciting new pay package
Experienced drivers can
start up to 34c per mile, full
company benefits, excellent home time, great
miles Must have Class A
CDL & be able to pass
DOT physical and drug
screen Training available'
800-974-2462 800-54860821 ext 805-877-8184
DRIVERS. 14 day CDL
Class- a, 7 day CDL classb training No experience
$38k 1st year. E-Z financing. zero down, tuition
reimbursement if qualified.
full benefits, life time job
placement Call 888-6458505
Owner
DRIVERS
Company
Operators/
(Singles & Teams). Lease
purchase program avail
(No money down & no
credit check) Fuel incentives, NEW pay scale &
morel
Call Burlington
Motor Carriers 800-5839504
DRIVERS Wanted teams.
drivers 28-34 cents, must
have 2 years experience.
health insurance available
family type atmosphere,
also wanted pt driver
retirees welcome
Call
Tony at 502-515-1496
Time
Heavy
FULL
Equipment
Service
Technician
needed
Experience preferred but
not required Must have
own
tools
your
Competitive wages and
excellent benefits package
Please send responses to
PO Box 1040-C, Murray,
KY 42071
FULL-TIME
midnights.
part-time evenings Phone
and computer experience a
must Bring resume to
West Kentucky Answenng
Service 104 N 5th St
Suite 208 (Walnut Plaza)
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Opportunity
INSURANCE
Sales
NOW forming 3 person 8
Representatives- Tired o
ball leagues on Monday
prospecting" Discouraged
night @ Break Time
by call backs? Want to be a
Billiards 759-9303
part of a system that elimiNOW Hiring CDL Drivers
nates
both" Dynamic
with HazMat & tanker certiyoung company otters
fication Hourly pay plus
Health benefits, training,
benefits Send qualificahigh commissions, no cold
tions to P0 Box 2242
calling Call Bob Taylor,
Paducah, KY 42002-2242
888-340-3242
Monday
through Friday for personal OTR Drivers - Give us 3
minutes we'll convince you
local interview
why we're the best!
LOCAL Childcare Center
Become more than an
needs full time person
employee, become a memMust be 18 years old, have
ber of our family.
a high school diploma or
800-264-8580
GED Be willing to meet all
POLICE
Officer Certifiedstate & Center regulations
The City of Cynthiana is
Call 753-4181
accepting applications for
LOCAL Tire Shop needs
full-time and a part-time
help
immediate
K.L.E C certified Police
Experience preferred Full
Officers. Liberal benefits
time, wages based on
package. Applications may
experience Call 753-7342
be obtained at the City
of 436-6118
Clerk's Office, completed
NEW Starting Pay Scale application
must
be
$1,000 sign on bonus, received in the City Clerk's
earning potential up to Office by November 3,
$50.000 per year, full ben- 2000
The
of
City
efits, new model conven- Cynthiana is an Equal
tional tractors, quality Opportunity
Employer.
home time. regional & OTR Inquires
drivers needed. Call Arctic 859-234-7150.
Express 800-927-0437,
WENDY'S in Murray is now
www actricexpress corn hiring
daytime help and
PO Box 129, Hillard, OH
night-time closers
43026
Apply in person, ask to
NOTICE OF
speak to a manager
APPRENTICESHIP
2-4PM M-F
OPPORTUNITY
The Joint Apprenticeship
Dotnestk & Chikicant
and Training Committee for
the Electrical Industry is
accepting applications for CLEANING houses is my
apprenticeship on the first business. Call Linda. 759Friday of each month 9553.
between the hours of CUSTOM cleaning tailored
1000am and 6:00pm and to fit your cleaning needs
on the Saturday following Openings
available
the first Friday between the References. Leave meshours of 8:00am and sage. 474-8340.
11:00am at the I.B.E.W.
DO you want help with
Local 816 J.A.T.C. Office,
these domestic chores? If
4515 Clarks River Road,
you want your home clean,
Paducah, Kentucky
you better call "Kelly
All applicants will be
Klean " 762-2570
received without regard to
For All Your Home &
race, color, religion, nationOffice Cleaning Needs,
al origin or sex. Each appliCall 489-2544, Please
cant must meet all basic
Leave Message
requirements to be eligible
for
an
interview. HOUSEKEEPER wanted
Apprentices will be select- Wednesday, Saturday, &
ed in order of their ranking Sunday Must drive 753resulting from rating by 1561
interviewers
LOOKING For Houses &
OWNER/ Operators- We're Businesses To Clean. Call
767-9026.
currently paying .87c for all
miles
bonuses! MRS Kim's Daycare now
plus
Worker's Compensation, has openings for infant
base
plates, permits, through School age.
licensing, cargo/ liability
767-0791
insurance All 'paid fOr you!
WILL do Janitor work days
Heartland Express 800or nights Call 753-8102
441-4953. www.heartIandexpress.com

Open Your Heart to a Child
ito
al VP 40
Become a Foster Parent

Information Meeting on 11/5/00
Training class beginning 11/6/00
Tax-Free Reimbursement per child
24 Hour Support
Call Julie at Kentucky SAFE.
prior to 11/1 to be considered for
November training
251-3207 or 1-888-408-3207

WestView
Equal Opportunity Employer

NURSING ASSISTANTS:
Training for certification provided.
Full or part-time. (7-3. 3-11, 11-7 shifts)
lAcellent Benefit Package includes:
Ilealth/Dental/Life insurance.
,ition/Holiday/Sick Pay. Retirement
plan. Attendance bonus, Child Care, and
Vuitton reimbursement.
iNTACT: Cathleen Haley. RN; Clinical
Coordinator (_:t 762-1591
270-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16TH STREET • MURRAY - KENTUCKY 42071

RANDY THORNTON
HEAT & AIR
has openings in the following
positions:

SERVICE TECHNICIAN
JOURNEYMAN INSTALLERS
•• AVAILABLE BENEFITS"
Retirement Plan
Medical Insurance
Vacation Pay
Holiday Pay

400

150

100

BEAUTY Salon For Salel
In trailer, set up for business Must move $2500
436-2336 They move it!
ZONED for childcare center Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors 753-1492 Broker/
owned
1-800-586-3240
ext.
Computers
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware, Software,
Upgrades & Free
Estimates MidWest
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service.
759.3556

Las For8s

LP GAS REFILLS
Lowest paces in town!
RV, campers, etc
New 100lb LP gas tanks
$99 00 each
B&B Brokers
701 S 12th St
753-4389
STEEL BUILDING SALE.5,000 + sizes. 40x60x14,
$9,533, 50x75x14,
$12,124. 50x100x16,
$15,493; 60x100x16,
$17,282. Mini-storage
buildings, 40x160, 32
units, $16,914. Free
brochures. www.sentinelbuildings.corn Sentinel
Buildings, 800-327-0790,
extension 79.
STORAGE Buildings built
on sight_ Any size, priced
hundreds under any other

NEUTRAL five sit corner
table sectional with matching herb coffee table.
excellent condition. High
quality king size air mat-

tress. Duel controls. Call
competitor's price. Call 435-4486.

437-4877
details.November
8x12 $825.

for

COMDIAL
Executech
Office Telephone System
(Analog) Includes 2, 32ALL Toys & Collectibles button Executech II conMade before 1980
sole models and 10, 12270-759-3456.
button individual station
ANTIQUES, Collectibles, models Total of 12 teleFurniture and Primitives. phones $1,000 00 Call
We Will Buy 1 Piece or 502-223-8821, 8am to
Entire Estates. Call
5pm (Eastern)
753-3633.
DELL Computers... Built to
CASH paid for good, used Order. Pentium III availrifles, shotguns, & pistols. able. $0 down. low monthly
Benson Sporting Goods, payment- 0 A.C. Open 7
days. Limited time- free
519 S. 12th, Murray.
HOMEOWNERS: Want to interent access- most
800-477-9016.
buy: Single level in city or areas.
Just out. 3br., 1.5 bath Code MA24 www.omcsoC/H/A house in nice neigh- lutions.com
borhood. Mid 60's Call FIBERGLASS
raised
759-8985 leave message. camper tops, (1) S-10 , (1)
for Dakota, both in like new
condition. $250. each. 7537668 Days 753-4919
150
Articles
Nights.
For Sale
GENERAL Electric refrig2 washers, concrete steps erator. 19.6 cu ft., side by
side. Almond. $500.00
for sale 489-6210
080.
84,000 mixed sports cards.
Fisher
wood
stove.
$275. obo Weider total
$150.00 OBO
body gym. $60. Call 750Call 759-1200, leave mes9039, leave message.
sage.
'99 hot tub. 6x6 w/ cover,
WINDOW & Siding Sale
like new. $1800 OBO. Call
per month. All credit
$69.
753-6432 after 6PM.
accepted. No money down!
ASHLEY Fireplace insert Lifetime warranty! Call toll
with blower Worker per- free today for free estifect $150 Call 753-7668 mates!
888-670-3035.
Days or 753-4919 Nights
Weatherseal U.S.A.
BUILDING
Clearance WOLFF TANNING BEDSSale... Guaranteed lowest Tan at home. Buy direct
prices. Beat next price and save! Commercial/
increase. 20x24 $2800. home units from $199. Low
25x30
$3866. 30x40 monthly payments. Free
$5362. 35x50 $7568. color catalog. Call today
40x60 $8648. Others. 800-842-1310.
Pioneer
800-668-5422
Since 1980
Appliances
BUILDING
Clearance
Free 550Mhz Computer to
the first 50 purchasers, DRYER lyr old $125.00
straight wall, all steel 753-0323
FREEZER for sale
design Act now! 270-328753-4793
8583
CAROLINA wood- burning
fireplace insert with electric
blower. $100. Call
753-0126
SOFA, loveseat, (2) simve
chairs, large decorative
floor vase. 753-2376.

TRACTOR for sale M4700
42hp, 4- wheel drive, 753
9400 435-4214

flovivaad
FIREWOOD For Sale. Sold
by the truck load. Rick or
1/2 rick. Already busted.
Can Deliver. Call 7590341. Leave message.
FIREWOOD. Oak & some
hickory. $35/rick 759-2316.
TRIPPS Firewood
Call Rudy. 436-2778

Muskat
1925 Player piano, needs
repairs $100. 759-4131
after 6 pm.
PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment. Beautiful console
piano. No Money down.
Call 1-800-371-1220.
PIANO, Baldwin Acrosonic,
spinet. Very good shape
$1,000. 753-7520.
Homes Fa Sale
$29,900! Loaded! 1994
16x80. 3br, 2 bath, landscaped acre lot. Storage
building Evenings.
753-0902.
1982 Clayton mobile home
14x62, 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
central heat/ air Excellent
condition. 436-2646.
1993 FLEETWOOD. Take
over payments. 759-1492,
leave message.
1995 Cavalier- 16x80.
Excellent Condition. 3br, 2
bath, AC. DW, all appliances. Smoke and pet free
environment 767-9796.
1997
FLEETWOOD.
16x60, 2br, 2 bath with
10x12 storage building. Set
up in Fox Meadows. Price
Reduced. Call
759-1629 after 5p.m.
2 br, 1 bath mobile home.
FR,
basement.
half
Located on large wooded
lot approx 9 miles from city.

$300. + utilities 1 mo., Sec.
dep. Req. 436-2910.

MDS Coordinator Position
Full-time. current KY license, knowledge of long term care regulations a
must, experience in long term
care/hospital care, excellent people
skills/compassion for the elderly.
Salary commensurate with
experience.
Applications accepted at

Mills Manor
500 Beck Lane
Mayfield, KY 42066
Monday thru Friday
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Drug Free Work Place, EOE/M/F/HN

GlenDi Inc.
3015 East 200 North
Rochester. Indiana 46975
Phone 219-223-2380 • Fax 219-223-2381

Wanted Owners-Operators
Run the Midwest-SouthSoutheast-Southwest
Out of Murray, Kentucky
$.83 per mile loaded or empty
Average 3000 to 3500 miles
a week
Paid by P-C Miler
Practical Miles

Please apply in person, pick Jr
application at
802 Chestnut Street, Murray, KY.

Plus Fuel Surcharge
(National Average)

753-8181

Call 1-877-203-0479

1/2 acre $100/mo 753
6012
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

Moak
OFFICE Space for rent
Approx 1,000sq ft $375
month 762-0026
PROFESSIONAL Office
building Corner lot, N
12th St. Nice new central
air/ gas heat 900 sq ft
down, 400 sq ft up, dry
basement.
Available
December 1. Call 7535842 days 489-2600 nights

Office Space

DOUBLEWIDE 2 large
lots, large metal building.
12ft. high sliding doors,
plus more. 1 mile from
lake. 762-0032, 753-9961.
DOUBLEWIDE
28x80,
2000 sq ft., 4br , 2 bath, on
one acre lot w/ above
ground swimming pool,
screened in proch
Call 753-1522 days or,
759-4806 nights
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover. 18yrs. experience.
Licensed & insured in
Kentucky, Tennessee &
Illinois. 437-3939.

Homo Far Hot
12X65 2br., C/A, gas heat
private country living abou
20 minutes from Murray
$250/mo + deposit & utilities 474-8027
14X60 2br, C/A, gas heat,
private country living,
about 20 minutes from
Murray $250/mo. + deposit
8 utilities, 474-8027.
1br, 1 bath $150 + deposit
Near Cypress Springs
Resort 436-2096
2br in Country Stove 8
refrigerator storage building deck
$250/ plus
deposit 437-4386
NICE 2br, Mobile home.
No pets 753-9866

YARD SALE
Fri. & Sat., October 27 & 28
8 a.m. til 5 p.m.
121 S. 4 miles, watch for signs.

1997 Chevrolet truck, name brand
clothes - small to plus sizes, shoes
- Doc., Nike, Reebok, Adidas, Easy
Spirit, household items, kid's
clothes and much more.

3BR , 2 bath central gas
heat W/D $495/mo 7539636
HAZEL, 3br, 2 bath
Appliances, C/H/A, w/d
hook up Deposit, lease
references 492-8526
SOUTH Hazel, TN. 3br, 2
bath C/H/A W/D hook-up
Appliances. Lease/ deposit
& Ref 492-8526

Real Estate
1.5 story older home, with
updates. LR, DR, 3Br, 1Ba,
Kitchen, Laundry, Attic.
C/H/A. Hardwood floor
1469 sq. ft. 503 S. 11th St.,
753-3236.

HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth
440
Lots For Saes

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N 5th

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

1991, 3br, 2 bath brick
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles ranch. On 1 acre corner lot
in Candlelight Estates
North, Murray 753-1967
320
All Size Units
1/2 ACRE Corner lot with Priced to sell at $92,000
Available
For Mord
water. Nice subdivision Call 753-3372 for an
appointment
121 South. 759-0870.
1 OR 2br apts near down
20 wooden acres Joins 2 Story 6 Br, 3.5 baths in
own Murray starting a
Coles Campground Rd.
CREEKVIEW STORAGE- Chandler
Park
on
$200/mo. 753-4109
2 5 car garage. 4000 sq
$20-$40 On Center Dnve Kentucky Lake at Hamlin
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
ft. Listed on
Behind Tom's Grille
Water front. $65,000 or
near MSU. 753-1252 or
www.owners.com
759-4081
trade. 753-7668 Days
753-0606.
#JWG2432
NORTHWOOD
storage 753-4919 Nights
for more details.
1BR apt available, all appli- presently has units avail- COMMERCIAL
lot$195,000 OBO.
ances furnished. Mur-Cal able. 753-2905 or 753- 110x300
reasonably
753-0280
Realty. 753-4444.
priced- Century 21 Loretta
7536.
OWNER has been relocat1BR. apt. Available Nov
Jobs Realtors 1-800-586Sleddview Estate,
ed!
1st. Clean, walk to MSU
3740 Ext 4224 broker
1300 sq. ft. Near lake, 3br,
$235/mo. 753-2084.
owned
3.5 bath, office, and rec
1BR. apt. clean and nice
LOTS for sale. Starting at room. Sale may assist buywith appl. including W/D
$11,000. Price includes ers closing cost or willing to
No pets! Call 270-753water, septic & driveway accept reasonable offer.
9841 or 436-5496
Also land home packages. Asking $152,500. Owner/
119 Main • 753-6266
270-437-4838.
2BR DUPLEX on Hillwood
Agency with MTG Real
C/H/A, new carpet $375
Estate 270-362-8606 ask
Coleman RE 759-4118
for Lynn.
bYH Old brick 2br, 1 bath
2BR Near MSU. $325,
home. On 6 acres, 30x45
water furnished. Coleman
53
ACRE
Farm
in
AKC Lab puppies
garage, stocked pond. For
RE. 759-4118.
3 chocolate females Farmington area. 1/2 timber, 1/2 tillable. Call 270- appointment Call
2BR, All utilities paid. $175.00 each 435-4556
270-492-6126.
251-0667.
Close to MSU. Deposit & AKC
registered Boxers.
lease. No pets. $390.
Males & females. 901-641759-4826.
0285
2BR, Near MSU. New carYOU SHOW US:
DOG Obedience
pet, paint & wallpaper.
•Average credit(not perfect)
Master Trainer.
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br,
•Steady income history
436-2858
$300. Coleman RE.
LIVE
mice
After
call
5PM
759-4118.
WE SHOW YOU
2BR. apt. clean and nice 759-1393

753-9621

Special

Wattle Buy

STRAW for sale. 1.75 bale.
759-4718 753-4582.

BEDROOM suites, beds
dresser, chests, sofas,
sleeper, metal wardrobe,
metal kitchen cabinet,
desks, diningroom suites,
recliner, end and coffee
tables, washer & dryers
753-1502 after 5PM 7534860
BEDS, two single, match,
ing, like new. No head
boards. Extra firm. $75
each or $125 for both.
Large upholstered chair mauve and wine colored
upholstery $50 Queen size
Hide-a-bed. $100. Call
753-7520.

Yard sales
2BR, 1 bath Close to cam
pus Lease, deposit, no
pets $360 753-8136
2BR, Stove, refrigerator
DW, C/1-1/A, w/d hook up
$500/mo. 1 yr lease, 1
month. deposit. 4 miles
North. No pets. 753-2259
or 527-8174

753-3853

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

Global Mortgage Link

•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.

with appl. including W/D
No pets! Call 270-7539841 or 436-5496.
2BR. townhouse. Duiguid
Dr. $325/mo. Coleman RE
759-4118.
3BR. duplex for rent. C/H/A
appliances, w/d hookup.
new carpet and vinyl No
pets 759-8200.
4br , Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
AVAILABLE immediately
1&2 bedroom apts. Also 1
bedroom handicap accessible apt. Apply at Mur-Cal
Apts. 902 Northwood Dr
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
DUPLEX On Single Lot
Near Murray Elementary &
University. 2br, appliances
including dishwasher & w/d
hook up. $325/ month.
753-8096 or 753-2633.
FORREST
View
Apartments 1213 N. 16th
St., now accepting applications for 2br townhouses,
basic rent $305/ month.
Office Hours, 10- 2, M-F.
Call 753-1970. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
LARGE 2br, 2 bath 11/2
baths. 11/2 blocks MSU.
C/H/A. $395 per month
plus deposit. No pets, references required.
753-3949. Day.
759-3050 after 6p m.
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
ROOMY 2br. 2 bath w/
garage Appliances furnished w/ w/d C/H/A 1 yr
lease, 1 month deposit, no
pets 753-2905
Southside Manor Apts
1 & 2 br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
University Heights Apts
1 & 2br rental assisted
apts These apts are for
families, disabled, handicapped. senior citizens,
wheel chair accessible
759-2282. Mon, Wed 8
Thurs. 9-5. 1734 Campbell
Street Hearing impaired
only:
1-800-648-6056.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity

COACH Estates/ Fox
Meadows Mobile Home
Park
An Exceptional
Community" Spaces availosPar Rem
able
at
$95 00/mo.
Including Water, sewer,
garbage pick up City fire 1005 Main St 3br., den,
and police protection, city fireplace, gas logs, 2
washer/dryer
transit service Located in baths,
the heart of Murray's finest hookup, carport S350/mo
residential area, with all 1 year lease, deposit available Dec. 1st. Phone 527city utilities. including cable
vision No rental homes in 3664 after 6PM
2 bedroom brick house
park Owner- Occupied
only South 16th St. at central location Discount
for extend lease.
Canterbury and Westview.
753-90N.
753-3855

n

Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite B

GARAGE SALE

Alma Hts.
Indoors
North on Old 641
to Pleasant Hill Dr.
1st house on right
behind Donnie
Hudson's Body
Shop.
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 27th & 28th
8 a.m. til ?

Public Auction
CURRAN

MILLER. 1936

TUESDAY OCTOBER 31. 6:00 PM

443 ACRES W/ HOME & IMPROVEMENTS
DARK FIRED, AIR CURED &
BURLEY TOBACCO BASES
(Land Offered in 19 Tracts)
JAMES F. JACKSON FARM,
GRAVES COUNTY, KY
AUCTION LOCATION: Mayfield Meeting Hall, 115 S. 10th
St . Mayfield, KY •
FARM LOCATION: The farm is located on Hwy. 381. 2 miles
south of Sedalia, KY (between Sedalia 8. Lynnville) 8, 7 miles
south of Mayfield, KY.
SHOWING: Sunday. October 22 from 1 - 3 PM or call to
arrange private showing.
AUCTION LOCATION: Mayfield Meeting Hall, 115 S. 10th
St. Mayfield. KY.
Take the Purchase Parkway to the Fancy Farm exit(Hwy 80)
and go east toward downtown Mayfield. Turn right on 10th
Street just past the railroad tracks
The Jackson farm otters outstanding production possibilities
It will be offered in 19 tracts with the Freedom Tract Method
Bid one tract, any combination or on the property as a whole
Tracts range in size from 2.4 acres to 81 acres There are
wooded home sites wi nice road frontages to large agricultural tracts.
NOTE: Tobacco bases will be offered as 'tracts" to allow bidders to include the base with their favorite tract of land
BUYER'S PREMIUM: A 6% buyer's premium will be added to
each high bid to determine the co tract selling price.
TERMS: A deposit of 10% of the contract selling price will be
required at time of sale The balance will be payable within 45
days. The real estate will sell subject to owner's approval
OWNERS: Wabash Valley Community Foundation, Inc
CALL FOR A FREE COLOR BROCHURE
1 (800) 264-0601

YARD
SALE
2003 Azalea Ct.
Murray

Fri., Oct. 27
8 a.m.-3 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 28
8 a.m.-Noon

YARD SALE
210 S. 15th St.
Friday

7:30 a.m. - ?
Boys & girls name
brand clothes, baby
bed & items, home
stereo system,
factory Ford truck
wheels. Dale
Earnhardt
collectibles, Hot
Wheels collection.

curran miller
A IJC

t.

t

Hugh B Miller CAI-Ky- N-6065
Kent Kleiman CAI-Ky-RP7188
cmaria evansville net • WWW curranmiller corn

812-474-6100 • 800 264-0601

GOING=GOMIG=GONE
YARD
SALE
100 Fox
Meadows E22

i BSOL it E A

ON

SELLING TO THE HIGHEST BIDDER!
SATURDAY, OCT. 28Th,AT 10130 A.M.
INE MITCAVELL FA HM
Near avant! IRIArsers, KY
From 1-24 At Exit 31,Take Hwy 453 NW 4 Miles To Gillum
Road, Proceed South .7 Mile To Property! Signs Posted'

Fri. & Sat.

8 MILES SOUTHEAST OF SIAITHLAND, KY

7 a.m.-?

AICP AS ACAR E.S

Lots of goodies!

In 3 Tracts & Combinations
4 MILES NORTHWEST OF KY DAM
3400' Of TN River Frontage
At Navigation Mile Marker 10
Yvaact 1 — 314-Mcil ^cress
Fralritilrle 01111M11 Floancl
A Nice Homesite - Rolling Meadows
Some Woods - A Fine Properly
Tres11C2 Z — &_1 •
, . Ace-aelei
Fronting 011ions Hood
A Fine Honsesite - Nice Barn
Lots Of Woods - Great Hunting
"Tract 31 — 3114-291 ACrstia
3400' Of Tennessee River Frontage
An Outstanding Tract Of Geed Farmland
Large Woods Area - Great Hunting
Nagy Any linclividanami 'Troia!
Conatoirsoltiors CM Tramotst
Chr Tess Entire, Prolpisrty

I

15,40011/N BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

JAMES R. CASH
-.::....,:•:,NEEz&:E. ES":E. IP:1(S momonr
j
RC

___

FANCY FARM. KY- 502-623-8466
Mr SF! I MI6 MACHINV

R
'IC
_

Webp/ra mrskftwasrarsliarta Or Coe For areehore

I

460
Komi For Sale

520

620

3 bedroom, 3 baths, 2 car
garage, 1.8 acres. Lynn
Grove.
753-9400 435-4214.
3 Br 2.5 bath home nearing
completion. This home has
all the amenities. Buy now
and pick your carpet color
and move in before the holiday. Call 753-3903 after
5:00 pm.
3BR. house on 1 1/2 acre.
5 minutes from town. 10
minutes
from
lake.
mature
Outbuildings,
shade, C/H/A, new beige
burber carpet, appliances.
$58,500. -270-436-5695 or
753-4487. Good rental
investment.
3BR., 2 bath brick home,
one car garage, 1500 sq.ft.
living area, fenced back
yard with trees. Priced in
the lower.$x*. Call 7533903.

IMMACULATE - two years 1996 Honda 300 2 wheel
old- 3br- 2 ba- large rec dnve 4 wheeler, electric
area- screened porch. 1- start, reverse, front & rear
800-586-3740 Ext. 3459. racks. $2700.00 753-4519
Century
Loretta Jobs 1999 Kawasaki 300, 1992
Realtors 753-1492.
Yamaha 350. 753-9216
NEW 2br house 2 ha. All 2000 RM250 Suzuki.
furnished. 1999 RM250 Suzuki.
appliance
Locate in country subdivi- 753-7600.
sion. $550/month. Deposit
plus security. (270)6583331.
Auto Parts
OUTSTANDING Home in
Estates.
Canterbury
possession. FOR Sale: Quad 4 engine
Immediate
4br, 21/2 baths. 1520 good condition.759-8770
$400 O.B.O.
Canterbury.
436-5922.
PRICE REDUCED!
1997, 3br, 2 bath. Ranch
[
ITN UN
. Ity Wifticle$
w/large deck,2 car garage.
Open floor plan. Priced to
1 986 CHEVY Blazer 2dr. 2
sell! 759-9874
4w/d with auto & air 2.81 V
309-837-1334.
6 runs good $1799. Cal,
436-2910

PUBLIC AUCTION
Friday, Oct. 27, 2000•10:00 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield,
Ky. take Hwy. 121 South through Coldwater turn south onto Hwy.
1836. Follow to auction. From Murray, Ky. take Hwy. 94 West to
Lynn Grove. Watch for auction signs.
Nice old gooseneck rocker maybe walnut - nice walnut or cherry fainting couch - nice old Jackson press - nice old tall man's chest - fancy old
library table - some nice old small lamp tables - nice ladies small desk nice small pump organ that the traveling preachers carried with them to
camp meetings - brass looking fireplace that folds up like a fan - large &
small oriental type clean rugs - universal table lamp with six panel shade
with picture of the Fox Hunt on each panel - beautiful oriental table lamp
- old upright piano -(3)nice tables & chairs - nice large round table -new
hall tree - 4 couches & chairs - lamps - large bevil mirror - vacuum cleaners - knee hole desk - old hi-back rockers - old tredel sewing machine 2 nice large wicker dressing screens - false fireplace - electric typewriter
- modern maid double oven - like new gas & electric surface unit cooking eyes - horse collar with brass knob harness - old oxen yoke - corn
cracker - cross cut saw - Coca Cola clock - old wash kettles - double cola
wood box - bench leg vise - old champion spark plug cleaner - small
scale - single trees - old wrenches & tools - Big Boy laundry stove - lot
of old collector items - color t.v.'s - baseball cards & schedules form 50's
- new 500x15 tractor tire - Craftsman 10" radial arm saw - kerosene
heater - blue point extractor set - small hand press - assortment of hand
tools - and much more.

Used Cars

Used Trucks

Boats & Motors

Services Cillered

1983 Pontiac Pansiene, V
8, all power, very good
condition. 88,xxx miles,
one owner. Can bee seen
at 411 S. 8th . $2995.
1988 Lincoln Townecar.
759-5307 after 5PM.
1990 Lincoln Towncar.
White, Leather interior. All
the extras, In working
order. 759-1656.
1994 Camaro 73,500
miles. Good condition, P/L
PNV, P/D, $7,500.
435-4582.
1995 DARK Green Ford
Escort. 4 door, AC., AM/
FM cassette. 96,xxx miles.
Mint condition. $3900 Call
753-1692.
1995 Ford Aspire 4dr.
hatchback. 5sp., air, 65,xxx
miles. Nice car. $3500.
753-8124 or 753-9391.
16q6 Cadillac Sedan
DeVille Extra nice. Call
after 6PM. 492-6141.
1997 Cavalier, 4 door.
56,000 miles. Hail damage.
Excellent, reliable transportation $4,850. 7537668 Days
753-4919
Nights.
1998 Buick Century, 4
doors. All power. excellent
condition, 62,000 miles.
$9850. or traded. 753-7668
days 753-4919 nights.
1998 Olds Intrigue. White,
34,xxx miles, excellent
condition. $12,500.00 7530956 after 6PM.

87 S-10, automatic, 350 V8
motor. Navy blue $2,200
489-6142 after 4:30.

21' shadow. New 225
power head OMC 12/24
trolling motor $8,000 firm.
759-1007

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed
&
Finished.
Quality
Workmanship.
Affordable
Rates
Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
tree work, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, etc.
436-2867.
ALL
Carpentry,
Electrical. Home building,
remodeling.
additions,
Rotten floors, sagging
roofs. Home & Mobile
repair,
vinyl
siding.
References. Call Larry
Nimmo.
753-9372, 753-0353.
ALLSTAR Builders &'
Remodelers.
Insured,
experienced. Senior discount. 753-0563.

'87 Toyota Celica needed
mechanical work
489-6210.

ram

SI TRPLUS AUCTION
Fri., Oct. 27, 2000•4:30 p.m.
East Sycamore St.,just off 121 S. in Murray, Ky.Surplus
Equipment at the Calloway County Road Department
Garage.
Case 1085 B Creez, air bantam - 1979 Ford F350 flat bed truck - force
feed loader, travel loader - 80 Chevy 3/4 ton pickup truck - sweepers Bomag tandem, static roller -(2)air compressors - tire changer -(1)tire
bubble balancer - one line spreader box, bed - 1 1/2 ton 2 wheel army
trailer - army generator -(6) Hdy. lift controls for snow plows -(2) water
pumps -(4)end blades for grader - bearing of all sorts - filters of all sorts
- end bits D-15 Cat dozer - maybe more by auction day.

Auto dealer will arrange financing
even if you have been turned down
before Loans available for bankrupt,
bad credit, no credit. No co-signers
necessary.
Call Ruthie
753-2222
24 Hours 1-800-953-2050

"SAT GOOD-BTU IV
7

Sell your furniture or other items in th e
classifieds, and say 'hello' to extra us'
Call 753-1916

EDGER &TIMES

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

1999 Pontiac Montana
Blue and champagne,
31,500 miles. Call 759
4682 after 5:00 PM.
'99 Ford Windstar SE van.
Green, 41,xxx miles, super
clean, excellent condition.
$17,900 OBO Call 4896085 after 6PM

1979 Chevy Pick up 3/4
ton long bed, rebuilt 350,
with new AC last year,
good truck, 62,000
Call 759-4730
1989 lion Chevy Box van
1985 Chevy S-10 7537600.
1995 Ford F-150, XLT.
Excellent condition! Bed
liner,LWB, V-8 14,000+
miles! Towing package:
Oversized radiator & battery, trailer plug in & electric brakes, hitch. 7591656.
1997 Ford F-150 Lariat
4wd, extended cab, flareside, with 3rd door, short
wheel base, 5.4L 8Cyl.,
Loaded, with additional
custom package, 39,000
miles, must see, nice truck,
$19,900,
Call 759-4730

At the farm of Florence Brown,7 miles southeast
of Lynn Grove,Kentucky. From Lynn Grove take
(893 south or Cherokee 11-ail). Signs posted.
Approx. I mile southeast of Calloway Co. Rescue
Station #8.

27.39 ACRES IN TWO TRACTS - 27.39
TRACT 1 - 1988 Clayton 14x50 mobile home.
portable storage building, tool shed, dark fired
tobacco barn setting on approx. 12 1/2 acres of open
ground.
TRACT 2 - Good dark fired tobacco barn, some
open ground, some woods, good road frontage setting on approx. 14 1/2 acres.
Note - an up to date survey will be available with exin.1
acreage day of auction on each tract. Tracts will be offered
separately then in its entirety. Property will be sellitng
absolute to the highest bidder regardless of price. You can
see this property by contacting selling agent at 247-2714 or
674-5523.
Terms - 10% down day of auction cash balance with
passing of deed within 30 days possession with deed.
2.13 ACRES OF DARK FIRED TOBACCO WILL
SELL
FARIV.IAFTER WE SELL PROPERTY.

Flaw

GUARDIANSHIP FOR FLORENCE BROWN
AUCTION CONDUCTED JOINTLY BY:

WALDROP AND WALDROP
ASSOCIATES
935 Paris Rd., Mayfield, KY 42066
COL PAUL WILKERSON & SONS
•
Real &KC & Aolin
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OUR Service doesn't cost ii PAYS

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"Ily Service Doesn't Cost. ii Pays"

ESTATE AUCTION
Real Estate & Personal Property

Saturday, Oct. 28th, 2000• 10:00 a.m.
1609 Belmont St., just off South 16th St., Murray, KY

A
II

This nice 3 bedroom brick - one bath - large living room - dining room
- nice eat-in kitchen - utility room - outside storage - paved drive portable handicap ramp - windows have been replaced with
Therrnopane windows - central heat & air
Bidding will start at 12 noon on real estate.
Terms: 10% down day of auction, balance in 30 days with passing of deed. Make
your lead base paint inspection before auction.
PERSONAL PROPERTY
Green Fire King dishes - old sponge pitcher - cast iron wagner pieces - set of old
dishes - glass measuring cup - old tea pitcher - other good glass & china - Pyres
dishes - old aluminum tea kettle - meat saw - flatware - red handle pieces - pink
dishes - old mixing bowl - other mixing bowls - old stine - cookie jar - old world
globe - old buttermilk pitcher - chicken soup kettle - fine old view finder with
old cards - stone crock - red candy dish - jewelry chest - old kerosene lamps bedside table - (2) nice old walnut beds - old large trunk - oak table w/drawer nice 3 piece bedroom suits - old quilts - several rockers - table lamps - sofa &
chair.- coffee & end tables - color iv. - new wheel chair - floor lamp - stereo with
external speakers - records & cassettes - portable sewing machine - old 'flat top
trunk - foot locker - old hats - nice old pictures - small electric organs - Fisher
Price sound & light monitor - recliner - blankets & bedspreads - fine old wood
breakfast set - chrome breakfast set - microwave oven - upright freezer - washer
& dryer - 2 door metal cabinet - tree trimmer - battery charger - pots & pans
large lot of nice small kitchen appliances - wrenches & tools - power tools
wheel barrow - push lawn mower - extension ladder - fishing equipmenht - steel
post &
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available

Paschall Real Estate - Terry Paschall - Broker 435-4011
Dan Miller -

Associate & Auctioneer 435-4144

Licensed & Bonded in Ky & Tenn 51281 Firm 2333
"My Servrce Doesn't Cost. It Pays•

1
0

Including
ANTENNAS
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accessories.
Dish Network & Direct TV
Satellite Systems, Sales,
Service and Installation.
FREE ESTIMATES
Beasley's Antenna
753-2279
& Satellite,
BACKHOE SERVICE
SOO N. 4th St, Murray, KY
ROY HILL. Septic system,
270-759-0901.
drive-ways, hauling, founDECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
dations, etc. 436-2113.
Siding. Quality Work. Free
BOB'S Plumbing Repair.
Estimates. Over 25 Years
All work guaranteed. Free
Gerald
Experience.
estimates. Call 753-1308
Walters. 753-2592.
CARPORTS for cars and
ELECTRICAL
trucks. Special sizes for
New construction,
motor home, boats, RVs
remodeling, or just replacand etc. Excellent protecing a switch.
tion, high quality, excellent
Licensed & Insured.
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
753-0834
CHIM Chim Chimney
Sweep Chimney Cleaning._
- 'FENCING
-10% SR Discount. We sell
Midway. Fence Company
chimney caps and screens.
Chain link, custom wood
Tracy Manning. 435-4006.
privacy fences, installation
and repairs at reasonable
prices. Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FOR quality gutter cleaning, leaf removal and windows cleaning. Call Wayne
at 759-8874 leave message.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding,firewood. Insured.
489-2839.
GRAVEL & top soil for sale.
PARIS, TN - 324 East Washington St. - 2 We also build driveway &
roads
blocks from the court square.
270-437-4838.
After several years in business, Midsouth Building
GUTTERS:
Supply has closed their doors and have contracted
Seamless Aluminum
Doug Taylor Auction Service to sell their remaining
Gutters. Variety of colors.
inventory at public auction.
Free estimates.
P‘RTIA1.1.1STIN(;
West Ky Seamless
Gutters. 753-0278.
Drop lights + electrical supplies + assorted nails + power
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
reels + door knobs + brass hardware sets + several gallons
of paint + paint rollers & brushes + file cabinets +
wanted. No lob too small.
Panasonic fax machine + several gallons of deck wash +
Give us a call. Yes we
boxes of caulking + framing square + router bits + bolt bins
clean gutters.
w/bolts & nuts + C clamps + display racks + base T jacks +
Phone: 436-5759
screen wire + water cooler + patio tables & love seats +
LEE'S
ceiling grid + garage doors + 8x7. I6x7, 9x7,etc. + garage
CARPET
door stops + aluminum vents + cases of paneling nails +
CLEANING
112)5 gal. of driveway seal + hardwood flooring + wrought
Carpets, upholstery &
iron post + split rail fence + rolls of roofing + Mobile home
Water
Emergency
roof coating + 6x8 fence panels + assorted boxes of ceramRemoval. Serving Murray
ic tile + Masonite siding + landscape timbers + several rolls
1970.
Free
Since
of poly cover + 40 gallons of water seal + tub & shower
Estimates. ' Satisfaction
units + molding & trim + hand rails + old safe + display
cabinets + oak & Burch panels+ metal doors + storm doors
Guaranteed.
+ several storm windows + interior doors + cabinets + sinks
753-5827
+ some lumber + shower doors + porch post + (1) 5 tier
MOVING
brass & glass chandelier +(1)3 tier brass & glass chandeLamb Brothers
lier 4-(I)single tier brass & glass chandelier +(I)30" high
brass & glass hanging entry or foyer light + (1) 36" high
Cross Country Or Local
brass & glass hanging entry or foyer light + (1) 36" 3 tier
Licensed & Insured Call
earth tone chandelier w/ten glass bowl diffusors +(1) 24"
Luke Lamb At
singletier earth tone chandelier w/five glass bowl diffusors
1-877-902-5262 or
+ (1) 24" fluorescent strip w/diffusor + (I) 24" wood
270-753-2555
trimmed flourescent fixture + (2) brass & glass hanging
NATURAL
CREEK
lights and much more.
Lawn Service
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mulching, landscape mowing, tnmming, and general
cleanup. Call 753-9731.
200 Adkins Lane
ODD Jobs Wanted. Call
Puryear,Tennessee 38251
after 5p.m. 474-2309.
(901)
247-3784
Telephone
Doug Taylor, Auctioneer - Tn. Lie. #2027
ROOF LEAKING?
Beth Taylor, App. Auctioneer - Tn Lic. #4664
Call a professional.
Firm #1782
Residential, Commercial
"Taylor Made Auctions Are Better."
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Saturday, Nov. 4, 2000 - 10:00 a.m.
Insured with full line of
equipment.
PARIS,TN - 4455 Jones Bend Rd. - From
Free estimates.
Paris take 69 N 3/4 mile to Jones Bend Rd.
753-5484.
turn left go 4 1/2 miles to auction sight.
TUCKER LAWN CARE
Selling Real Estate, Farm Equipment i& other merchanSERVICES
dise for Randy ei Linda Crowder
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
Real Estate consist of 24 acre* to be offered in 4 clipping removal, dethatchtracks - combination or in one 24 acre tract. This
ing, aeration, overseeding
land isflat to gently rolling with beautiful building
&
fertilization,
bed
mulching. Free Estimates_
sites and plenty of shade. REAL ESTATE WILL
759-9609
SELL AT 1:00 P.M. with 20% down, balance due in
30 days with passing ofdeed.
YARD-TECH
*FALL lawn power
1 (_)t Intl \ I P\BII ki. 1.1‘, I INA,
seeding.
1995,955 JD, diesel tractor, 4 WD,lug tires w/465 firs, +
•Landscape maintenance
1993,955,JD,diesel tractor,4 WD,turf tires. 840 hrs. + JO
*Mums and mulching.
diesel Gator, 6 wheel w/dump bed, 215 hrs. + Puma air
437-4723.
compressor, 80 gal. w/cast iron compressor, 5 hp., 175 PSI
attachment
cap + JD front end loader 1070A + .113 back hoe
560
#7 + 1988 Ford F350 4x4, 460 engine, 5 speed. 117,00o
Roe Column
miles, good tires with Ox Body dump bed & goose neck
attachment + JD farm wagon w/hydraulic dump bed +
heavy duty trailer, tilt bed. 16 ft., radial tires + 3 pt. hitch
utility attachment + JD 5 ft. cutter 513 + JD pull type 700
cutter, 100 HP gear box + JD 272 grooming mower + .1D
pt. hitch tiller #660 + 3 pt. hitch harrow + 3 pt. hitch trail
er clothe + 135 gal. nylon tank w/fitting + AC/DC welder
w/line extension + 300 gal. fuel tank-drag type + acetylene
torch set + yard aerator + Cyclone seeder. 250 lbs. + 3 pi
hitch boom pole + disc. 6 ft., 3 jot. hitch + heater cyclone
type. 150.000 BTU + 5 ft. box blade + JD leaf & lawn
blower + JD weedeater #305 + battery charger, roll type +
shop hoist + small water heater + 3/4" Snap-on impact +
fence posts + Sears 2 hp. drill press + 7 ft. wick bar + barb
wire + 16 1/2 ft. Fisher boat witrailer. Marine 50 hp.. Tiltn-Trim. trawling motor. 2 live wells (super nice) + ice
machine, 200 lbs. Manitowae +much more.
Asphalt Seal Coating.
Travis Asphalt
Sealing
•Onveways
*Parking lots
•Striping

-Need ExtraCash?
Run a Classified.-

PUBLIC AUCTION

Doug Taylor Auction Service

PUBLIC AUCTION

Fit*/ NMI • For/ Niro

Auction held rain or shine.

For more information & your auction needs
Phone 435-4144

620
Services 011seid

Sat., Oct. 28, 2000•10:00 a.m.

Saturday, Nov. 4th, 2000
10:00 a.m. - Rain or Shine

REAL ESTATE

Used Trucks

-.us Service Doesu '1 OW, It Pays"

A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

AUTO LOANS

Vans

Will be an all day sale. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers

Campers
1996 Honda 300EX. Cobra
exhaust, new top end, new
cam, K&N airfilter. 62300
firm. 753-6917.
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

TRUCKS • FARM EQUIPMENT • GUNS
MOBILE HOME • PERSONAL PROPERTY
Saturday, Oct. 28, 2000 • 10 a.m.
Estate auction for the late Billy
Slaughter of the Benton, KY community.
Directions: From the Benton Court Square proceed South
on old Hwy. 641 approx. 2 miles, turn East (left) onto
Slaughter Rd. at the stave mill. Auction located .08 miles
on the right, signs will be posted.
This auction represents many years of accumulation
including the following.
Vintage; 1948 Willis Jeep. A part of automobile history
Trucks: 1989 Ford Hanger R10 • 1986
Chevy SIO
Mobile Home: 1969 Hillcrest 12x50
Tractor & Farm equipment: 1950 Ford
Red Belly • Yanmar tractor with finishing
mower • pond scoop • disc • cultivator •
grater blade • two bottom plow
Antiques & Collectibles: old horse drawn
implements • iron wood burning cook stove • cross cut saws • Model T
wheel • pair of silver spurs • knife in holster • coins and paper money
plus stamps of both foreign and domestic origin • 2 old apple peelers •
wringer washer • well pulleys • oil lamps
• churns • cast iron pots and skillets •
lanterns • Seth Thomas clock • antique
Le Roll gas engine • dinner bell • old
hand tools of all types • wooden tool boxes
and more...
Guns: Italian .38 Special with holster •
Rottm High Noon .22 revolver • Heritage
Rough Rider .22 LR with extra cyl. in box
•Super Black Hawk .44 Magnum • Marlin
30-30 lever action • several box lots of ammo.
llousehokl Hems: arm chairs • TV • bookcase • end tables • rocking
chair • bedroom furniture • table and floor lamps • dinnerware • flatware • cooking utensils • Kenmore dryer • CB radio • foot locker • file
cabinet • Victorian lamps
bola modern and old tools • Black & Decker dnlls • soldering kit •
socket set • hammers • axes • 12" table saw • drill press • router and
table • chain saws •Sawsall•grinders & polishers • assorted hardware
items • electric and gas trimmers • lots of smalls and primitive items.

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

•

All the above equipment has been shedded arid is in
excellent condition.
CONSIGNED ITEMS:
1982 GMC Dump truck + 1972 Chevy flatbed, 350, 4
speed + Craftsman Mig welder w/alum. kit & tank + 14 ft
Cherokee boat, 350 hp. Marine and trailer + 15 ft
Cherokee boat, 20 hp. Mercury motor & trailer + 400 JD
mower. 60" cut (hydrostat) + 1994 - 16 ft. RPM, goose
neck stock trailer wkut gate + 1987 Ford F350. 4 door.
dually. 16.9 diesel.4 speed + 1986 Ford. F250.extend. cab.
dually, 460 auto.

Paris Realty
503 Joann Ave.
Parts Tenseisee 311342
(801)6424165
Mark Johnson. Broker
"Taylor Meek Auction; 4r, Refer •

W. Dan Farris - CM Auctioneer
Joe Thomason - Apprentice Auctioneer

"The Sound ofSelling"
Hazel, KY

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916

(270) 492-8796

web** • tarvissueitort.erwa
Ina • widinadd.etet
Na reutessale aecideets Lomeli tresileble t,lhe eaaneureets Armeoneerfeents <law tale take
oritsnal
printed
all
rem
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MCA

respon

200 Adkins Lane
Puryear. Tennessee 38151
Tdepbene 0011 247-3784
Doug Tailor, AUCIICAletT In. tic 02027 - Firm 111"k?

FARRIS AUCTION

P.O. Box 149

Complete settlement dav of sale CM all personal items
cible for accidents Lunch available

Doug Taylor Auction Service

Terms: Complete Settlement Day of Auction

peer*

let Yaw
Yard Salt
Shine la The
awaited,/
Attract buyers Ike
bees lo honey ache*. In the
ClassIllsds
--7,5 et ten
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Time capsule reveals
38-year-old visions

HOME IMPROVEMENT

FROM BASEMENT To CHIMNEY, HERE'S EVERYTHING You'u, NEED FOR YOUR HOME ImP1IOVE1ENT1!
TREE
EXTERIOR
ROOFE
R
SERVICES
CLEANING
t1..amb

Tv,

Brothers
Tree Service

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

\SEE'& INSURED
lir-Sevier-

'Cleanup S'Frvice

Hedge Dimming Full Line of
Tree & Stump
Remount

Equipment
1.(11111)

David's Cleaning
Services

Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day.Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

"We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

1-800-909-9064

David Borders

CARPET El
FLOORING

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Ii

David's Home Improvement

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years
s LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

-,rpet• Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooring
PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
BY CERTIFIED STAFF

OE
SMITH CARPET
.S.
Hwy. 641 N.• Murray •753-6660

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors.
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
*Install moisture barriers.
P/us...all other home improvements

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

HOME
FURNISHINGS
Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT
VALUE?
Advertise your business
here for $205.
Call Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

HOME
SECURITY

NOME SECURITY SYSTEMS
ree Basic Equipment Package *
* Free Installation *

$29.99 Monthly Services/Monitoring Fee

408 North 12th St.• 753-0530

CERAMIC Tit E • COMP TILE • VINYL • HARDWOOD • CARPET

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?

(-)
5
.

WE DO!Over 34 Years
ExperlenceI

Visit Our Showroom Today
Ut
Torn

CA

II

&FL
rwy.611•1 mew so* ol
753-728 arm time TIOX Rd.
RIP 1503 Yards-

Mursy

Rd
Knplit's
Hazel KY

13d11V3• DOOMOldVH •lANIA •3111 (10100• 3111. 3RIVE133

SERVICES OFFERED

r7)=-7,77,7-is?
—Moving—
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured
1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

4-Adoe.,sia.da.ed e

A

(YOUR ASPHALT NEEDS NEM)
Protect your asphalt from gas, oil,
sun,

oxidation, water penetration,
and many other harmful factors
that rob your asphalt of itself!
Asphalt Does Not Improve
With Age And That Is Why
^.,
•
ASPHALT
MAINTENANCE
IS A MUST!
4
"
"
. 1"msisrii*
GUARANTEE ON MA DUAL
& WORKMANSHIP
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY!!!

^,? '

STIMATES
• DRIVEWAYS • BANKS
• PARKING LOTS • MOTELS-HOTELS
• AIRPORTS • SERVICE STATIONS

Call Us

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

We Service AllBrands
1, rtitied TVA Hi at Pump Contractor License #M02182

270-759-2288

270-759-1953
Arshithalt Doctor

SEAL COATING • ASPHALT REPAIR
Ronnie Geurin
The Asphalt Industry
Owner

With 21 Years Experience In

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home
Improvement Guide Call Kathy or Tammy at
753-1916 To Get More Information.

2x2 $205

Service and Monitoring by ADT

WOOD ELECTRONICS

Phone(270)759-4734

2x4 $410

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

et

1001 Whitnell Avenue • Murray, KY 42071
Fax (270) 753-1927

VISA

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
1 1 1 BIRTHDAY for Frid:*. Oct 2,

•

c an unusual year. in which
and excess mark your life. You
1—mcially and emotionally through
•-r \ partnership might become even
• .'s to your life This person will
. dote on you It you are single,
;1:»ple want to he around you You
It'
to enter an important relationIt attached, your relationship
op because of your sweetie A fels( iR PIO could hc a soul mate

(st..r. Show the Kind of Day You II
I I .r
4-Positive
s-Dynamic.
,ce. 2-So-so. I -Difficult
March 21 -April 19)
A sense of abundance and good
,Ioounds you You believe that
o'(11,), is impossible. You might even
in the tooth fairy. right now.
,rotolinicate about money and basic
,s,r•s Another responds. The two of you
.1
talk turkey. Clear your desk.
11;Itt'S (April 20-May 20)
* ** ** Others cheer the weekend in.
Non. though happy with others' enthusidsin, locus on new ways to enhance your
hank account. You too want to enjoy life
more At lunch, stop and buy a card for a
triend. Communication flourishes with those around you.
GEMINI(May 21.-June 20)
* * *•* When you are -on.- you are
(lose t,) unstoppable. Use this high ener\ WIN

** i

gy at work. Others respond to your
efforts. Do you have a pet project? Now
is the time to push it. Share some of your
unbeatable ideas. Tonight: Go out with
CO-workers and relax.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
*** Listen to your inner voice. You
are very aware of what could he within a
rela:ionship. Are you ready to make it
happen? Listen to your instincts with
children and those you care about. Your
imagination could carry you to many distant lands Funnel your creativity.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
** ** Friends pitch in when you least
expect it Stay on top of what you want.
D)scussions with family prove to be animated You feel it's about time that
another shares his feelings. Together you
make possible much more of what you
both want. Don't forget an important
meeting Tonight: Whatever makes you
happy
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept. 22)
**** Speak your mind. hut in a way
that others can hear Your effectiveness is
tested. Discuss a lively issue, your point
of view offers good sense. Another
acknowledges your efforts You gaw professionally. whether you are a boss or an
employee. You're breaking new ground.
LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22)
**** You feel renewed as you seek
financial strength and direction. You get
much more ol what you want because
you seek out new sources of advice and
information Stan creating the type of
security you want Treat yourself well

Do something special for a loved one.
Tonight: Out and about.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** You know much more than
you are revealing. Work with your financial strengths. Brainstorm with business
associates. Extremes punctuate an emotional relationship, but you do like what
you are expenencing. Keep to yourself
less. and start sharing some of your noteworthy ideas. Tonight: Your smile draws
what you want.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** A lot happens. and you might not
be up for discussing it just yet. A relationship could take a twist. Popularity
soars to new levels. If single, many caring people surround you. It's your call
whether you play the field or go out with
someone you adore. Tonight: Be vulnerable with a loved one.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Stay goal-oriented and recognize what you want. You're the star at a
meeting or fnendly get-together. Clearly,
another wants to understand your
thought processes. Swap ideas: Make
plans to get together with a special friend
after work. Let another express his feelings. Tonight: Whatever makes you
smile.
AQUARIUS(Ian. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Stay goal-onented. Swap ideas
with bosses. Others value your unusual
perspective and seek it out. You see
opportunities and solutions where many
don't. Add cheer to the life of someone
who might be a bit down. You know how

to hit people's spirits. Express your playfulness. Tonight: Make a must appearance.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***.* Once more, you juggle work
and your personal life. Don't worry. You
are doing an excellent job. Pull back and
gain a perspective. Review a decision
carefully. Make long-distance calls.
Accept an opportunity to go out of town
or to take a break and do something new.
BORN TODAY
Actress Carrie Snodgress (1946)

MIAMI (AP) — Thirty-eight of Miami-based National Airlines
years ago, key Florida business ex- in 1962, predicted the company
ecutives, military officers and poli- would offer supersonic service
ticians didn't see the Internet com- coast to coast by 2000, with planes
ing. One of them, a federal aviation moving so rapidly from Miami to
chief, said commuters would be Los Angeles that passengers, given
flying to work in personal aircraft.
time changes, would arrive before
Making predictions was proved they left.'
yet again Tuesday to be a dicey unMaytag also forecast his comdertaking, but certainly an interest- pany would introduce "silent jets,"
ing one for those on hand to meas- and remain "a corporate entity, unure forecast against reality.
devoured by mergers, the industry
The prognostications were bur- leader in aviation." National Airied in a time capsule at the front lines was swallowed up in 1980,
door of the Federal Aviation Ad- when Pan American World
Airministration's Air Route Traffic ways acquired its routes -Pan
Control Center noihwst-ofMiaiiii - Am-erica tired for bankruptcy
prowhen it was dedicated June 6, tection in 1991.
1962. The capsule was sunk in the
Eastern Airlines, which went unground with plans to open it this der in 1989, felt
certain it would
year, the first of the new millen- survive to the turn
of the century.
nium.
The company had 7,500 employees
The predictions were not com- in 1962 and
executives predicted
pletely off the mark — forecasting that, by now,
its planes would fly
giant leaps in technology — but three times
the speed of sound,
many read like science fiction. Sig- 60,000 feet
high.
nificantly, the widespread use of
Among the more accurate prehome computers, and therefore the dictions
was one from Preston ColInternet, was in no forecast.
lins, South Florida manager at
Air Force Col. Richard R. Southern
Bell Telephone and TeleStewart foresaw a constant military graph
Co. He foresaw the use of
presence in space aboard manned,
communications satellites, the
orbiting stations and atomic bombs
miniaturization of phone comporeplaced by weapons using "light nents
and automated answering
rays and sound waves."
systems that would eliminate the
Stewart imagined "atomic-pow- work of
receptionists.
ered" aircraft shuttling soldiers and
It was Collins who thought new
equipment anywhere in the world babies would get
a phone number
within minutes, and saw the moon at birth. He said
phones would have
as a "major military base for our TV screens and
could be used anyspace vehicles, securing and ex- where in the world.
Not exactly a
ploring the planets beyond."
cell phone, but not far off either.
NASA's space shuttle program
In his letter, then-Florida Sen.
has flown 100 missions over the George Smathers was
concerned
past two decades, and is now "the holocaust of a nuclear war"
deeply involved in building an in- would wipe out humanity, but preternational space station. There ha- dicted Florida's population of 5
ven't been any manned moon mis- million would triple by 2000 if the
sions since the early 1970s.
balloon didn't go up. He was just
Lewis B. Maytag Jr., president about on the money.
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Carl Reiner honored I
with comedy award
WASHINGTON (AP) — When tional stage as Sid Caesar's No. 2
the tribute to funny man Carl Rei- man in the classic television comner got off to a false start Tuesday edy review, "Your Show of
night, the comedian's impeccable Shows." In 1950, during breaks in
timing demonstrated why he was the writing room for Caesar's
being honored in the first place.
show, Reiner and cast member Mel
"Does anybody have four dou- Brooks started improvising skits
ble-A batteries?" he shouted from called the "2000 Year Old Man,"
his balcony seat at the John F. Ken- which they performed
on "Your
nedy Center for the Performing Show of Shows" and "Caesar's
Arts after the sound died as the per- Hour."
formers there to salute Reiner were
Reiner received two Emmys for 1.•
introduced.
Best Supporting Actor for his work
Reiner, perhaps best known for on "Your Show of
Shows."
creating "The Dick Van Dyke
In 1960, Reiner and Brooks
Show," was awarded the Kennedy made their best-selling
album,
Center's Mark Twain prize for "2000 Years with Carl Reiner
and
American humor. The show's stars, Mel Brooks." They had
five .alDick Van Dyke and Mary Tyler bums,
three of which were nomiMoore, helped provide Reiner with nated for Grammys.
Brooks' paid
a trip down memory lane.
tribute to his old sidekick on tape,
Van Dyke pretended to trip as saying "he's more
than just a tall,
he walked on stage, reminiscent of bald Jew."
his clumsy character Rob Petrie.
Reiner in 1961 created "The
Van Dyke noted that Reiner wrote Dick Van
Dyke Show," which ran
the first 39 shows by himself.
for five seasons with him in the
"Carl Reiner took a big chance role of
toupee-wearing Alan Brady. •:••0
on me," Moore said, recalling how The show
earned him seven of his "
4
he gave her the part of Laura Petrie
12 Emmys.
though she was unproven as a coA writer and director, Reiner
medic actress.
went on to have such movie hits as jici
i
Also honoring Reiner were his "Oh, God,""The Jerk,""Dead Men
son, director Rob Reiner, comedi- Don't Wear Plaid," "All of Me"
ans Jerry Seinfeld, Steve Martin, and "Fatal Instinct."
George Wallace, Richard Belzer
When Reiner accepted the
and Joy Behar.
award, he said he was so nervous
Seinfeld said he had the guts to he checked his fly before coming
say, "I think Carl Reiner is funnier on stage. The award, a bust of
than Mark Twain. He's funny, Twain, was supposed to be delivdon't get me wrong. But what was ered to Reiner later, but he whisked
his best bit?"
it from its stand and walked from
"I'm sorry, but this guy is not the stage, saying he was afraid he'd ',touching Carl Reiner," Seinfeld never see it again.
said. "Twain would be working to
Th
e.e tribute will air Feb. 28 at 8
type script changes for Carl Reiner. p.m. EST on PBS stations nation- 'as
Twain should be so lucky to be wide.
Richard Pryor received the first
here today so he could get the Carl
award in 1998. Jonathan Winters
Reiner prize."
Reiner, 78, emerged on the na- was awarded last year.

House bans imports of dog, cat fur
WASHINGTON (AP) — A farreaching trade bill approved by the
House would suspend tariffs on
HIV-combating drugs while banning the import of products made
with dog and cat fur.
The House passed the bill Tuesday by voice vote and sent it back
to the Senate, where a slightly different version was approved earlier
this month.
One difference is that the Senate
would require labeling of all fur
products regardless of price, while
the House's labeling language is
less comprehensive.
Wayne Pacelle, senior vice

By Pi

president of the Humane Society of
the United States, said the legislation "addresses a massive problem
in Asia where dogs and cats are
killed by the millions for the pelts
to export to Western markets."
He said all fur products should
be labeled to circumvent attempts
by foreigners marketing dog and
cat fur to deceive the American
public.
Two years ago the Burlington
Coat Factory, the nation's largest
coat retailer, pulled hundreds of
men's parkas from its stores after
learning that the China-made coats
included fur from dogs.

The legislation, sponsored in the
Senate by Finance Committee
Chairman William Roth, R-Del.,
temporarily suspends tariffs on two
drugs, DPC 961 and DPC 083, that
have proved effective in the treatment of people with HIV, the virus -that causes AIDS.
Rep. Philip Crane, R-III., the
House sponsor, said the bill con7
tains 155 provisions that lower or
' I
suspend tariffs for chemicals and Wei
drugs that are not produced in the
United States. These include envi- •
ronmentally safe herbicides and insecticides.

PCI
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DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 5-foot-7inch woman who weighs 110 pounds.
I'd like to gain some weight, but most
of the literature concerns people who
want to slim down. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER: Thinness and fatness are, to a large degree, genetically determined. However, we can modify our inheritances by under- or
overeating.
You are slim by any criteria. If you
consume a regular diet and don't have
an eating disorder, such as bulimia or
anorexia, you should be able to put on
a few pounds by increasing your portions, snacking and consuming more
starches, such as potatoes, rice and
pasta. As your caloric consumption
rises, it will exceed your metabolic
demands; the excess calories will
then be stored as fat, and you'll gain
weight.
Because some diseases — notable
cancer and hyperthyroidism — are
commonly associated with inability to
gain weight, you might want to have a
medical checkup to make sure that
you are in good health and don't have
a hidden or undiscovered ailment. If
everything is OK, feel free to "pig out"
until you reach a weight at which you
feel comfortable.
Some experts recommend regular
exercise during weight-gain programs, so that excess calories will be
utilized for muscle development.
rather than simply stored as fat.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Eating Right For a Healthy
Heart." Other readers who would like
a copy should send ;2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2017, Murray Hill Station, New
York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention
the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 50 year-old
diabetic. The disease is well controlled, with Glucophage, Glucotrol
and regular exercise. But could the
medicine be the cause of my impotence?
DEAR READER: I doubt it. Your
medications are not usually associated with erectile dysfunction.
As you know, diabetes accelerates
premature arteriosclerosis, age-related arterial blockage. The effects are
more pronounced when the diabetes
is poorly controlled. Nonetheless,
even with reasonable control, as in
your case, ED may be a troublesome
problem.
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DEAR ABBY: My dad thought it
was "fun time" when he caught
mice in a trap. They would still be
alive, and he'd put them on our feet East
dealer.
adopting a careful approach to both
while we were in bed, either sleepFor a free brochure,
East-West vulnerable.
the bidding and play.
ing or awake. To this day, I become
please call 1-800-2-RECYCLE
NORTH
Take this deal where South's
very upset and shake like a leaf
•K 6 2
performance left something to be
or visit
when I see a mouse.
V 94
desired. He won East's queen of
I agree with you, Abby. That dad
www.environmentaldefense.org
•
K6
hearts with the king and played
is sadistic. Even after all these
4K Q9753
the A-10 of clubs, on which West
years, my father's scare tactics have
eNvutommeNTAL Deese
WEST
EAST
showed out. Now, regardless of
left me damaged.
STILL TREMBLING IN FLORIDA 4 J 10 7 4
4 Q83
how he continued, he was sure to
MP A 10 8 6 2
Q 53
go down at least one against per•9 5 2
•Q J 8
fectly normal defense.
46
ICOA I i
4J842
However, declarer could have
COMICS
SOUTH
ensured the contract by adopting a
EIL—CONIEDIE
A95
different line of play. He should
K J7
have realized that the only threat
* A10743
to the contract was the possibility
NOW THAT `1121.J MENTION
4A10
iT, NEITHER CAN
that East might have four(or five)
The bidding:
clubs to the jack, and he should
East
South West
North have taken steps to deal with this
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
possibility. All South needed to do
Opening lead — six of hearts.
to assure the contract was to deWhen you consider that there velop the clubs without allowing
are 635,013,559,600 different 13- East to gain the lead for a potencard hands one can be dealt, it tially killing heart return through
would be foolish to assume that the J-7.
anyone could be expected to bid or
South could have accomplished
play them all perfectly.
this task quite easily by leading a
Indeed,the chance of making a diamond to dummy's king at trick
mistake in a given deal is quite two followed by a low club to his
substantial, and most players ten. This would have guaranteed
would be happy to get by two or the contract, no matter how the
three deals in a row without error. clubs proved to be divided.
I wAS HEADING FOR THE
I WAS GOING TO THE
I TRIED TO PULL INTO THE
JUST ONCE, I WISH I
But what makes the game so inIn the actual case, this simple
BANK WHEN I wAS
CLEANERS WHEN I 60T
54R1 PARKING LOT, BUT WAS
COULD
LEAVE THE HOUSE
triguing is that the overwhelming safety play would have succeeded,
SEDUCED BY THE BAKERY._
LURED INTO THE FROZEN
SUCKED BACK INTO TRAFFIC.,
WITHOUT BRING 5(7
majority of errors made by most and South would have made at
VO5URT STORE
AND HURLED TOWARD THE
STOMACH ALONG
players can be avoided simply by least five notrump.
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIE SHOP.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
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Snug as a Bug in a Rug

1 Fern leaf
6 Not stale
11 Woman's
name
12 Poetic foot
14 Pepper •
beverage
15 Presses
17 Credit (abbr )

HE HUNEr UP My cOAT!
HE'S POLITE, HE'S
FUNNy, HE'S SMART

•,

18 Soul (Fr.)
19 Trifle
amorously
20 Alias (abbr )
21 Hebrew letter
22 Poem by
Horner
23 Matures
24 Son of Hagar
26 Donkey ones
27 Wading bird
28 Abound
29 More
delicate
31 Wicker
basket
34 Cooled
35 Rita

iisked
from
I he'd
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CONFIDENTIAL TO "CAN'T
STOP TALKING IN CLASS":
Generally speaking, you aren't
learning much when your
mouth is moving. Learn to button your lip and listen to your
teachers. Once you master the
art of listening, your grades
should vastly improve.

Keep recycling working.
Buy recycled.
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DEAR AFRAID: At this point,
so do millions of other people —
including me.

Ten years ago
An endowment has been established at Murray State University in
honor of H. Glenn Doran, Murray.
Four area banks, Peoples Bank of
Murray, Bank of Lyon County,
Dees Bank of Hazel and Bank of
Livingston County, announced the
gift of $100,000 to the MSU Foundation to create the "H. Glenn
Doran Endowment."
Births reported include a girl to
Ben and Keane Hale, Oct. 12; a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Kevin Jackson, Oct. 17; a girl to Carrie and
James Walker, Oct. 19; a girl to
Karan and David Forth, Oct. 21; a
girl to Deborah and Roger Jones,
Oct. 23.
Twenty years ago
"Christmas in Wonderland" is
the theme for this year's annual
Murray Rotary Club Christmas Parade to be staged Dec. 6, according
t6 David Graham and David King,
co-chairmen of the Rotary club
event.
Orman Price of Calloway
County was among those officers
and volunteers from senior citizens
organizations throughout the Jackson Purchase who were honored
Oct. 21 at a recognition program at
Mayfield Community Center. U.S.
Sen. Wendell Ford was speaker.
Thirty years ago
Dawn Loesch of West Carrollton, Ohio, was crowned as homecoming queen of Murray State University at the MSU football game
with East Tennessee who won the
game. A crowd of about 8,000
stood in silence at the half-time of
the game in memory of Dr. Marvin

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY: Because my father
delighted in scaring me when I was
only 2 — I am 57 now — I am
afraid of deep water, heights and
also nighttime. I will not walk down
an unlighted country road, let alone
go into the basement of a house at
night. Although the streets in my
neighborhood are well lighted, I
avoid walking past homes with a
hedge extending to the main sidewalk. If a car is parked in the driveway, I walk near the curb. If anyone
comes unannounced to my home at
night, I will not answer the door.
When I was in the service, one of
my roommates thought I was joking
when I told him about my fear of
the dark. One night he put his arm
on my shoulder. I was so badly
frightened, I flipped him over my
head. He was 6 feet 2 inches and
weighed more than 250 pounds. I'm
just 6 feet tall and weighed 170. It
took seven men to haul me off him.
They tell me I was using his head
for a football. He was hospitalized
for more than two months.
I wish my dad had gotten counseling when I was 2. I wonder why
he didn't — and why he refused to
grow up.
AFRAID OF THE DARK

ACROSS

"The
:h ran
in the
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You could probably be helped by
DEAR ABBY: I just read the let
Viagra, a medication that can com- ter from "Concerned in Phoenix,"
pensate for the circulatory deficien- about the friend whose husband
cies of diabetes — and other diseases scares the 2-year-old. Tell "Conas well. Ask your physician about this. cerned" to lighten up! This kid isn't
Viagra is a safe drug that should, how- getting traumatized. I have been
ever, be avoided by men with heart scaring my three kids since they
disorders that require nitroglycerine were 6, 3 and 1. The 3-year-old was
therapy.
looking for me and I decided to hide
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is it true that and scare him. Yes, he did turn
feeding honey to an infant can be dan- white and jump a mile — but the
laughter and hugs and kisses that
gerous?
DEAR READER: Some types of followed more than made up for it.
honey have been found to contain All three kids and my husband
spores from microorganisms called joined in the game and have spent
clostridium botulinum. Although the last 10 years scaring me back.
Everyone is happy and healthy,
these spores rarely cause disease in
and
we share a great sense of
adults, they can multiply in the developing intestines of very young infants humor. It's all in fun. My only rules
(less than three months old), and are never to do it to be evil, and
there manufacture a toxin. This toxin don't scare anyone over 50. I don't
causes a disease (infant botulism) want anyone dying of a heart
that is marked by initial constipation, attack.
SCARED AND HAPPY
followed by a progressive paralysis
IN CALIFORNIA
that is permanent unless treated.
The diagnosis depends on demonDEAR S AND H: Scaring a
strating toxin or botulinum organisms
in the stool. Therapy with anti-toxin is young child is an act of sadism,
and
ordinarily successful but carries risks you I couldn't disagree with
more emphatically. Read
because it is made from horse serum.
on:
The best treatment is prevention.
Therefore, most pediatricians prohibit
DEAR ABBY: My father was
the use of honey in infants less than a sadistic and did the same
things to
year old.
my brother, my mom and me. He
also thought it was funny. When we
Copynght 2000, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.
were toddlers, he would put on
masks and chase us around the
house. He once held my brother out
the window of a two-story apartDR. GOTT
ment just to see Mom's reaction. My
entire life I've had nightmares of
being chased, caught and killed.
PETER
Finally, after intensive therapy,
GOTT, M.D.
the dreams have stopped. But to
this day, if my husband impulsively
comes up behind me to give me a
hug, I cringe and get sick to my
stomach. Not only does that father
need counseling, but the mother
does, too. — N.L.O. in LA
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Hayworth
role
36 Roman two
37 DDE
opponent
38 Telephones
39 Lawyer, for
short
40 Symbol for
thulium
41 Campbell of
"Once and
Again"
42 1975
Wimbledon
champion
43 Calm
45 Makes snake

noises
47 Nostnls
4•8 Not the
same

1 Blazes
2 Tear apart
3 Eggs

4 Nickel

0. Wrather, following a tribute to
the late executive vice president of
MSU by Dr. Harry M. Sparks,
MSU president. Published is a page
of scenes from the homecoming
events with photos by Staff Photographer Gene McCutcheon.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Myers, Oct.
21.
Forty years ago
Calloway County had I I district
junior champions at the Purchase
District 4-H Achievement Day at
Mayfield. They were Sharon Sledd,
Cynthia Ezell, L.W. Patterson, Michael Palmer, LaJeana Paschall,
Johnny Kelso, David Watson,
Kathleen Madrey, Gracie Garrison,
Phyllis Ezell and Clayton Hargrove.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James E. Walker, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Armstrong and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Compton.
Fifty years ago
Prof. Thomas B. Hogancamp of
Murray State College Commerce
Department spoke on "Budgeting
Time" at a meeting of Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club held at National
Hotel.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Skinner and a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Long, Oct. 19; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Russell W. Terhune, Oct. 21;
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. William E.
Bucy, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Carson and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Eurie Wilkerson, Oct. 22.

TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Oct. 26, the
300th day of 2000. There are 66
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 26. 1825, the Erie Canal
opened in upstate New York, connecting Lake Erie and the Hudson
River.
On this date:
In 1949, President Truman
signed a measure raising the minimum wage from 40 to 75 cents an
hour.
In 1967, the Shah of Iran
crowned himself and his queen after
26 years on the Peacock Throne.
In 1972, national security adviser
Henry Kissinger declared, "Peace is
at hand" in Vietnam.
In 1975, Anwar Sadat became
the first Egyptian president to pay
an official visit to the United States.
In 1979, South Korean President
Park Chung-hee was shot to death
by the head of the Korean Central
Intelligence Agency. Kim Jae-kyu.
In 1994, Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin of Israel and Prime Minister
Abdel Salam Majali of Jordan
signed a peace treaty.
Ten years ago: The State Department issued a warning that terrorists
could be planning an attack on a
passenger ship or aircraft. William
S. Paley, the founder of CBS Inc.,
died in New York at age 89. Wayne
Gretzky became the first NHL
player to reach 2.000 points.
Five years ago: The House
passed, 227-203. a Republican balanced-budget bill that would shrink
the federal government, cut taxes
and return power to the states.
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23 Stadium
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Gregory —
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players
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passage)
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Suspect identified by DNA arrested
SACRAMENTO,Calif.(AP)—
When a warrant identifying a suspect only by his DNA led to
charges against a man in a 1994
rape, law enforcement agencies
hailed the tactic as an important advance in fighting crime.
But civil libertarians and the
suspect's lawyer were troubled:
Might not no-name warrants make
statutes of limitations meaningless?
The debate's flash point came
last, month with the arrest of 31year-old Paul E. Robinson. State
computers matched Robinson's genetic code to a no-name warrant issued in August — just as the sixyear statute of limitations was
about to expire.
"I think someday this DNA
technology will be where fingerprints-are now, where-you just put
the info in the computer and get a
hit on your bad guy," Sacramento
Police Detective Peter Willover

said Tuesday.
The August 1994 rape was one
in a series of five assaults by a man
police and newspapers called the
Second Story Rapist for his penchant for attacking women who
lived on the second floor of apartment buildings. Robinson was
charged with five counts of sexual
assault.
Other law enforcement agencies
around the country have filed such
DNA warrants, but Robinson is believed to be the first suspect arrested through one, said Jim Polley,
director of governmental affairs for
the National District Attorneys Association, based in Alexandria, Va.
Lawrence Kobilinsky, assistant
provost at John Jay College of
CiiniiiaI Justice•afthe City Univelsity of New York, agreed Tuesday
that it was the first such arrest.
"This will affect the entire coun-

America Online 6.0 offers
phone service, new look
hoo! Inc. announced a similar telephone service Oct. 10.
Microsoft — with about 3.5 million subscribers — also released its
new MSN service Wednesday in an
effort to bite into AOL's subscriber
base, which AOL said Tuesday had
reached 25 million.
MSN service also costs $21.95
per month. Its centerpiece is a new
Web browser — free to anyone on
the Internet— that features oneclick access to a number of services, such as MSN MoneyCentral.
its bill payment service, the free
"It's sort of the ultimate incarna- Hotmail e-mail service and MSN
tion of our AOL Anywhere strat- Messenger, which provides instant
egy, because telephones are every- messaging and free long-distance
where," said Jonathan Sacks, a sen- phone calls via the Internet.
ior vice president and general man-.
AOL also revamped its instant
ager for AOL.
message service, allowing users to
The feature on AOL 6.0 will be send about 110 different icons, like
free for about six months; after smiley faces and flowers, along
that, AOL will charge $4.95 in ad- with their text messages. Sacks
said
dition to its $21.95 monthly sub- the .changes were designed with
scription charge, Sacks said. Ya- teens in mind.

SPRINGFIELD, Va. (AP) —
America Online Inc. on Wednesday
introduced the newest version of its
AOL software, which includes a
feature that allows users to have
online information read to them by
telephone.
With AOL 6.0, subscribers can
go online and preprogram information they want available by phone,
like stock quotes, weather forecasts
and sports scores. They can then
dial a toll-free number to hear the
information.

try," warned Johnny L. Griffin,
Robinson's attorney and a former
federal prosecutor.
Robinson's DNA was collected
by police on an unrelated criminal
matter, Willover said. He would
not give details about that case.
Nevertheless, condemnation of
the arrest by civil libertarians was
immediate.
Griffin said he will ask tharthe
case be thrown out on the grounds
that the statute of limitations has
expired because his client was not
identified by name in the warrant.
Also, Griffin said he will try to
get the DNA evidence dismissed
because Robinson's genetic code
should never have been entered
into the law enforcement computers. Under the law, the DNA of a
-sugpe-et underarregi -tan be-enteredinto the computer only for certain
offenses.
Statutes of limitations, which
limit the time prosecutors can file
charges, help ensure fair trials,
Griffin and civil liberties groups argue.
Memories of witnesses fade, and
evidence gets lost or contaminated,
making it difficult to defend the accused, Griffin told The Sacramento
Bee.

VOTE

STUART
ALEXANDER
MURRAY INDEPENDENT SCHOOL BOARD

NUMBER 3 ON THE BALLOT

PROUD TO HELP...Fifth-graders Colin Capps, Leslianne Gilson,
Bradley Cobb, Ashley Redden, Ashley Perry, Shaun Kinsey
pick up trash on the playground at Murray Middle School.
The students say they take pride in making sure their
school looks clean and well cared for.
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German artist to display
milkstone sculptures at
Smithsonian art museum
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
German artist Wolfgang Laib milk
is art. So too is buttercup pollen
and beeswax.
A work of art that uses up four
quarts of milk a day is featured in a
major show opening Thursday at
the Smithsonian Institution's
Hirshhorn Museum. But a word of
warning to those eager to put a
Laib milkstone in the living room:
Even the most artistic milk turns
sour after a day at room temperature.
"The .milk is being contributed
by a local dairy," explained Sidney
Lawrence, the museum's information officer. "It gets sour and dusty
and has to be sponged away at the
end of the day."
Laib (rhymes with "vibe"). 50,
has been making milkstone since
1975.
"How beautiful it is," he said
this year. "to be doing the same
work 25 years later.. . He pours the milk over a fourfoot-square slab of white marble.
with raised edges to hold it. The
marble from Macedonia has a yellow cast. Bluish Italian marble,
long favored by sculptors, wouldn't
give the right creamy look.
Lath pours only once. Then museum staff or the owner of the piece
must do it.
The role of the milk goes back
to India, where Laib tries to spend
part of each year with his American
wife and their 14-year-old daughter. Hindus pour milk on images
and offerings. and Laib has studied

"It's difficult for a defendant to
mount a defense that is six years
old," added Jeffrey Adachi, chief
public defender in San Francisco
and a board member of the California Attorneys for Criminal Justice.
"The whole purpose of a statute 01
limitation is to protect the right to a
fair trial."
Willover and Anne Marie Schubert, a Sacramento County deputy
district attorney in the adult sexual
assault unit, said Robinson's arrest
and the victim's gratitude justify
no-name warrants.
"It validates what we're doing,"
Schubert told the newspaper.
"To the survivor, they don't care
whether it's one year, two years or
20 years," added Dave LaBahn,
spokesman for the California. District Atiorneys--Assoctatiori. -This
is a great test case."
Willover said he expects DNA
testing to be done on evidence from
the other rape cases connected to
the Second Story Rapist. Even the
rapes that happened more than six
years ago can help in the trial, he
said.
Beginning in January, a new
state law will nearly eliminate the
six-year limit on rapes in cases
where DNA evidence is available.

both Hinduism and the Sanskrit
language.
Laib's other work also requires
special care. He makes small piles
of buttercup or hazelnut pollen,
about three inches high. One group
he considers among his most important works is called "Five
Mountains Not for Climbing."
Recently he has been working
with slabs of light brown beeswax,
building 12-foot towers like ziggurats. ancient Assyrian temples. He
also used wax to build a narrow
''chamber" 15 feet long with a single electric bulb to light and warm
it to bring out the scent of honey.
Laib's wax installations sell for
up to $150,000. He doesn't like to
be called a sculptor, saying the fact
that this work is in three dimensions doesn't matter as much as its
use of natural substances and the
idea behind that.
"There's a link to all these —
they're all natural substances, not
manmade" he said in an interview.
"The milk is food, the pollen is the
male seed, the wax is made by
bees. They're different from an
artist's pigments."
Laib said he wants to startle
visitors with things they have not
seen, different from what they experience in their everyday lives and
from what they expect of an art
show.
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2000 Leganza SE

2000 Nubira CDX S/W
Stock #2001

Stock #3021, 1 Midnight Blue, 2 Olive Silver

'14,215

PURCHASE PRICE

15,2O5
5 YEARS @ 6.9% - 300.36
PURCHASE PRICE

5 YEARS @ 6.9% - S280.80

•I year Valve Plus Maintenance Program iny hides oil change & 24 hour roadside assistance. All applicants subject to credit .Tprovo I
Purchase & payment prices do not include tax, title & license

1102 Chestnut Street • Murray • 759-8100
1

(Across from Wendy's)
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SERVICE RESTAURANT

THE NEW FULL

Hotits:
Ties:TH.11 k.m.-9
FRI.& SAT. II A.M.-if)PAL
SO.11 AA1.-9 P.I.

Hwv.641
Nolan
MURRAY
Great Beginnings
$4.95

Bloomin Onion

Hand dipped in our own breading and fried to a golden brown.
Served with our special homemade sauce.

$3.95

Mozzarella Moons

House Specialties From The Grille

Lunch Menu

All steaks are USDA Choice...Cut fresh daily

Served Tuesday Thru Saturday WOO a.m. it 2:00 p.m.
Served with a side item
Add a Side Salad with Lunch .11.50

Served with your choice of House or Caesar Salad andfrench
fries, baked potato, or rice pilaf
Loaded Baked Potato with Dinner;LSO

$13.95

$5 25
Chopped Steak
x iv of choice ground beef topped with grilled onions and peppers.
.$5.25
Grilled Chicken

$12.95

An g or, Fresh boneless breast marinated in our house sauce.

Breaded and deep fried. Served on a bed of marinara sauce.

$4.95

Chicken Tenders

fresh boneless tenders hand breaded and cooked to order Seined with hone mustard

$4.95

Loaded Potato Skins

Potato skins loaded with cheddar cheese and bacon. Served with
sour cream and chives.

$3.95

Buffalo Wings

$6.95

Just right tor two. 2-wings, 2-moons, 2 tenders, 2-skins Served
‘A ith marmara sauce and blue cheese.

Soup & Salad

•

Ranch. Honey Mustard. Blue Cheese. WOO Island, Light Italian.
Peppercorn-Parmesan. Light 'liuniati ltisi I. Popp seed

Chef's Soup Of The Day ....cup $1.95 Bowl $2.95
Ask your sm.\ Cr.

A large bowl ot mined greens. topped with cucumbers, tomatoes. chopped
11,kon. shredded cheeses. minims. and ,s our clion.e of dressing

$2.95

Side Salad
A smaller sersion of the house salad.

$5.95

Grilled or Fried Chicken Salad

Fresh boneless chicken placed on a bed Of limed greens. tomatoes,
and shredded cheeses
Side $2.95 Large Bowl $4.25
Caesar Salad
Romaine lettuce tossed with Caesar dressing, iresh croutons and
topped K Ith grated parmesan cheese

$5.25

Greek Salad

Lettuce, tomatoes onions, green peppers, cucumbers. feta cheese, Greek
olives. Served with Helen's homemade dressing (Olives base pittsi

Burgers & Sandwiches

$4.50

Classic Cheeseburger

1/2 pound ground beef topped with cheese. lent'. e, tomato, red
onion, mayo and pickles. Seised on a toasted bun

$4.75
$4.95

With Bacon Added
Mushroom Swiss Burger

1/2 pound ground beet topped with sauteed mushroom. swiss
cheese, lettuce. tomato. 111.IW, red onion and pickles. Served on a
toasted bun.

$4.95

Patty Melt
L!rilled onions, swiss checsc

gri:lcd rye bread

$6.25

Grilled Prime Rib Sandwich

I same
A 6 oz cut grilled to order on french bread. Sened with hie-scrodis.)

$5.25

The Ultimate Club

Smoked ham and turkey piled high and topped with a combination
of Jack and cheddar cheeses and bacon on !cruise. tomato sand
wiched between wheat bread slices. Served with honey musiard
dressing on the side.

$5.25

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

Boneless breast of chicken topped with lettuce, tomato, red onions,
mayo. pickles. and served on a toasted bun.

$5.25

Rueben

Tender eorn beef thinly shad and piled high. topped with sauerkraut and
Cheese on Rye bread. Served with thousand island dressing on the side

Sul,

'$4.50

Boss B I .T

Bacon piled on top of lettuce. tomato and mayonnaise. served on wheat bread

Side Orders
Sautéed Mushrooms ..$1.50
French Fries ....$1.50
$2.95

on, cheese. chives and

Sour cream

Chicken Tender Platter

New York Strip

$12.95
$12.95

Pasta

A 12 oz. center cut strip chargrilled your way

$14.95

Filet Mignon

A b oz. tender choice filet mignon grilled to your satisfaction
one Kabob $6.95 Two Kabobs $9.95
Beef Kabob
Marinated in our own spices, skewered w ith onions. peppers. and
mushrooms.

Helen's Grilled Pork Chop

$5 25

Fresh chicken tenders hand breaded and fried. Sersed with a side
of honey mustard sauce.

$10.95

12 07 Pork chop marinated in Helen's own sauce

$5.25

Deep Dish Lasagna

Pasta layered with a meaty Italian red sauce and a variety Of
cheeses

Classic Spaghetti Marinara

$5.25

Spaghetti pasta topped with marinara sauce.

with Italian Meat Sauce
Fettuccine Alfredo

$5.25
$5 25

Temiccine/pasta served with a parmesan Cfe.1111 sauce.

with Chicken
Chicken Parmigiana

Chicken
Served with your choice of House or ('aesar Salad andfrench
fries, baked potato, or rice pilaf

$7.25
$5.25

Grilled chicken breast with marinaTil sauce topped with mozzarella cheese and served with .enuccine.

$5 25

Pasta Primavera

Pasta tossed with fresh vegetables in a creamy tnarinara sauce.

Chicken Tender Platter

$7.95

Chicken tenders hand breaded and tired seised with .1 honey mustard dressing on the side

Child Menu

$7.95

Grilled Chicken Breast

An IS iv boneless breast of chicken marinated in out special sauce
grilled oser in open flame

$8.95

Dimitri's Chicken

Art tiot. boneless chicken breast with sautC'ed mushrooms and
bacon. topped off with melted Jack and cheddar cheeses Seised
-sing on the side
with hones

$8.95

d with vegetable, in teriyaki sesanw
Beet or chicken soli
sauce sersed riser rice pilai.

1/2 pound ground beef topped with lettuce, tomato mustard, red
onion, and pickles. Served on a toasted butt

with has

Grilled Prime Rib

$4.25

The All American Burger

,
lipped

10 or.. Ribeye marinated in our own secret sweet sauce, topped
with a pineapple ring.

Beef or(hicketi stir-Fry

All sandwiches are served with french fries.
With a Side Salad 51.50

$1.50
Rice Pilaf
$1.50
Baked Potatoes
Loaded Baked Potato

Hawaiian Ribeye

$5.75
$4.25

Bowl Of Soup With A Side Salad
House Salad

It2 pound ground heel

A 14 iv. Ribeye broiled to perfection.

A 12 oz. cut of prime rib roast, dipped in our au jus.

A must for those wanting sortiohtng with a real hang to it Sersed with blue cheese

Combo Platter

Tom's Ribeye

Pasta

12 & Under

$325

Hamburger

A grilled hamburger served on a toasted bun with pickles and
French fries.

$3.25

Chicken Tenders

Chicken filet tenders lightly breaded and deep fried. Served with
sweet and sour sauce and French dries only.

$3.25

Spaghetti

Spaghetti served with mamma or meat sauce and topped with
parmesan cheese. Served with bread. •

$3.25

Fettuccine Alfredo
Fettuccine with a creamy parmesan sauce.

Served with your choice of House or Caesar Salad
Fettuccine Alfredo
Fettuccine pasta sersed with a parmesan cream sauce.

$7.95

With Grilled Chicken
Cajun Alfredo

$8.95
$8.25

The Ultimate Cheesecake •

$9.25
$795

Apple Pie

Pasta tossed with alfredo sauce and spicy cajun seasoning.

with Chicken
Pasta Primavera

Pasta tossed with fresh vegetables in a creamy marinara sauce.

$795

Deep Dish Lasagna

Pasta layered with a meaty Italian red sauce and varlet!, ot cheeses
Prepared ,ind baked fresh daily

$7.95

Chicken Parmigiana

irilk•r1 dm ken breast w itin marinara sauce topped with parmesan
s heese and sersed with lettuccine.

Classic Spaghetti Marinara
Fresh meat same

St:1'N ell

ml Cr

$6.95

a hed of spaghetti.

$2.95

New York style cheesecake with your choice of strawberry or blueberry topping

$2.95

A slice of fresh apple pie seised with a scoop 01 vanilla ice cream.

$2.95

Pecan Pie

Apiece of fresh pecan pie seined with a scoop of ‘anilla ice cream.

$3 50

Suicide Brownie

A pecan brownie served w ith rich sandla ice cream and chocolate
sauce to top it oft

$1.95

Ice Cream
2 scoops of your choice vanilla. or cinnamon ice cream

Beverages

$6.25

Homemade mannara sauce SC1N ed over a bed ot spaghetti

Classic Spaghetti Meat Sauce

Desserts

Iced Tea
Soft Drinks

$1.25
$1 25

Coke. Diet Coke, Sprite. Mr. Pibb, Mello Yello, Lemonade

Fresh From The Docks
Nerved i..fh your choice of Hou me or Catsar Salad and french
fries, baked potato, or rite pilaf

Grilled Salmon

$10.95

An 8 or, Filet of salmon gnIled over an open flame.

Cajun Grilled Shrimp Skewers

$10.95

Fried Jumbo Shrimp

$10.95

Two skewers of shrimp grilled with cagun spn.. and woof os cr ris e tiihi!
Six Jumbo shrimp battered and deep tried to a golden him nit

Fresh Colombian Coffee
Fresh Colombian Decal
Milk

$1.25
$1.25
$1.25

free refills on coffee, tea and soft dnnks. Wilk refills not included.

*Private Banquet Facilities are available
Tuesday thru Thursday and Sunday
Friday and Saturday Days.
*We gladly. accept Visa and MasterCard
*A 15% Gratuity will he added to parties of 10 or more.

0CT 2 6 2000
Located on Hwy. 641 S
Puryear, TN

"This areas
ORIGINAL
MeHican
Restaurant"
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In R Hurry?
Call Your LUNCH
ORDERS in ahead!

(901) 247-5798
Appetizers

Eel' Sandwiches

Cajun Winys

3.95

Ckips & Salsa
Bean Dip

tnall 1.75...re7ular 2.50
1 00

CLeese Dip

1 so

Nackos & Ckeese
Bi7 Apple NacLos

stnal 3.50...reyular 4.25
s.u.iIl 4.50...re7ular 5.25

Tostada Supren,o

t I.scf & tiorktyl

3.50
3.95

Reuben
3.95
Ckeese Steak

3.95

Ve7etarian

3.25

Cafe Club Ran. & turkey/

2.50

Polisk Sausa7e

Qutsaclilla

3.95
3.95
2.95

2.75
1 75

More Sandwiches

Mexican Entrees

ALL SANDWICHES ARE SERVED WITH A DILL PICKL
E SPEAR
Turkey

THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE MADE WITH
BEEF & BEAN, CHICKEN & BEAN OR JUST
BEAN FILLI

NG.

Special Bean Roll
Strscbo

2.95

Bi7 Apple BBQ lwat.
cLe411. slaw.teasatel
Cosation Sanclwick (rel6f

3.50

Tat...ales

Quesadilla Especial
Dinher Sala;c1

BBQ Sandwick

stnal.1 4.95...rtyular 5.95
spuII 5.50...re7ular 6.50

Enckilada

Ckeese 4.75

EncLilada
Beef, Bean or CLicken
5.50
Ehail&J& Iconsbinationl
....C.Loice of two 5.50
Enckilada Icor..binationl.
...Ckoice of tkree 6.75
Stacked Enckilada
5.75

Ehek;roto

4.95

8;7 Apple Burrito
Ckalupa

4.20

Roast Beef

3.50
3.95

Han.

3.50

Corned

Beef.
3.95
THESE SANDWICHES ARE HOT OR COLD
WITH YOUR CHOICE
OF BREAD, CHEESE AND CONDIMENTS- PLEA
SE SPECIFY

BREAD: Wkorst,Rye, or Bun
CHEESE: Swiss, Ckeddar,
Or Pepper
CONDIMENTS: Mustard,
Mayonaisse, 0;.ion
Lettuce, Ton.ato, or Horserad
isk

4.20
Quesadilla Plate

4.95
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE SERVED
AS NOTED:
CLicken Fajitas
5.20
CLicken Fajita Salad
5.25
Taco Salad
stnall 4.20...re7ular 5.20
Ckili Pie
4.50
Tapnale Pie
5.20
Tarnales witi CIO;
5.75
Tatnales witl. Green CLil
i
6.20
4.1-•
Hon.seenade Ckili
sn.all 2.50...re7ular 3.00
Green Ckili.
stnall 2.95...re7ular 3.50
Black Stains and Rice
..sn.all 2.95..re7ular 4.25
Black Beans oral. Tapn
ales

Side [Ashes
Mexican

CUler

Hot flour tortilim
Jal•ptwas

.95

sk
Pet:to

salaJ

.75

.95
.95

Pepperowcifti

.75

Pickles

Mexicao, Rice
Refrit4 Beans

.75

.95

Potato clips

.50

.95

Diwaer sala.1

Biagi Beafts livisaysape/
Giiacal..olt Dip

17S

Sam. Creaks

.25

175

rawck
lows'
fat fret Ralik,.

6.20

CLicken Ole

4.95
CARRYOUT AVAILABLE 25 CEN
TS PER ITEM

vi;,7

!Plates
Plate

Polisk Sausa7e Plate
BBQ Platt
wit'. But
Ckeest Plate

Drinks
4.95
3.95
3.95

a41.1

.35
spell 2.50...revelar 3.75

ICED TEA
IMPORTED BEERS
DOMESTIC BEERS WINE COOLER
S
SODAS COFFEE
MOUNTAIN VALLEY WATER
CARRY OUT BEER AVAILABLE

Serving From 11:88 a.m. - 11:88 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11:88 a.m. - Midnight • Closed Sunday
Live Music Saturday Nights at 9:38 • Carryout Avai
lable

OCT r' -
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Scrumptious Seafood Savings
_Fried Fish -4% Ch.ickert
Flounder Dinner 14 pieces of lightly breaded flounder. fine., slaw & 2 hushpuppies.)
Catfish Dinner 1 4-6 pieces of corn meal breaded catfish. Ina., slaw & 2 hushpuppies.,
2 Piece Fish Dinner .2 pieces of batter dipped fish, Trice. slaw & 2 hushpuppies)
3 Piece Fish Dinner (3 piece. of batter dipped Rai, fries,.law & 2 hushpuppies)
Jumbo Fish Dinner 04 piece. it better dipped fish, trim, •law & 2 hushpuppaa,

$4.99
$3.09
$3.98
$4.99
$4.30

Country Style Fish Dinner (4-6 paces(dawn meal breaded fish, fries, slaw & 2 hushpuppies)
2 Piece Fish 8c Fries 12 piece. or batter dipped Rah, fries & 2 hushpuppies/
3 Piece Fish & Fries(3 picoose of batter dipped fish, fries,& 2 hushpuppies)
Chicken Dinner (4 chicken strips. (ries, slew & 2 huellipuppies)
Fish & Chicken Dinner 11 pore abetter dipped fish, 2 chicks." stripe, fries, eta,& 2 hushpuppies,

$5.25
$5.25
$4.10
$4.99
$5.88

Broiled Fish der C'hickert
Broiled Chicken Luncheon

Broiled Fish Platter

$5.80

0 2 piece. of brolled fish, rice, vegetable medley, baked potato, a bread (nick & a•lad or slaw,

$4.00

(A broiled chicken breast, rice, vegetable medley &• bread stick,

Broiled Fish & Chicken Platter

Broiled Fish Luncheon

$3.90

12 piece. of broiled fueh rice, vegetable medley & a bread stick/

$5.70

(1/2 portion of chicken breast, 1 piece of flab, noe. vegetable medley, bawd potato. bread stick & metal or slaw I

Broiled Fish & Chicken Luncheon

Broiled Chicken Platter
(A broiled chicken breast, rice, vegetable medley, baked potato, a breed stick & naiad or idea)

Broiled R.ainbow Trout Platter

$5.70

Blacken any dinner for 39e

$5.99

mileage Rainbow Trout fillet, green beans. baked potato, salad or slaw •nd a bread •tick)

$4.00

(1/2 portion of auction breast. 1 peace of fish, rice, vegetable medley & breed stick)

Pried Sectfood
$4.58
$3.99
$4.99
$8.69
$5.99

Extra Select Oyster Dinner (6 to Dieters. depending on sae, frac slaw & 2 boonpuppia0 $5.99 Stuffed Crab Dinner (3 stuffed crabs, Cr,... slaw & 2 hushpuppie.)
.$5.19 1/2 Pound Clam Dinner IChialialf pound ofaim stripe, fries, *law & 2 hushpuppies)).
8 piece Shrimp Dinner 08 piece breaded •hrunp, Inn., slew & 2 hushpuppoes)
$6•29 Seafood Dinner I pece batter dipped Rat 1 KoffPlat 3 breaded shrimp. fries, dew & 2 huelipuppies)
12 piece Shrimp Dinner (12 breaded shrimp. fries. •law & 2 hushpuppies/
Deluxe Seafood Platter 12 pewee abetter &pea flea 5 shrimp, 2 etalTsd ash.. friss. Maw & 2 hoenpuepian
Bite-size Shrimp Dinner (Portion of omoli breaded shnmp,fries, slaw & 2 Imehpoppee/
Rainbow Trout Platter (Bortelosa Rainbow Trout fillet, green beans. belted potato. waled or slaw and 2 hushpuppies
Add a piece of Fish for 89e s Add a piece of Chicken for 790 • Add 3 Shrimp for $100 s Add a Stuffed Crab or a Seafood Half-Shelled for .99e

Broiled Secifood

[

Broiled Shrimp Platter
112 marinated shrimp, me, vegetable medley, baked potato, a bread stick & salad or slaw
Broiled Shrimp Luncheon
12 marinated shrimp, roe, vegetable medley & a bread stick I

$4.49

(salmon fillet, rice, vegetable medley, baked potato, a bread stick & salad or slaw)

$6.75

Broiled Seafood Supreme Platter
Il piece of fish, 5 shrimp, 2 half-shells, rice, vegetable medley, baked potato, a bread stick & salad or slaw I

$7.50

Blacken ancht_j_r___ier for 39e

Side Orders

Appetizers

[

$2.29

Cheesesticks

$2.29

Jalapeno Cheese Bites

, Bowl $1.89

Seafood Gumbo (seasonal)

$1.99

Shrimp Cocktail

(13

Broiled Salmon Platter
$5.99

99e
990
990
99e
99e

(3
Fri
He
tasshpuppies
Cole Slaw
3 Bread Sticks
Corn on the Cob
NCried Okra

991$

Baked Potato
Side Salad
Green Beans
Rice
Macaroni ik Cheese

$1.29
990
99u
99e
99z

Substitute any side item on any dinner Baked potato 3061 extra.

Sandwiches •&. Sctridtvich Combos
Sandwich

Sandwich

Combo

$2.75
$449

$1.29
$2.69

f,h, tarter sauce & lettuce
Regular Fish Sandwich , 1
Broiled Chicken Sandwich Eht.,;.,1-vt.brn.a etta humane.

Giant Fish Sandwich 2 piece fish, tarter sauce & lettuce)

$2.19

limb.

$3.89

Combos include fries and a medium drink

Drinks

Desserts

Unlimited Free Refills (Dine in Only)

Cheesecake with Strawberry Topping

$1.29

Chocolate Cake

$1.29

Pineapple Cream Cheesecake

$1-29

Iced Tea, Coke, Diet Coke,Sprite, Mello Yellow, Mr. Pibb,
MinuteMaid Lemonade
$1.19
$1.09 Large
Small
990 Medium

Pecan Pie

$129

coffee

790

1==••• e alla ea

Family Packs

Kids Menu
$2.59
$2.79
$2.59
$2.79

Kid's Fish & Fry tOree piece battered dipped fish. fine. & 1 hushpuppeol.
Kid's Shrimp (One half order bete size shrImp, fries & 1 hu.hpuppiel..
Kid's Burger (Burger with mustard, ketchup, pickle. & hies)
Kid's Chicken Moro chicken etrepe, Inge & 1 huehenippie/

Seafood Feast Pack (feeds 6-8)
,12 better dipped fish, 10 shrimp, 3 stuffed crabs, 12 hushpuppies.(14.• s pent et am)

$18.99

Value Pack (feeds 4)
,i0 bolter dipped no,. 11 huehpuppies, &We, a pint of slaw)

$13.99

We appreciate your business and hope you will enjoy
your meal. Please call in. if your order is not
satisfactory, and 1 will personally do whatever
is necessary to make it right. 1 am the General
Manager. 71m Edrnonson (270) 753-9383

All Menu Items Can Be:
•Packed lb Go
• Order Inside
• Or Via Drive-Thru
• Call-In Orders Are Welcome
(270) 763-9383

PS. Iffor any reason you can't reach 71m
or have the need to speak to someone
else, call me, Sam Beavers at
1-800-285-1077, ext. 701. lam
responsible for the total operation
of this restaurant and would
appreciate your comments.
Thank You.

SIIMAJF13011
Chestnut Hills • Murray, Kentucky
(270) 753-9383
4°1
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U oz. Sirloin
8 oz. Sirloin
12 oz. Sirloin
9 oz. Ribeye
12 oz. Ribeye
Filet Mignon
9 oz. New York Strip
16 oz. Sirloin Tip
8 oz. Chopped Sirloin
Chicken Fried Steak
12 oz. Prime Rib
Steak & Shrimp

$5.19
$6.19
$7.19
$7 39
$9.19
$9 99
$7J9
$4 99
$4.89
$4 89
$10.19
$6 99

8 oz. Charbroiled Chicken
6 oz. Teriyaki Chicken
Chicken Fillets (fried)

55

Butterfiled Shrimp (8 pcs.)
Bite Size Shrimp (21 pcs.)
Catfish Dinner

Hamburger
Shrimp
Chicken Fillets
Grilled Cheese

Petite Sirloin
Chopped Sirloin
Chicken fried Steak
About items include buffet
Hamburger & Soup

Lunch Buffet
Dinner Buffet
Senior Lunch Buffet
Senior Dinner Buffet
Children's Buffet
(ages 3 to 10)
Buffet with Sandwich

55

55

Chicken Fried Steak
Chopped Sirloin
Petite Sirloin
Sirloin Tips

55

52
52

Hamburger (1/3 lb.)
Cheeseburger (1/3 lb.)
Chicken Fillet Sandwich
Prime Rib Sandwich
Mtge Sandwich
Texas Burger w/Cheese (8 oz.)

. Mountain Dm. Net Pepsi. Or. Pepper. Lemonade. Ormage Crush. Pepsi. Tea. Coffee. °rest Coffee. Milli
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Prices subject to
change due to market
condition

0CT 2
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Authentic Chinese Cuisine At It's Best

SUPER LUNCHEON AND DINNER BUFFETS
Lunch Buffet - $5.49 • Dinner Buffet - $7.49
Sunday Lunch Buffet - $6.49
Discounts for children 12 & under.

Lunch Buffet - Daily 11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Dinner Buffet - Sun.-Thurs. 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 4:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
DESSERTS

ICE CREAM
House Special Lo Mein

Minimum of6 Flavors Each Day

p.

Spumoni • Rocky Road
• Strawberry • Coffee
5 • Peanut Butter Fudge • Vanilla
• Cookie & Creme • Pecan Praline
• Strawberry & Cherries
• Chocolate • Butter Pecan
• Chocolate Chip
• Cookies & Cream
• Mint Chocolate Chip

•

i

,

\
-

'

Pepper Steak

Tun Tin Shrimp

,
--

, ,

M00 Shu Pork

Chicken w. Broccoli

Famous No-Bake Choc. Peanut Butter
Oatmeal Cookies
Peanut Butter Oatmeal Cookies
Peanut Butter Cornflake Bars
Haystacks (Butterscotch & Chocolate)
Rice Krispy Treats
Cheesecake (w/Cherries or Blueberries)
Pineapple Cheesecake
Pecan Pie
Walnut Cream Cheesecake
Variety of Cookies
Variety of Pies
Cupcakes
Brownies

Menu Dine In and Carry Out • Gift Certificates, Banquet Room & Catering Available!

Olympic Plaza • Murray, KY
5

)759_4653
(270

5

VISA

(7hecks, Visa, Master, Discover, American Express Accepted
7-0

-dr0-dr

37 Cinfaleran
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• ARCADE • FUN • GAMES • PRIZES • ARCADE • FUN • GAMES • PRIZES
•

LET'S HAVE
SOME FUN IN...

2
U.
•

LI
CC

di
ILY
14/ DEAL!

•

el

WI * Arca

IA

mmilmtiv
CC
CL
•
WI

ILl

•Single-Topping Large Pizza
•4 Drinks
•Plus...10 Tokens!

Si

ID
2

U.

Aza

2 All-You-Can-Eat
& SpaGatti Buffets plus Drink

only

3"

Dine-In Only. Coupon good thru
11/12/00. Not good with any other
special offer.

Mon.-Fri. 11-2. Special good thru
11/12/00. Not good with any other
special offer.

ILI
1:1
let
1.1
CC
(
44
•

WI

$899
only....
•

WI
UJ

116

Mon.-Fri. 4:30-9. Special good thru
11/12/00. Not good with any other
special offer.

Original Crust. Up to 10 Toppings. Dine-In Ali
Pick-Up. Free Delivery. Coupon good
11/12/00. Not good with any other special

ID
•

Dine-In,
Pick-Up
• imPRiEllreTi ye r y
ILI
804 Chestnut St.
Li
.

753-6656
NFU • S3I4IV9 • N111 • 3CIVJEItt • SiZIEld • SlIAIIP3 •
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Enjoy oil',
buffet
AltDay Long
on Saturdays
& Sundays!!!

11

ninui • 3Clif311111, •

2

rm

This coupon good for one small order of delicious livers, a
serving of mashed potatoes and gravy, a serving of cole
slaw and a buttermilk biscuit
.4...• Jahi Aotr any othce spec.al oiler ,Thod only at partIcipating
'.- . 1.,,ants No subs,,,' • ()lease Custurnth
Pays all aPP,
•• •
• - •1. Limit 4 per coupon
c1iFFR IXPIRtS 11/16/00

This coupon good for 3 of the Colones Crispy Strips,
one order of mashed potatoes & gravy, one order of
cole slaw and a buttermilk biscuit
yalsi with any other special offer Good Only at particIpattng
.f CM restaurants No subsitutions please Customer pays all aptall

•

able sales tax Limit 4 pet coupon
OFFER EXPIRES 11/MOO

This coupon good for one delicious Pot Pie
Not valid with any other special offer Good only at pathcopating
KFOX restaurants No subsitutions please Customer pays all appii
cable sales tax Limn 4 par coupon
OFFER EXPIRES: 11/26/00

-I-12 Pieces of Chicken Only F
(Mixed)

This COG(ii
1 for 8 plecw-, of chicken in Original
Recipe( or Extra Crispy'', one large mashed potatoes
ray one large cole slaw & 4 buttermilk biscuits
.• 1

any Other cpera

ipi.lauiants

subsitutior

LITIt 4 per ccippcio
nr[FP F Ythoc

a

rorI or
,
y at pathctpating
(•,st'arnn, rays as appl,

This coupon good for 12 pieces of chicken in
Original Recipe* or Extra Crispy'
Not valid with any other special offer Good only at padicipating
KFCOD restaurants No subsitutions please Customer pays all appl,
cable sales tax Limit 4 par coupon.
LOFVER EXPIRES: 11/74/00

Any Chicken
Sandwich
This coupon good for one chicken sandwich of your choice
Not yak, wen any other speciat otter Good only at pacec.patIng

KFC40 restaurants No subsitutrons please Customer pays all spot,
cable sales taxer4 4 per coupon.
OFFER EX
11/211/00

0CT 2 6 2000
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Eat Toe & ?dee Out

ALL YOU CAN EAT - Food Bar, Salad Bar & Dessert Bar
(Available 11:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m. Daily)
VISA

600 N. 12th St.(Next door to Taco John's)• Central Shopping Ctr.• Murray, KY •(270) 753-8916
PORK u ith

SM.
3.75
3.40
3.50

Lg.
6.25
6.25
6.55
6.75
6.75
6.75

CHICKEN (with White Rice)
Sweet & Sour Chicken
Curry Chicken w. Onion
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Chicken w. Broccoli
Chicken & Shrimp w. Cashew Nuts
Chicken w. Snow Peas
Chicken w. Mushroom
Chicken w. Cashew Nuts
Moo Shu Chicken (w.4 Pancakes)
Boneless Chicken
Chicken w. Mixed Vegetables
Chicken with Almond Ding
Lemon Chicken
Szechuan Chicken
Kung Po Chicken
Hunan Chicken
Chicken w. Garlic Sauce

Sm.
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75

Lg.
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95

Pepper Steak w. Onions
Beef w. Chinese Vegetables
Pepper Steak w. Tomatoes
Beef w. Oyster Sauce
Beef w. Broccoli
Beef w. Snow Peas
Curry Beef w. Onions
Beef w. Mushrooms
Beef w. Mushroom & Bamboo Shoots
Mongolian Beef
Szechuan Beef
Hunan Beef
Beef w. Garlic Sauce
Hot & Spicy Beef

Lg.
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
6.95
7.05
7.06
7.05
7.05
7.05
7.05

Shrimp w. Chinese Vegetables
Shrimp w. Lobster Sauce
Shrimp w. Black Bean Sauce
Shrimp w. Broccoli
Shrimp w. Snow Peas
Baby Shrimp w. Cashew Nuts
Moo Shu Shrimp (w. 4 Pancakes)
Baby Shrimp w. Peanuts
Scallops w. Mixed Chinese Vegetables
Kung Po Shrimp
Sweet & Sour Shrimp
Szechuan Shrimp
Shrimp w. Garlic Sauce
Hot & Spicy Shrimp

Sm.
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25
4.25

Shredded beef celery & red carrots in special sauce.

Orange Flavored Beef

8.25

Chunk of beef w. orange peel in spicy sauce.

Orange Flavored Chicken

7.55

14.
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.95
7.75
7.75
8.05
8.05
8.05
8.05
8.05
8.05

FAMILY DINNER

15.95
DINNER FOR TWO
7.55 Beef with broccoli, sweet & sour chicken, pork fried rice.
Chunks of boneless chicken sauteed with lots of broccoli in special sauce. DINNER FOR THREE
23.95
7.55 Beef with broccoli, pork with garlic sauce. sweet & sour chicken. pork fried
Sesame Chicken
Chunk ofchicken

orange peel in spicy sauce.

General Tso's Chicken

rice.

Chunk ofchicken deep fried w sesame seeds.

8.50 DINNER FOR FOUR

Scallops & beef with mixed vegetables.

Double Delight in Garlic Sauce

8.50

41.95
DINNER FOR FIVE •
8.25 Beef with broccoli, pork with garlic sauce, shrimp with Chinese vegeta-

Triple Delight Szechuan Style

Chicken, beef pork with onion, bamboo shoots, green pepper, broccoli. bles, sweet & sour chicken, triple delight, Szechuan style sweet & sour
chicken, pork fried rice.
water chestnut, snowpeas & red carrots.

Double Delight Hunan Style

7.85 DINNER FOR SIX

Lake Tung Ting Shrimp

8.25
8.25

Customers may substitute any item on the Family Dinner Any substitution will be charged the difference in price.

Jumbo shrimp w. mixed vegetable in white sauce.

Sweet & Sour Combo

51.95

Beef with broccoli, pork with garlic sauce, shrimp with Chinese vegetables, cashew chicken, happy family, triple sweet & sour, pork fried rice.

Pork with garlic sauce & hot & spicy baby shrimp with fungus.

Chicken, pork & shrimp with sweet & sour sauce

Salt & Pepper Shrimp
House Special Mussel
House Special Whole Fish

8.25
8.25
8.25

(Mon.-Sun: 11:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.)

The Most Delicious Chinese Food In 7bwn
Newly Remodeled
Now Serving Soft Serve Ice Cream
& Dessert Bar

Served with Steamed Rice or Roast Pork Pried Rice, Choice of Womon,
Egg Drop, or Hot & Sour Soup or Egg Roll

3.50
3.75
3.75
3.50
4.15
3.75
3.50
4.25
3.50
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.95
3.85
3.75

in brown snore

to Senior
Citizens

32.95

Beef with broccoli, pork with garlic sauce, shrimp with Chinese vegetables, sweet & sour chicken, pork fried rice.

Scallops & jumbo shrimp in garlic sauce

Chicken Chow Mein
Shrimp Chow Mein
Pepper Steak w. Onions
Roast Pork Egg Foe Young
Shrimp Lobster Sauce
Chicken with Broccoli
Moo Goo Gal Pan
Bar-13-Q Spare Ribs
Roast Pork Lo Mein
Shrimp with Broccoli
Kung Po Chicken
Chicken w/ Garlic Sauce
& Spicy Baby Shrimp
HOUSE SPECIALITIES (with White Rice) Hot
Hunan Beef
9.00 General Tso's Chicken
Happy Family
Sliced pork. shrimp, beef chicken, lobster meat & scallops sauteed w. regs Chicken Almond Ding....

1.0%
Discount

4.15
4.15
3.50
3.50
3.95
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.75
3.95
3.75
4.15
3.75
3.95
3.25

Dinners Include.. Appetizers: Egg Roll and Crab Rangoon, Soup Choice
of Egg Drop Soup, Winton Soup or Hot & Sour Soup

LUNCH SPECIALS

SEAFOOD (with White Rice)

3.25
3 75
3.95
'3 75

Lobster nicat, scallops,jumbo shrimp, sauteed with assorted Chinese cegs.

Scallops & Beef

BEEF (with White Rice)
Sm.
3.85
3.85
3.85
3.85
3.85
3.85
3.85
3.85

9.00 Mixed Vegetables
Chicken w. Cashew Nuts
9.85 Chicken w. Snow Peas
Seafood On The Nest
Lobster meat. scallops, Jumbo shrimp, sauteed with assorted Chinese Sesame Chicken
t egs on bird in's( U ti hitt! Natal'
Szechuan Shrimp
9.85 Shrimp w. Garlic Sauce
Seafood Wor Bar
Lobster meat,scallops,jumbo shrimp. sauteed with assorted Chinese rigs. Sweet & Sour Pork
on sizzling rice with white sauce.
Roast Pork with Chinese Vegetables
8.25 Shrimp with Chinese Vegetables
House Special Wor Bar
Chicken, pork, shrimp & mixed uegs. on sizzling rice in brown sauce
Beef w. Chinese Vegetables
8.25
Four Season
Beef with Broccoli
in
ie
Chinese
regs
roast
pork
&
broccoli
Chicken, jumbo shrimp, beef
Sweet & Sour Chicken
brown sauce.
10.95 Steamed Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
Seven Stars W. Moon (For 2)
Jumbo shrimp, chicken, beef roast pork & seven fried shrimp it-. mixed Chicken Lo Mein
Beef with Mushrooms
vegs.
8.50 Chicken with Mixed Vegetables
Subgum Wonton
Shrimp, beef chicken & roast pork IV. Chinese veg. (iv. crispy freed wanton, Shrimp with Snow Peas
8.50 Szechuan Chicken
Butterfly Shrimp w. Bacon
Pork with Garlic Sauce
Jumbo shrimp w. bacon sauteed & onion, snow peas.
9.00 Broccoli with Garlic Sauce
Shredded Beef Dried, Hunan Style
Seafood Delight

White Ricci

Sweet & Sour Pork
Roast Pork w. Chinese Veg.
Roast Pork w. Broccoli
Moo Shu Pork (w. 4 Pancakes)
Sliced Pork Sauteed w. Scallion
Shredded Pork w. Garlic Sauce

cre

COUPON

--•

OFF with
coupon
On Buffet or Menu Items
Eat In or Carry Out
Expires I 1/11/00

CHINA BUFFET

CloPENTrAii
Mon.-Thurs.: 10:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 10:30 a.m.-10:30 p.m.• Sun.: 10:30 a.m.-9:30 p.m.

10% Off
with
MSU
Student ID

0CT r'
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PIZZA

Murray

Murray State

753-3030

762-4380

For lunch. Before the game. During a movie.
For dinner. At a party. After the game.
For breakfast. At a meeting. For a snack.
At work. On vacation.
Bad Andy.
Good Pizza.TM
Just because it tastes good.

...
.

1

13.99

I
1
1
I
I
1

I
1
TWO MEDIUM
1
2-TOPPING PIZZAS
1
AND A 2-LITER OF COKED 1.
I
I WY..
1
I

I

I

.,
.,

.

.40.•

I

vie

6.99

I
LARGE 1-TOPPING PIZZA '
1
In Appreciation Of Our Customers
i
outside Ot.ir Delivery Area
1
1
I
1
I

I -

I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I
I

'10.99

I
ANY PIZZA
1
1
ANY SIZE
1
ANY TOPPINGS
1
I.
1
1

..:
1

1
1
i

1
1
1
1
1

GREAT ADDITIONS
6 Pack Coke', Diet Coke' or Sprite'
8 Piece Order Breadsticks
8 Piece Order Cheesybread
10 Piece Order Buffalo Wings
(Hot or BM)
8 Cinnamon Sticks

MI *151 tOj MU 41)+115

$2.99
$1.99
$2.99
$3.99
$2.99

..
Plus tax & deposit
where applicable.

1 LARGE + 1 TOPPING
+ A 2-LITER OF COKE®
Deep Dish Extra
Exprres 10 31 00
(62000 Domino s Pizza LLC Coupon not valid woh or,
,
other otter Otter valet wrth coupon only Valid at pan,'
paling stores only Pnces may vary Customer pays sales
tax where applocable Our drrvers carry less than $20
Cash value 1-20c

I
I
I
I

I

4.
I
1

I
i
i
i
i

1
1
1
1
1
1

I

'9.99
Plus tax & deposit
where applicable.

I

1 LARGE + 1 TOPPING
1
+ A 2-LITER OF COKE'
1
00
1
14
1:1
1
1 "ef
i

Wherever you eat your pizza, domino's hits the spot!
Pick-Up or Delivery

Delivering a Million Smiles a Day.

.
1
I

1

1
1
1
1

"Serving Murray's Best Breakfast For Over 30 Years"1310 Main Street • Murray, Ky.
Open 7 Days A Week Take Out Orders Call 753-7641
SERVING BREAKFAST 7 a.m.-2 p.m. ONLY
1.90 3-2.40
1.95 10-2.65
2.80 3-3.50
2.80 3-3.50
2.80 3-3.50

2 large pancakes, 2 eggs, 1 sausage, 2 strips of
bacon, slice ham, has browns, milk gravy, biscuits or toast, butter & jelly (Choice of 1 slice toma$5.65
to or 1 peach half)

2 Pancakes
6 Silver Dollar Pancakes
2 Peanut Butter Pancakes
2 Chocolate Chip Pancakes
2 Cheese Pancakes

2 large pancakes. 2 eggs, bacon, ham or
sausage, toast or biscuits, butter & jelly ..$3.75
(Gravy .40e Extra)

Topped with fruit and whipped cream
2.80 3-3.50
2 Blueberry Pancakes
2.80 3-3.50
2 Pecan Pancakes
2.80 3-3.50
2 Hawaiian Pancakes
2.80 3-3.50
2 Apple Pancakes

Plain
Cheese
Ham
Bacon
Bacon & Cheese
Sausage & Cheese
Ham & Cheese
2 Meat & Cheese
3 Meat & Cheese
Toast or Biscuits, Butter & Jelly
(Gravy .40c Extra)

2.35
3.10
3.65
3.65
3.95
3.95
3.95
4.95
5.75

Order by letter & number only
0-1 Cheese
0-2 Bacon & Cheese
0-3 Sausage 8, Cheese
0-4 Ham & Cheese

2 Pancakes and
2 Pancakes and
2 Pancakes and
2 Pancakes and

Bacon
Sausage
Ham
1 Egg

2.60 3-3.20
2.60 3-3.20
2.60 3-3.20
2.60(2 eggs)-3.20

3 Silver Dollar Pancakes choice of 2 Strips
2.05
Bacon, 1 Sausage or 1 Egg

3 Sliced of Batter Dipped Bread

w,powderesd sugar

....2.85

Fruit Filled - topped with whipped cream
Strawberry roll-up
Blueberry roll-up
Apple roll-up
Hawaiian roll-up
1.40
One Egg
2.30
Sausage
and
One Egg
2.30
One Egg and Bacon
2.30
One Egg and Ham
1.80
Two Eggs
2.60
Sausage
and
Eggs
Two
2.60
Two Eggs and Bacon
2.60
Ham
and
Eggs
Two
Served with Toast or Biscuit, Butter & Jelly
(Gravy 400 Extra)
2.05
Bacon and Toast
2.05
Sausage and Toast
2.05
Ham and Toast
2.05
Bacon and Biscuits
2.05
Sausage and Biscuits
2.05
Ham and Biscuits

1-2 Biscuits & Gravy
2-Sausage & Biscuit
3-Bacon & Biscuit
4-Ham & Biscuit
5-Egg & Biscuit
6-Sausage & Egg Biscuit
7-Bacon & Egg Biscuit
8-Ham & Egg Biscuit

Hash Browns
Order Toast
2 Biscuits
Bacon
Sausage
Ham
Cereal
Oatmeal

1.05
95c
1.00
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.35
1.75

B.B.G.(Hickory Smoked)
Jumbo B.B.Q
Hamburger
Jumbo Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Jumbo Cheeseburger
Jumbo Bacon Cheeseburger
Bacon Cheeseburger
Chuckwagon
Roast Beef
Chicken Fried Steak
Turkey
Chicken
Bacon, Lettuce, Tomato .....
Chili Dog
Double Chili Dog
Hot Dog
Fish
Ham and Cheese
Toasted Cheese
Egg
Ham and Egg
Sausage and Egg
Bacon and Egg

2.10
2.60
1.35
1.70
1.50
1.85
2.80
2.45
1.95
2.25
1.95
2.35
2.40
2.40
2.25
3.00
1.20
2.00
2.05
1.55
1.50
2.50
2.50
2.50

Homemade Chili
Combination Salad
Chef Salad

Potato Salad
Slaw
Onion Rings
Baked Beans
French Fries
Mushrooms(w/Ranch .50 Extra)

Plate Lunch
Served Noon
Additional Rolls or Extras
Will Be Extra Charge

7 REGULATION POOL TABLES
We sell Meucci. Viking& Dufferin Cues

OCT 26 23°3

uat Sfreceak
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TUESDAY SPECIAL

THURSDAY SPECIAL

- Your Choice

Thanks to the Rotary Club...
YOU TOO,can enjoy our

Soup & Salad Bar or
Soup & Sandwich
•• *•
ONLY
deo

99

2
$
+ Tax

•

•

•

•

Every
Tuesday
11 a.m.-8 p.m.

EXQUISITE BUFFET
for Lunch!
This is a very special buffet.
Pagliai's has extended the buffet to include such items as:
•Rump of Roast 'Baked Icelandic Cod
*Roasted Chicken •Seasoned Potatoes
•Blackhawk Rolls *Scrumptious Desserts
and still have your choice of pizza, pasta or salad!

Plenty of
Seating
Available
Front & Back

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
Pasta Buffet Feast
Buffet Hours:
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
5 p.m.-8 p.m.

Buy 1 Cheese Pizza Any Size
and Get the 2nd Cheese Pizza
All Other Ibpping8 Full Price

970 CHESTNUT STREET
MURRAY, KY
753-2975
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HOURS:
Sunday-Thursday
Lunch 11-2:30•Supper 4:30-9:00
Friday-Saturday
Lunch 11-2:30• Supper 4:30-10:00

i•tOUSE

APPETIZERS
Egg Roll(1)
Fried Wonton (6)
Silver Wrap Chicken (4)
Crab Rangoon (6)
Fried Chicken Wings(6)
Shrimp Tempura (4)
Beef Teriyaki (4)
BBQ Sauce Ribs(4)
Shrimp Toast (4)
Teriyaki Chicken (4)
Pu Pu Platter

COMBINATION PLATTERS

$1.00
$1 90
$3.95
$3.55
$2.95
$3.50
$3 95
$4.25
$2.95
$295
$7 95

(Served with Soup, Egg Roll Fried Rice and Fortune
Cookies)
Served from II AV a.m.-2:30 p.m.
(For Take Out Orders - Soup Not Included)

Sweet & Sour Chicken
Sweet & Sour Pork
Sweet & Sour Shrimp
Pepper Steak
Beef Broccoli
Beef Chow Mein
Mongolian Beef
Kung Pao Beef(Spicy)
Sesame Chicken (Spicy)
Chicken Broccoli
Moo Moo Gal Pan
Szechwan Pork (Spicy)
Szechwan Shrimp (Spicy)
Shrimp with Lobster Sauce

2 Spring Rolls, 2 Fried Wonton, 2 Fried Shrimp
. 2 Barbecue
Spare Ribs. 2 Beef Teriyaki and 2 Silver Chicke
n.

CHEF'S SPECIALTIES
Happy Family

$895

Beef, BBQ pork, chicken and selected vegetab
les with fresh
seafood in our chef's special sauce.

$3.75
$375
$4.25
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.95
$3.99
$3 95
$3.75
$3.75
$3 95
$4.25
$4 25

VEGETABLES
Bean

$895

Curd House Style
$5.95
Fried bean curd with selected vegetables in chef's special
sauce.

Scallops with Oyster Sauce

$8.95

Emperor's Delight

•Fresh Buffet •Soup
•Super Dessert & Fruit Bar
'Hand-Dip Ice Cream Bar
Served 7 Days A Week

$8.95

. Sizzling Beef & Scallops

Sliced flank steak with fresh scallops in our
chef's special
sauce and served on a hot plate.

Fresh scallops with bamboo shoots, broccoli,
carrots, snow
peas, and mushrooms in a rich oyster sauce.

Sliced tender beef and king crab meat sauteed in
an Imperial
sauce.

dr•

13

j
uliso
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406 N. 12th St.
Murray, Kentucky
(Next to Pizza Hut)

-•

2000

BEEF

.5

China House Beef

$7.25

Shredded beef, bamboo shoots, green onions and
skin mushrooms in Szechwan sauce.

Pepper Steak
Tender sliced beef sautéed with hell peppers and
onions in
brown sauce.

Beef Snow Peas

$7.25

Sliced beef with fresh snow peas, bamboo shoots
and v.atcr
chestnuts in brown sauce.

Orange Flavored Beef(spicy)

$8.25

Tender beef sauteed with scallions in spicy hot orange
flavor
sauce.

PORK
Double Happy

$6.75

Tenderloin pork and sliced chicken breast sautéed
with broccoli. bamboo shoots, water chestnuts and mushro
oms in
broth.

Mushu Pork

$6.95

Shredded pork and vegetables in tantalizing egg
sauce, rolled
in 4 thin pancakes.'

POULTRY
China House Chicken
Sweet & Sour Chicken
Mushu Chicken
General Tso's Chicken
Spicy Chicken

Dine-In • Carry-Out • Catering
Gift Certificates • Banquet Room

$6.50
$5.95
$7.25
$6.75
$6.50

ADDITIONAL MENU ITEMS AVAILABLE

•
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Eb MESON
Mexican Resta/mutt

I i

1006 Chestnut St.• 270-759-9247
Appetizers & Salads
Guacamole Salad
75te
Cheese Quesadilla
1.75
Tossed Salad
1.75
Cheese Dip
2.25
Chile con Carne
2.75
Cheese & Chicken Quesadilla
3.00
Nachos with Chicken (1/2) 2.50
4.25
Nachos with Beef & Beans (1/2) 3.00 .
. . 5.00
Nachos Fajitas Beef or Chicken (1/2) 3.50
5.00
Nachos El Meson (1/2) 3.50
6.25
Cheese nachos with assorted toppings of beef
chopped

chicken and refried beans All covered with
shredded
lettuce tomatoes and sour cream

Vegetarian Combinations

Lunch Menu

Sunday-Thursday 11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.

Monday thru Sunday
I a.m. to 2 p.m.

Combinations

Speedy Gonzales

One Taco, One Enchilada & One Chalupa
5.25
One Enchilada, One Taco & One Chile Relleno
525
Two Tacos. One Enchilada & Chile con Came
5.25
One Taco, Two Enchiladas & Mexican Rice
5.25
One Chalupa, One Chile Relleno & Refried Beans
5.25
One Burrito. One Taco & Enchilada
5.25
Two Tacos, Mexican Rice & Retried Beans
5.25
One Beef Enchilada, One Chalupa & Mexican Rice
5.25
One Enchilada, One Tamale, Mexican Rice & Refried Beans 5.25
One Enchilada, Chile Relleno, Mexican Rice & Refried Beans 5.25
One Enchilada, Taco, Mexican Rice & Refried Beans
5.25
Two Enchiladas, Mexican Rice & Refried Beans
5.50
One Enchilada. One Burrito and One Chile Relleno
5.50
One Taco, One Burrito, Mexican Rice & Refried Beans
6.25
Two Burritos. Mexican Rice & Refried Beans ....
6.25
One Burrito, One Tamale. Mexican Rice & Refried Beans
6.25
One Tostada. One Enchilada, Mexican Rice & Refried Beans
6.25

Two Potato Enchiladas, Mexican Rice
&
Refried Beans
5.75
One Chalupa, One Cheese Enchilada
& Refried
Beans
5.95
Two Bean Burritos w/Nacho
Especialidades de El Meson
Cheese Sauce
5.95
One Bean Burrito, One Quesadilla
Fajita Burrito
and One
5.25
Chalupa
Chimichanga (Beef or Chicken)
5.95
6.50
One Bean Burrito, One Cheese Enchi
lada, One El Meson Fajitas
8.95
Tostada & Nacho Cheese
Fajitas
6.25
Single Order 8.50
Double Order 16.00 • Combination 16.00
fle/4
!"'
-4111
Fajita Quesadilla (Steak, Chicken or Shrimp) . .6.25

Desserts
Available

AAA

‘11
,

Enchiladas Supremos
Polio Feliz

6.50
6.75
6.75

Taco Salad Fajitas Beef Strips Steak

3.50

One taco, one enchilada, choice of rice or beans

Chimichanga

3.75

We stuff a flour tortilla with your choice of chunks of
beef or spicy chicken, then deep fry it to a golden brown
topped with cheese sauce, lettuce, sour cream, guacamole and pico de gallo. Served with Mexican rice and
beans.

Ouesadilla Rellena

3.95

A flour tortilla grilled and stuffed with cheese, chopp
ed
mextcan sausage. beef or chicken and refried
beans
served with lettuce, guacamole and sour cream

El Meson Burrito

4.75

A large flour tortilla filled with seasoned ground
beef and
beans or tender chunks of chicken topped with
lettuce.
tomatoes, sour cream and cheese, served
with Mexican
rice and beans

Tamale

3.50

Tender beef wrapped in an authentic soft
corn shell and topped with our seaso
ned
ground beef whole beans and mild sauce

Fajitas

5.25

We use our special recpe to cook tender strps of mannate
d
chicken breast or beef strip steak served with salted onions,
bell Demers and garnished with lettuce. guitatriole.
Nur
cream pco de gab°
flour 'orioles. Of
Mexican nce4 beans
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OCT 26 2000

fe'zi KENLAKE
STATE RESORT PARK
"Under New Management"
On Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Aurora, Ky.• Hwy.94

474-2211
Hours: Fri. & Sat. 5 p.m.-8 p.m.
Sun. Noon-8 p.m.

3riday Seafood euffet
All You Can
Eat Buffet

All You Can
Eat Buffet

Sliced Roast Beef, Fried or Baked Chicken, Farm
Raised Catfish and Hushpuppies, Fried Clams, Fried
Shrimp, Boiled Shrimp, Snow Crab Legs, Stuffed
Crabs, Sometimes Fiddler Catfish, Baked Cod or Farm
Raised Catfish, Seafood Casserole. Large Salad Bar
and Soups. Great Home Cooked Vegetables, Hot Rolls
and Butter and a Big Dessert Bar.

10.95

Plus Tax & Tip

Sunday 8uffet

Carving Inside Round of Beef, Smoked Rope Sausage,
Baked Sugar Cured Ham, Barbecue Chicken or Fried
Chicken, Barbecue Pork Ribs or BeefShort Ribs,
Barbecue Pork Shoulder, Farm Raised Catfish and
Hushpuppies. Large selection of Hot Vegetables, Salad
Bar and soups, Hot Rolls and Butter
and a Big Dessert Bar.

10.95

Plus Tax & Tip

Private Vanquet and
Meeting 3acilities
The Garden Room over looking beautiful Kentucky
Lake and Meeting Rooms "A", "B"and "C". These
rooms will handle from one to 175 or more. Book your
Holiday Parties, Business Meetings, Weddings,
Luncheons, and Private Parties of all selections.

All You Can
Eat Buffet
Carving Inside Round of Beef, Baked Ham, Fried Chicken,
Ttirkey and Dressing, Sometimes Roast Pork Loin and Farm
Raised Catfish and Hushpuppies, Soup and Salad Bar
Selection, a lot of Home Cooked Vegetables like Green Beans,
Candied Yams, Buttered Cut Corn, Carrots, Broccoli
Casserole or Asparagus Casserole, and many others. Relishes
like Cranberry Sauce, Giblet Gravy, Fresh Horseradish,
Tartar Sauce and Au Jus and Brown Gravy, Hot Rolls and
Butter and a Large Dessert Selection.

10.95

Saturday Chuckwagon 6uffet

Plus Tax & Tip

Contact Vickie Wimberly at
1-800-325-0143 or 1-270-474-2211

Seasonal Vuffets
Thanksgiving - Easter
Mother's Day - Father's Day
Buffets do not include a Beverage

Duttb e55ei1jem5
Serving Cafeteria Style

We have something
different every day!!
HOME COOKED MEALS,
BREADS, PIES AND DESSERTS

Tuesday thru Thursday
11 a.m.-2 p.m. & 4-8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
11 a.m.-2 p.m.
& 4-9 p.m.

We'll be glad to fax your office our menu on a daily basis.
Just give us a call at 753-2348.
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Appetizers & Side Orders
Nachos
Chips & Salsa
Mushrooms
Stuffed Jalapenos

HOME OF

(3)
(6)
(6)
(12)

Chicken Wings
Cheddar Fries (one size)
Crab Cakes
Onion Rings
Slaw
Pepperoncini
Jalapenos
Fries
Sandwiches
Hamburger
Double Hamburger
Cheeseburger
Double Cheeseburger
Grilled Cheese
Buchanan BM
Buchanan DBQ Deluxe
Crab Burger
Ham & Swiss
More Good Stuff
Fried Shrimp Din
DBQ Shrimp

$4.50
$1.95
The Best Damn Pizza in the Greater
$2.50
Metropolitan Buchanan Area
$2.50
Available 4:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
$4.50
$2.50
Available Toppings
$4.95
Sausage
Green Peppers
$3.95
Beef
Mushrooms
$4.95
Pepperoni
Onions
$2.25
Green Olives
$1.25
Black Olives
$0
47
-on
Jalapenos
so p0
75 10"C es
(Ea
ra Topping)
$2.25
$2.95
$2.50
$3.25
$1 65

(Ham, Mushroom, Pineapple)
$5.95
$11.45
nl, & Sausage)
$9.95
$12.70
$13.45
$17.70
ra

Shrimp Burrito
Enchilada (Small)
Enchilada (Large)
Big Havana Chicken 5
Black Angus Ribeye Din
Key Lime Pie
Fridays & Saturdays Only
Catfish Dinner
Catfish Dinner

f„
Terre
$1.50
(2 pieces)
(3 piees)

$8.95
$9.95

LIVE 1011;$1(1"
d49/A/ gc

$8.95
$1.25
$1.25

pping)

Peel & Eat
a
a

Low

$6.95
$1.00
$1.00

FOR

rye sew',000. cgv

Pitchers
Wine Coolers
Ice Tea
Soft Drinks

$2.00
$2.25
$2.50
$1.50
$5.00
$2.50
$1.00
$1.00
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